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It is well known that hydrogen can be considered as the best fuel: aft er 
its combustion, the water molecules H2O are formed. It is known as well 
that the crystalline lattices of some ‘heavy metals’ (such as vanadium, lan-
thanides, etc.) are the best ‘containers’ of this fuel as very compact and safe. 
Interactions of hydrogen atoms with these ‘heavy metals’ provide formation 
of the interstitial metal—hydrogen alloys where the light H-atoms are dis-
tributed on the set of the interstitial positions of the given metal lattices. In 
the present brochure, we shall not discuss the positive or negative aspects of 
the general problem entitled as ‘Hydrogen Energy’. We simply assume that 
the hydrogen gas is already obtained in some way and that it is inserted in or 
absorbed by the metal lattices.

It has to be noted that the ‘light metals’ (such as lithium or magnesium) 
absorb the hydrogen atoms as well, but in these compounds the H-atoms are 
located in the metal lattice sites, and the total number of the absorbed light 
particles is much lower than the number of the host metal atoms which form 
the given crystalline lattice. In contrast, in the case of the ‘heavy metals’, as it 
was mentioned above, the ‘interstitial alloys’ are formed, and as the number of 
the interstitial positions is signifi cantly greater than the number of the lattice 
sites there can be formed, and there are formed in principle, the much more 
hydrogen-rich Me—H compounds.

We shall consider below the properties of the interstitial metal—hydro-
gen alloys (Me—H alloys). Particularly, we shall try to answer the questions: 
what are the physical properties of the given metal—hydrogen systems 
(Me—H systems), in what degree they are infl uenced by the hydrogen sub-
system, and what positive or negative aspects we have to take into account 
on using these compounds?

First of all, it should be noted that, besides the metal—hydrogen inter-
actions, which provide the stability of the given metal—hydrogen systems, 
forces acting between the light particles imbedded in the metal lattice ex-
ist in these compounds. Th ese ‘additional’ interactions may have diff erent 
natures: the Coulomb forces between the light ions or the elastic forces in-
duced by the deformations of the host metal lattice (caused by the set of the 
embedded particles). We especially use the words ‘light particles’, as in the 
experimental investigations there are considered the eff ects caused by deu-
terium atoms as well as by hydrogen atoms inserted in the metal lattices. In 
all cases, these ‘inter-light-particle’ forces infl uence upon the spatial location 
of the inserted atoms and stimulate formation of their ordered confi gura-
tions. Th e strength of these ‘additional’ forces (‘H—H forces’) can be esti-
mated by the order—disorder transition temperature Tc (as this parameter 
can be registered easily: at T > Tc, the distribution of the given light particles 
on the set of interstitial positions is uncorrelated, while at T < Tc, they form 
some spatially ordered structures, which can be registered, for example, in 
the neutron diff raction experiments). In addition, the order—disorder tran-
sition points can be determined by the characteristic anomalies of a number 
of physical properties (heat capacity, conductivity, etc.).

At temperatures T < Tc, the degree of the formed equilibrium order is 
characterized (or described) by the temperature-dependent long-range order 
(LRO) parameter η(T).

Th e next specifi c detail of these ordering metal—hydrogen systems is the 
existence in a number of Me—H compounds the equilibrium superstructures 
characterized by a pair of the temperature dependent long-range order pa-
rameters, η1(T) and η2(T), providing some additional characteristic properties 
of corresponding alloys.
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11 HYDROGEN ORDERING 
(GENERAL CONSIDERATION)

In order to formulate the mathematical background for statistical-
thermodynamic analysis concerning the ordering properties in the 
subsystem of light atoms inserted into the crystalline lattices of the 
host metal, it is convenient to base upon the static concentration 
waves’ method elaborated by A.G. Khachaturyan [1]. Within the 
frameworks of this model, the ordered distributions of particles on 
the set of sites of the crystalline lattices are represented on using 
a very simple idea: each function can be expanded in the Fourier 
series of a number of plane waves; in the case of the ordered con-
fi gurations of particles in the lattice, the Fourier series of the corre-
sponding distribution functions will contain only a few terms with 
the relevant wave vectors ki.

Th e general principles of this theory we shall illustrate below 
by consideration of the ordering phenomenon developed in one of 
the rare-earth superstoichiometric ordering dihydrides.

1.1. An Example of the Ordering 
F.C.C.-Metal—Hydrogen Compound
Considering of the problem entitled ‘Th e properties of the ordering 
subsystem of light particles inserted in the metal lattice’, we shall 
start by the analysis [2] of the relatively simple ordering f.c.c.-met-
al—hydrogen compound TbD2+c. (In the neutron diff raction exper-
iments the deuterium is preferable than the hydrogen.)

1.1.1. Information from experimental investigations

Th e experimental investigations cited in [2] gave the following in-
formation.

1. Tb atoms in the chemical compound TbD2 form an f.c.c. lat-
tice of N sites. Th is lattice contains 2N tetrahedral interstitial posi-
tions (which form 2 interpenetrating f.c.c. sublattices) and N octa-
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hedral interstitial positions (forming a single f.c.c. lattice). In this compound (TbD2), 
2N deuterium atoms fi ll all tetrahedral interstices, while, in the compounds TbD2+c, 
which have a similar metal lattice, the additional cN D-atoms are distributed on the 
set of the octahedral positions. If c < 1, a part of these positions remains empty, and 
the system of the ‘additionally inserted’ D atoms and their vacancies can be consid-
ered as a binary alloy of the cN deuterium atoms and (1 − c)N vacancies (both located 
in the given f.c.c. lattice of the octahedral positions).

2. Th e subsystem of the ‘additional’ deuterium atoms located in the octahedral 
interstitial positions, even at such low concentrations as c ≈ 0.1-0.2, below some criti-
cal temperature Tc, undergoes a disorder—order transition, and spatially ordered 
confi gurations are formed. Th ese confi gurations are characterized by the simultane-
ous presence of two superstructure wave vectors belonging to the vector stars of the 
type (1 0 0) and (1 ½ 0).

3. Formation of these superstructures is not accompanied by the host metal lat-
tice deformations, and it can be concluded that the given ordering phenomenon does 
not drive the formation of the antiphase domains in the sample.

1.1.2. The analytical considerations

Th e analytical considerations of the ordering phenomena in the bi-
nary compounds have provided the following conclusions [1].

1. Among the binary solid solutions, there exist a limited number of the compo-
nent distributions, which remain stable against a tendency of the antiphase domain 
formation.

2. In the system with the f.c.c. symmetry the distributions which are stable with 
respect to the antiphase domain formation are characterized by the superstructure 
wave vectors of the type (1 0 0), (½ ½ ½) and (1 ½ 0).

3. Among the binary f.c.c. alloys, there is only one distribution which contains 
the above-mentioned (experimentally detected) wave vectors of the type k1 = 2πa1* 
and k2 = π(a1* + 2a3*) and is stable against formation of the antiphase domains (here, 
{aj*} are the vectors of the reciprocal lattice determined as |a1*| = 2π/a1, |a2*| = 2π/a2, 
|a3*| = 2π/a3 and oriented along the corresponding coordinate axes; (a1, a2, a3 are the 
f.c.c. lattice unit-cell parameters, which are equal with each other).

Th is spatially ordered confi guration on the set of the given f.c.c. lattice sites is 
described by the distribution function n(Ri, T)  n(x, y, z; T), determined as

 n(x, y, z; T) = c + η1(T)γ1exp(i2πx) + 2η2(T)γ2cos[π(x + 2z)]. (1.1)

In this expression, the variables x, y, z are the coordinates of the sites in the given 
f.c.c. lattice of octahedral interstitial positions, c is the concentration of the ordering 
particles, determined as
 c = NH(octa)/N, (1.2)

where NH(octa) is the number of light particles distributed on the set of N sites; η1(T) 
and η2(T) are the temperature dependent long-range order parameters, and γ1, γ2 are 
the normalizing factors.
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1.1.3. Application to the terbium hydrides

It follows that just this function (1.1) must be applied to the given 
Me—H(D) compound.

On the set of the f.c.c. lattice sites, this function (1.1) takes the following three 
diff erent values:
 n1(T) = c + η1(T)γ1 + 2η2(T)γ2, 

 n2(T) = c + η1(T)γ1 − 2η2(T)γ2,  (1.3)

 n3(T) = c − η1(T)γ1.

n1(T), n2(T) and n3(T) are called the sites occupation numbers. Th ese ‘occupation 
numbers’ must fulfi l reasonable restrictions: in the case of particles concentration 
c = NH(octa)/N ≤ 1 (as it was noted above, N is the number of sites in the f.c.c. lattice of 
octahedral positions and NH(octa) is the number of light particle distributed on the set 
of these positions), they must remain within the limits:

 0 ≤ n1, n2, n3 ≤ 1, (1.4a)

and, moreover, satisfy the relation
 ∑i n(Ri) = NH(octa), (1.4b)

where the summation includes all sites of the given f.c.c. lattice (of octahedral posi-
tions); or, on performing the summation and on dividing the result by the number of 
sites in the given f.c.c. lattice N,
 ν1n1 + ν2n2 + ν3n3 = c, (1.4c)
where
 ν1 = N1/N, ν2 = N2/N, ν3 = N3/N. (1.4d)
N1, N2 and N3 are the numbers of those lattice sites, where n(x, y, z; T) equals n1, n2 
and n3, respectively. Location of sites characterized by diff erent occupation numbers 
in the f.c.c. crystal lattice are shown in Fig. 1.1.

It follows, particularly, that the set of expressions (1.3), (1.4) restrict the possible 
values of the order parameters η1(T) and η2(T) at any temperatures.

Fig. 1.1. Th e superstructure formed 
on the octahedral interstitial posi-
tions in the f.c.c. lattice. Notations of 
interstices with diff erent occupation 
probabilities: n1 — black circles, n2 —
crossed circles, n3— open circles
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Th e normalizing factors γ1 and γ2 are determined from the following require-
ment. We suppose that the complete order of the type [n1 = 1, n2 = 0, n3 = 0] is reached 
at the composition c = cst = ¼ and that it is associated with the values of the order 
parameter: η1 = 1 and η2 = 1.

Th is restriction defi nes the normalizing γ-factors:
 γ1 = γ2 = ¼. (1.5)

It must be noted that the distribution function (1.1) was used before us in the in-
vestigation [3] on describing the superstructure, which was formed in the compound 
CeD2+c.

As it was already mentioned, Fig. 1.1 shows the superstructure described by the 
distribution function (1.1) where the lattice sites associated with the diff erent occu-
pation numbers, n1, n2, n3, are indicated by diff erent symbols.

Th e next step of the description of the ordering phenomena consists in the de-
termination of the equilibrium values of the order parameters, η1(T) and η2(T), at 
corresponding temperatures T.

As usual, we imply that, at the given concentration c and temperature T, the 
equilibrium values of both order parameters are those, which minimize the free-en-
ergy function of the given ordering subsystem.

1.1.4. Determination 
of the free-energy function

Th e confi gurational free-energy function of the ordering subsystem 
F(c, η1, η2, T) can be presented as the sum of the internal energy of the given ordering 
system E(c, η1, η2, T) and its entropy S(c, η1, η2, T):
 F(c, η1, η2, T) = E(c, η1, η2, T) − TS(c, η1, η2, T). (1.6a)

Within the scope of the ‘static concentration waves’ method [1], these thermo-
dynamic functions are given by the expressions:
 S(c, η1, η2, T) = − NkB∑i = 1…3 νi[nilnni + (1 − ni)ln(1 − ni)], (1.6b)

 E(c, η1, η2, T) = (N/2)[Ŵ(0)c2 + Ŵ(k1)(η1γ)2 + 2Ŵ(k2)(η2γ)2]. (1.6c)
In the expression (1.6b), the sites occupation numbers n1, n2, n3 are given by the 

relations (1.3), νi denote the fractions of sites of the i-th type in the given f.c.c. lattice 
(i.e., ν1 = N1/N, ν2 = N2/N, ν3 = N3/N, and N1, N2 and N3 are the numbers of the f.c.c. 
lattice sites where the distribution function (1.1) equals the values n1, n2, n3, respec-
tively).

In the expression (1.6c), the energies’ Fourier components, Ŵ(0), Ŵ(k1) and 
Ŵ(k2), are defi ned by the expressions:
 Ŵ(0) = ∑iW(ri), (1.7a)

 Ŵ(k1) = ∑iW(ri)exp(−i2πa1* ·ri), (1.7b)

 Ŵ(k2) = ∑iW(ri)exp[−iπ(a1* + 2a3*) ·ri], (1.7c)
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where a1* and a3* are the unit vectors of the reciprocal lattice, while ∑i are the sums 
over all f.c.c. lattice interstices (i.e., over all the given octahedral interstitial posi-
tions). Note that, from the above expressions (1.7a)—(1.7c), hereinaft er, the energy-
parameters V0 = (1/kB)Ŵ(0), V1 = (1/kB)Ŵ(k1) and V2 = (1/kB)Ŵ(k2) are determined 
in the temperature unites.

If, in the sums (1.7a)—(1.7c), we retain only the main terms, then the following 
expressions will be obtained [2]:
 Ŵ(0) = 12W1 + 6W 2 + 24W 3 + 12W 4 + ..., (1.8a)

 Ŵ(k1) = − 4W1 + 6W2 − 8W3 + 12W4 + ..., (1.8b)

 Ŵ(k2) = − 4W1 + 2W2 − 8W3 − 4W4 + .... (1.8c)
Here, W1, W2, W3, and W4 are the pair interaction energies between the atoms sep-
arated by the distances equal to the fi rst, second, third, and fourth coordination 
spheres’ radiuses, respectively.

1.1.5. Determination 
of the free-energy minimal values

We had mentioned above that, at all temperatures T > Tc, the sites 
of the given f.c.c. sublattice of octahedral interstitial positions are characterized by 
the equal occupation numbers: ni(T) = c (as η1(T) = η2(T)  0). However, at T < Tc, we 
are obliged to determine those pairs of values of η1(T) and η2(T), which minimize the 
free energy function (1.6).

First of all, at the given temperature T, we have to determine those pairs of vari-
ables η1(T) and η2(T), which provide the fulfi lment of conditions:
 ∂F/∂η1 = 0, ∂F/∂η2 = 0, (1.9)
and then, just for these already determined values of the order parameters, we have 
to determine the sign of the determinant:
 Δ(η1, η2) = (∂2F/∂η1

2)(∂2F/∂η2
2) − (∂2F/∂η1∂η2)2. (1.10)

Th e following particular cases can occur:
 Δ(η1, η2) > 0 and ∂2F/∂η1

2 > 0, (1.11a)

 Δ(η1, η2) > 0 and ∂2F/∂η1
2 < 0, (1.11b)

 Δ(η1, η2) = 0. (1.11c)
In the fi rst case, we have a local minimum; in the second case, there is a local 

maximum, and in the third case, a saddle point. If we have several local minima at the 
given temperature T, then those values of the order parameters (η1, η2) which corre-
spond to the lowest among these local minima will represent the equilibrium values 
of the order parameters at the given temperature T.

Th e above general relations (1.9) provide the following expressions in the case of 
the free-energy function (1.6):
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 ln[n1n2(1 − n3)2/(1 − n1)(1 − n2)n3
2] = −V1η1/T, (1.12a)

 ln[n1(1 − n2)/(1 − n1)n2] = −V2η2/T. (1.12b)
(We repeat that, hereinaft er, both energy parameters, V1 and V2, are determined in 
the temperature units.)

Th e second derivatives of free-energy function are as follow:
 ∂2F/∂η1

2 = NkBTγ2{V1/T + [4n1(1 − n1)]−1 + 
 + [4n2(1 − n2)]−1 + [2n3(1 − n3)]−1}, (1.13a)

 ∂2F/∂η2
2 = 2NkBTγ2{V2/T + [2n1(1 − n1)]−1 + [2n2(1 − n2)]−1}, (1.13b)

 ∂2F/∂η1∂η2 = 2NkBTγ2{[4n1(1 − n1)]−1 − [4n2(1 − n2)]−1}. (1.13c)
It has to be stressed that solutions of equations (1.12) must be determined on 

taking into account the conditions (1.4). It means, particularly, that, in the (η1, η2)-
plane, there exists a restricted region where the acceptable solutions can be found. We 
denote it as the ‘region P’. It is to be stressed as well that the mentioned restrictions are 
imposed at the possible values of the occupation numbers ni and not on the values of 
the order parameters {ηi}.
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Th e set of equations (1.1)—(1.13) give us a general scheme for 
description of the ordering phenomena in the binary alloys con-
taining two long-range-order parameters. As examples of the ap-
plication of the formulated general scheme to the real interstitial 
ordering alloys, we shall perform the mathematical analysis for a 
number of the experimentally investigated Me—H alloys and com-
pare the analytical results with the existing experimental data. We 
shall start by the detailed consideration of the already mentioned 
above terbium-based compounds.

2.1. The Case of F.C.C.-Terbium 
Superstoichiometric Dideuteride TbD2.18

As it was mentioned above, in the given metal—hydrogen system, 
N metal atoms form the f.c.c. lattice containing 2N tetrahedral in-
terstitial positions and N octahedral interstitial positions. Th e set 
of tetrahedral positions form two interpenetrating f.c.c. sublattices 
and the set of octahedral positions form a single f.c.c. lattice. Th e 
tetrahedral positions are completely fi lled by the inserted atoms. 
Th is subsystem of light particles is suffi  ciently closed and stays out 
of the ordering phenomena, which are developed in the subsystem 
of particles located in the octahedral positions. Below, we shall not 
take into account neither the subsystem of metal atoms nor the sub-
system of ‘tetrahedral hydrogen atoms’, and consider exclusively the 
totality of particles located in the octahedral interstitial positions 
(where the ordering phenomena are developed).

Th e conditions (1.3), (1.4) determine on the (η1, η2)-plane 
the ‘region P’ formed by the boundary lines: n2 = 0, n2 = 1, n1 = 0, 
n1 = 1 and n3 = 0 (see Fig. 2.1). Th is region contains all points, which 
satisfy the mentioned above restrictions (1.3), (1.4). In Fig. 1.1, we 
have shown the lattice of the octahedral interstitial positions. On 
comparing these two fi gures 1.1 and 2.1 with expressions (1.3), we 
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deduce that the states associated with the same values of the order parameter η1, 
but diff ering by the signs of the order parameter η2 are physically identical (as loca-
tions of the lattice sites characterized by the occupation numbers n(x, y, z) = n1 and 
n(x, y, z) = n2 are qualitatively similar: both are located in the same vertical 
planes and are not mixed with the sites characterized by the occupation number 
n(x, y, z) = n3). It follows, particularly, that it is suffi  cient to search for the solutions 
of Eqs. (1.12) only in the part of the ‘region P’ associated with the positive values of 
the order parameter η2.

Th e high-temperature disordered state is associated with the point [η1 = 0, η2 = 0]. 
Analytical considerations [4] indicate that in the low-temperature limit the state of 
maximal order must be associated with one of the corner-points of the ‘region P’. In 
case taking into account that η2 ≥ 0, we have two corner points: point a and point d 
(see Fig. 2.1). On taking into account the coordinates of these points (η1(a) = c/γ, 
η2(a) = 0; η1(d) = c/γ, η2(d) = c/γ) and on calculating the corresponding free-energy 
values, we ascertain that F(d) < F(a) that indicates location of the free-energy abso-
lute minimum at T = 0 K in the corner point d of the ‘region P’ (formed by the inter-
section of boundary lines n2 = 0 and n3 = 0).

It is important to note that existence of a single phase-transition point was ex-
perimentally registered in this ordering compound, and it was associated with the 
order—disorder transition.

Based on these two details, it was concluded [2] that, within the temperature 
range [T ≤ Ttr], the equilibrium values of both order parameters are equal, i.e. always 
η2(T) = η1(T). Th is condition implies, particularly, that the energy parameters V1 and 
V2 are equal to each other [4], i.e.,
 V1 = V2  V. (2.1)

It follows as well that the ordering phenomenon within the ‘region P’ (starting by 
the disorder—order-transition point and terminating in the low-temperature-limit 
point) can be represented by the straight line connecting the origin of coordinate 
axes with the corner point d (see Fig. 2.1). Nevertheless, we have to take into ac-
count one signifi cant and specifi c detail. Each point of this line is associated with 
the corresponding temperature T (for which are satisfi ed Eqs. (1.12) and which de-
termines both given values of the order parameters η1(T) and η2(T)). On calculating 
the second derivatives (1.13) and verifying the sign of the determinant (1.10) for 
the given values of temperature and order parameters (T, η1(T) and η2(T)), we con-
clude that for points with coordinates η1(T) < η1(m) they represent (at corresponding 

Fig. 2.1. Th e ‘region P’ (dashed part), 
which contains all points satisfying 
the conditions (1.4) at concentration 
c = 0.18
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temperatures) the saddle-point solutions located between the coexisting two local 
minima of the given free-energy function: fi rst of them located in the origin point of 
the coordinate system and the second one located in the corresponding point of the 
given straight line. Th e set of points associated with the ‘saddle-point solutions’ of 
Eqs. (1.12) are indicated in Fig. 2.1 by a dashed line, and the solid line indicates the 
‘minimum-type’ solutions.

Below, we shall not repeat the analysis performed in the article [2]; we only illus-
trate the degree of description of the existing experimental results and summarize the 
main conclusions characterizing the ordering phenomenon in the given Me—H(D) 
system. Nevertheless, it will be preferable to make some preliminary comments.

2.1.1. Normalized order parameters

It must be mentioned that, in the given f.c.c. lattice of N octahedral 
interstices, the total number of sites where the function n(x, y, z) equals n1, n2 and n3 
are, respectively: N/4, N/4 and N/2. It follows that, in the given system, the ‘complete 
order’ described by the values η1(max) = η2(max) = 1 can be reached only in the 
condition that the light particles concentration is c = 0.25 (only at this concentra-
tion, the particles distribution corresponding to the values η1 = η2  1 can be formed 
and characterized by the occupation numbers: n1 = 1, n2 = n3 = 0). If the particles 
concentration is lower (c < 0.25), then the state of the ‘maximal order’ reached at the 
lowest temperatures will be associated with the values of the order parameters less 
than unity:

 η1(max) = η2(max)  η0 < 1.
In these conditions, it seems convenient to introduce the ‘normalized order pa-

rameter’ σ(T). On taking into account the equality η1(T) = η2(T)  η(T), it can be 
determined as

 σ(T)  η(T)/η0. (2.2)
Th is parameter will characterize numerically the degree of order in the given 

system.

2.1.2. Description of the experimental results

In Fig. 2.2 and Fig. 2.3 (taken from Ref. [2]), we present the results 
of calculations together with the corresponding experimental points obtained in the 
measurements [5] and [6].

Fig. 2.2. TbD2.18. Calculated temperature 
dependence of the squared equilibrium 
values of the normalized LRO parameter 
σ2(T) (continuous line). Open circles are 
the measured intensities of the super-
structure refl ection [1 ½ 0] normalized at 
80 K [5]. Th e measured minimal nonzero 
value of the LRO parameter σ2 is reached 
at T = 260 K (near the discontinuous or-
der—disorder transition)
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Neutron diff raction measurements [5] were performed with the sample TbD2.18. 
Th ese data need some comments.

Experimentally determined intensities of the superstructure refl ections are pro-
portional to the square of the normalized order parameter σ2. Th e solid line in Fig. 2.2 
is the calculated dependence σ2(T), while the experimental points represent the tem-
perature dependence of the intensity of the superstructure line [1 ½ 0] normalized at 
80 K. Th e order—disorder transition is a fi rst-order phase transition and there can be 
determined the non-zero minimal value of this normalized order parameter: σmin ≠ 0. 
It is reached at temperature T = 260 K.

Th e second example of description of the existing experimental results is given 
in Fig. 2.3. It presents the experimental results concerning the concentration depen-
dence of the order—disorder transition temperatures (i.e., the dependence Ttr(c); 
c = 2 + x), determined for compounds TbD2+x in the neutron diff raction experiments 
[5] (open circles), and for TbH2+x on using the electrical-resistance measurements 
(black points) [6].

Th e fi rst question arises immediately: why are the experimental dependences Ttr(c) 
determined in the diff erent type measurements diff erent? Th is problem was mentioned 
in [2], and we shall only indicate that this is an illustration of the ‘isotope eff ect’, i.e. the 
ordered hydrogen-subsystem is destabilized more easily, at lower temperatures, than 
the subsystem of the heavier deuterium atoms and the order—disorder temperatures 
are lower for the Me—H system than for the Me—D system. Fig. 2.3 shows as well two 
theoretical curves: the solid line indicates the fi rst one and the dashed thin line indi-
cates the second one. In both cases, there were fi xed the temperatures when the solu-
tions of equations (1.11), η1(T) and η2(T), become equal to zero, but in the fi rst case (for 
Me—H systems), it was assumed that, within the considered concentration rage (x ≤ 
≤ 0.25), the energy parameters V1 and V2 remain constant and equal: V1 = V2 = −1523 K, 
while in the second case (for Me—D systems), we take into account the possible con-
traction of the host lattice at rising number of the absorbed light particles and assume 
that the energy parameter determined for the compound TbH(D)2.18 must be modifi ed 
at concentration variation. Th e dashed curve in Fig. 2.3 is the sequence of correspond-
ing solutions of equations (1.12) based on the assumption that

 V2 = V1 = −1523 + A(x − 0.18) [K]. (2.1b)

Fig. 2.3. Th e order—disorder transition temperature de-
termined in the neutron diff raction experiments [5] on 
the terbium—deuterium compounds (open circles) and 
by the resistivity measurements [6] performed on the ter-
bium—hydrogen compounds (black circles). Comments. 
1) Th e diff erence between the order–disorder transition 
temperatures measured on the deuterium and hydrogen 
subsystems illustrate the ‘isotope eff ect’, i.e., the ordered 
confi guration in the hydrogen subsystem is destroyed at 
lower temperatures than in the deuterium subsystem. 
2) Th e solid line represents the order—disorder transi-
tion temperature on assuming that the energy parameter 

V is constant (it does not depend on the concentration of light atoms); the dashed curve is ob-
tained in assumption that the energy parameter V is modifi ed with concentration variation of light 
particles (caused by the corresponding changes of the metal-lattice parameters)
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On fi tting the transition temperature for the compound x = 0.095 (in addition to 
the fi tting at x = 0.18), we determine A = 6050 K.

One detail must be mentioned as well. In the case of the V–D compounds, the 
deviation of calculated σ2(T) dependence from the neutron-diff raction points deter-
mined within the temperature range 100–200 K can be caused by the atomic thermal 
vibrations in the crystal lattice (described by the Debye–Waller factor), which we 
have not taken into account.

2.1.3. Concluding remarks

Th e results of description of the given metal—hydrogen system 
within the concentration range x ≤ 0.25 can be summarized as follow.

1) Th e ordered confi guration is characterized by a pair of the temperature-de-
pendent long-range order parameters: η1(T) and η2(T).

2) In the (η1, η2)-plane, the equilibrium disordered state of the light atoms at high 
temperatures (at T > Ttr) is associated with the origin of coordinate axes.

3) Th e ordering phenomenon at temperatures T < Ttr is represented by the se-
quence of points in the (η1, η2)-plane, which form the ‘trajectory of the given ordering 
phenomenon’.

4) In the given compound, this trajectory has a form of the straight line connect-
ing the origin of coordinate axes with the corner point d of the ‘region P’.

5) Th e points of this trajectory are attached to the corresponding values of the 
temperature T and are associated with the equilibrium ordered states characterized 
by the given pair of values of the order parameters: η1(T), η2(T).

6) Th e equality of the order parameters η1(T) and η2(T) within the total tempera-
ture range of the ordered phase is a result of the equality of the energy parameters: 
V1 = V2.

7) Within the frames of the considered concentration range, the disorder—or-
der transition is discontinuous (‘fi rst-order transition’), i.e. there exists a temperature 
range where the free-energy function is characterized by the simultaneous existence 
of two local minima. When the absolute minimum transfers from the point (η1 = 0, 
η2 = 0) into the point on the above-mentioned straight line, the local minimum in the 
origin of coordinate axes exists as a ‘local minimum’ and transforms fi nally into the 
saddle point at farther temperature lowering.

8) Th e ordering phenomena are refl ected in diff erent physical properties and can 
be registered respectively in diff erent experiments.

9) Th e diff erence between the hydrogen and deuterium impurities manifests it-
self in the ‘isotope eff ects’ (see Fig. 2.3).

2.2. The Case of F.C.C.-Cerium 
Superstoichiometric Dihydrides CeH(D)2+c

We have mentioned already that, when the superstructure of the 
light atoms is described by two LRO parameters, η1 and η2, then the hydrogen—hy-
drogen interactions are characterized, generally, by a pair of diff erent ‘interaction 
energy parameters’, V1 and V2. In the previous section, we considered the terbium 
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deuteride as an example of a system where these energy parameters are equal. If they 
are not equal, then the more complicated hydrogen ordering phenomena reveal some 
additional peculiar properties. For these reasons, it seems convenient to introduce an 
additional ‘energy parameter’ characterizing the hydrogen–hydrogen interactions in 
these cases.

Such parameter is the ratio of the energy constants V1 and V2, denoted as p, and 
determined as

 p = V2/V1. (2.3)
Th e system CeH(D)2+c has been widely investigated. Th e results of experimental 

investigations were summarized in a number of the review articles (see, for example, 
[6]), and the results of corresponding analytical considerations were published in the 
articles [7, 8].

Th e cerium atoms, as in the previously considered system, form an N-sites’ f.c.c. 
lattice containing 2N tetrahedral interstitial positions and N octahedral interstitial 
positions. In an ideal case, all tetrahedral interstitials are completely occupied by 2N 
light particles and the remaining cN light particles (c ≤ 1) are distributed on the set 
of octahedral positions. Th e subsystem of the light particles located in the tetrahedral 
positions is suffi  ciently stable, and it seems that it does not infl uence the subsystem 
of ‘octa-hydrogens’ where ordered confi gurations are formed at low temperatures. 
Th ese ordered superstructures are characterized by a pair of the temperature depen-
dent long-range-order parameters η1(T) and η2(T) [3].

Th e ordering subsystem in the interstitial alloys CeH(D)2+c manifests some spe-
cifi c properties with respect to the terbium-based dihydrides, and we have to con-
sider it with taking into account more details. Th is had been done, particularly, in the 
articles [7, 8], and below, we shall briefl y repeat the main conclusions obtained there.

Th e neutron diff raction experiments [3, 9] have shown that the resulting super-
structure formed by the deuterium atoms located in the octahedral interstitial posi-
tions of the metal lattice can be interpreted as a superposition of two concentration 
plane waves with the wave vectors:

 k1 = (2π/a)(1 0 0) and k2 = (2π/a)(½ 0 0). (2.4)
Based on the ‘static concentration waves’ method [1], it can be deduced that the 

relevant distribution function must have the form:
 n(x, y, z; T) = c + η1(T)γ1exp(i2πx) + 2η2(T)γ2cosπ(x + 2z). (2.5)
As in the previous case, η1(T) and η2(T) are the temperature-dependent ampli-

tudes of the corresponding plane waves (playing the role of the temperature-depen-
dent order parameters) and constants γ1, γ2 are the normalizing factors. Th ese prop-
erties are in accordance with those ones of the already considered TbH(D)2+c system.

However, there exist some specifi c details, which we must take into account. 
First of all, in the cerium superstoichiometric dihydrides, a metal–semiconductor 
transition was registered at concentrations CeH2.7 and higher [15]. It has to be not-
ed as well that, in the article [3], it was assumed that the above-considered ordered 
phase described by the expression (2.5) exists only at concentrations c < 0.37, while 
for concentrations around c  0.43 should be stable another ordered phase, character-
ized by a diff erent distribution function:

 n(x, y, z; T) = c + η2(T)γ2[cosπ(x + 2z) + sinπ(x + 2z)]. (2.6)
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Th e coexistence of two phases in some concentration or temperature ranges, or 
a phase transitions between them had not been registered by the anomalies of the in-
vestigated physical properties, and we are forced to suppose that, within the concen-
tration range c < 0.7 (in which the given metal—hydrogen compound manifests the 
metallic properties), the ordered confi guration of the light particles can be described 
only by the distribution function (2.5).

It has to be noted as well that there might be some ambiguities concerning the 
values of the particle concentration c in the octahedral positions. In the earlier works, 
only the global concentrations of the superstoichiometric dihydrides were given. 
Now, it is known [6] that the ‘pure’ dihydrides oft en saturate at concentration MeH2−δ 
where δ depends on the sample purity and its treatment, and, generally, a compound 
characterized by the formula MeH2+c might imply (c+δ)N light atoms located in the 
octahedral sites. To avoid any doubts, we defi ne the concentration of the ordering 
particles as c = NH(octa)/N, where NH(octa) is the number of particles in the octahedral 
positions, and N is the number of the corresponding positions.

2.2.1. The difference between the terbium-based 
and cerium-based compounds

We have mentioned above that the free energy of the system char-
acterized by the distribution function (2.5) could be presented by the functions (1.6) 
and the expressions (1.7), (1.8). However, there exists a serious diff erence between 
these two superstoichiometric dihydrides (i.e., TbH(D)2+c and CeH(D)2+c). It consists 
in the following detail.

Th e experimental investigations [3, 9] have shown that the refl ections associated 
with the wave vector k1 are considerably lower than the refl ections associated with 
the wave vector k2. It follows that in the given (CeH2+x) system the equilibrium states 
are characterized by the inequality of the order parameters (particularly, η1 < η2); 
and this relation is valid in the whole temperature range under consideration. Th is 
type of solutions of equations (1.9) can be obtained only if there exists the inequality 
|V2| > |V1|. Th us, we have to fi nd the solutions of equations (1.12) and to determine 
the second derivatives (1.13) within the frameworks of this condition imposed on the 
energy parameters.

Some comments on the solutions of equations (1.12). We suppose that the ratio 
V2/V1 = p is constant within the whole temperature range, and in this condition, we 
have to search for the pairs of η1 and η2 values, which satisfy equations (1.12). However, 
no analytical methods exist for solution of the given pair of transcendental equations, 
and we had to elaborate some computer programs to solve this pair of equations.

2.2.2. Estimation of the energy parameter p

First of all, we had to determine the values of the energy constants 
V2 and V1 and estimate the numerical value of the energy parameter p = |V2|/|V1|, 
which cannot be determined directly from the available experimental data.

Th e experimental results, which seemed to be useful in this research direction, 
are the order—disorder transition temperatures registered for diff erent concentra-
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tions of the given alloys by diff erent groups 
of investigators [9, 10, 12-15]. (Th ey are 
shown below in Fig. 2.10 by diff erent sym-
bols.) We shall not repeat all details of the 
performed calculations in order to deter-

mine the order—disorder transition points analytically and shall indicate only the 
main stages of above-mentioned considerations.

1) On calculating the trajectories of the equilibrium ordered states within the 
diff erent conditions imposed on the energy constants and comparing the obtained 
results with the available experimental data, it was deduced that the following diff e-
rent possibilities could be assumed:

 p = 1.25, V1 = −1232 K, V2 = −1540 K, (2.7a)
 p = 1.5, V1 = −1057 K, V2 = −1586 K, (2.7b)
 p = 1.75, V1 = −914 K, V2 = −1600 K. (2.7c)
2) Some examples of calculations of the ordering phenomena for the given 

concentration c = 0.16 and for the diff erent values of the parameter p are shown in 
Fig. 2.4. Th e free-energy minima are indicated by the full lines, the saddle points by 
the dashed parts of these lines and the arrows denote the displacements of the saddle 
points and minima at temperature rising.

Each point of these lines is characterized by the pair of the order-parameters’ 
values, η1(T), η2(T), determined from the equations (1.12) at the given temperature 
T, which must simultaneously satisfy the relations:

 T(η1) = −V1η1/ln[n1n2(1 − n3)2/(1 − n1)(1 − n2)n3
2], (2.8a)

 T(η2) = −V2η1/ln[n1(1 − n2)/n2(1 − n1)], (2.8b)
and which must be equal, i.e., for the points of the given ‘trajectory-lines’, we have 
T(η1) = T(η2).

Th e maximal order (at the given concentration c = 0.16) is reached at the low-
est temperature, which is associated on the applied fi gure with the corner-point d, 
while the order—disorder transition is associated with the point of the contact of the 
‘minimum-point’ and the ‘saddle-point’ parts of the lines. In this way, we can analyti-
cally determine the dependence of the order—disorder transition temperatures Tc on 
the concentration c of the given compound (in conditions of the given pair of values 
of the energy parameters V1 and V2).

Fig. 2.4. CeH2+c. Trajectories of the minima (full 
lines) and of the saddle points (dashed lines) 
of the free-energy function at a concentration 
c = 0.16, which are calculated for diff erent values 
of the energy parameter p. Curves 2, 3, 4 corre-
spond to the values p = 1.25, p = 1.5 and p = 1.75, 
respectively. Comments. Th e arrows indicate the 
direction of motion of the saddle points at rising 
temperatures; curve 1 is the set of singularities 
of the fi rst derivatives of the free-energy function
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In Fig. 2.4, the results of calculations of the ordering phenomenon in the CeH2.16 
compound are presented for three tentative values of the energy parameter p: p = 1.25, 
p = 1.5 and p = 1.75.

Th e minimum and saddle-point types of solutions are indicated by the solid and 
dashed lines, respectively. From the comparison of theoretical results with the avail-
able experimental data, we had concluded that the value p = 1.25 is more reasonable 
for the description of the existing experimental points [7].

2.2.3. Trajectories of the ordering phenomena 
at different concentrations

Based on the selected value of the energy parameter p, we consid-
ered the ordering phenomena in the given compounds at diff erent concentrations. 
Th e details of the numerical calculations are published in [7, 8], and we shall not 
repeat them here. Th e considered ordering phenomena will be described as the dis-
placement of the absolute minimum of the free-energy function from the origin of 
the coordinate axes (η1 = 0, η2 = 0) towards the corner points of the ‘region P’ (formed 
at the intersections of the boundary-lines). In Figs. 2.5-2.9, the following corner 
points are indicated: one of them at the intersections of the boundary-lines n2 = 0 and 
n1 = 1, denoted as point b, and the second, denoted as point d, at the intersections of 
the boundary-line n3 = 0 with the boundary-lines n2 = 0 (at concentrations c ≤ 0.25) 
and with the boundary-line n1 = 1 (at higher concentrations).

Generally, concerning the ordering phenomena developed in the cerium super-
stoichiometric dihydrides, a number of qualitative conclusions can be formulated. 
However, before that, we have to show the results of calculations of the ‘ordering 
trajectories’ in the (η1, η2)-plane.

Th e main results shown in Figs. 2.5-2.8 can be formulated as follow.

Figs. 2.5. Th e trajectory of the ordering process realized at concentration of ‘octa-hydrogens’ (‘Ho-
atoms’): c = 0.22
Figs. 2.6. Th e trajectory of the ordering process realized at concentration of ‘octa-hydrogens’ (‘Ho-
atoms’): c = 0.31
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1) When the concentration of light particles in the octahedral interstitial posi-
tions is within the range 0 < c < 0.31, the order—disorder transition is discontinuous 
(Figs. 2.4-2.6) and becomes continuous at concentrations c ≥ 0.40 (Figs. 2.7-2.9).

Figs. 2.7. Th e trajectory of the ordering process realized at concentration of 
‘octa-hydrogens’ (‘Ho-atoms’): c = 0.40

Figs. 2.8. Th e trajectory of the ordering process realized at concentration of 
‘octa-hydrogens’ (‘Ho-atoms’): c = 0.43
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Figs. 2.9. CeH2+c. Th e ‘stepped ordering process’ at concentration c = 0.46. (a) Th e ordering trajec-
tory contains the steps between the origin and the point b (the ‘high-temperature step’) and in the 
vicinity of the corner-point d (the ‘low-temperature step’). (b) Th e temperature dependence of the 
normalized order parameters σ1

2(T) and σ2
2(T)

2) At concentrations c < 0.25, both order parameters increase at temperature 
lowering and reach their maximal values at T = 0 K in the corner point d of the ‘re-
gion P’, which is formed by the boundary lines n2 = 0 and n3 = 0 (Figs. 2.4, 2.5).

3) At concentration c = 0.25, the ordering phenomenon is terminated in the 
corner point b formed by the intersections of boundary line n3 = 0 with boundary 

b

400
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lines n1 = 1, n2 = 0. Th e disorder—order transition is discontinuous. Both order pa-
rameters increase at temperature lowering; this means that we have the inequalities: 
∂η1(T)/∂T < 0 and ∂η2(T)/∂T < 0) at T < Tc.

4) At concentrations within the range 0.25 < c < 0.5, conditions for the simulta-
neous existence of two corner points of the ‘region P’ are formed: the corner point 
b (at intersections of the boundary lines n2 = 0 and n1 = 1) and the corner point d 
(located at intersections of the boundary lines n3 = 0 and n1 = 1) (Figs. 2.6-2.9).

5) Th e free-energy local minimum at the intersections of boundary lines n1 = 1 
and n3 = 0 is formed at c > 0.28, while at c > 0.35 it transforms (at corresponding 
temperatures) into the absolute minimum of the free-energy function. Between these 
two local minima, a saddle point m is formed (Figs. 2.6, 2.7).

6) At concentrations 0.25 < c < 0.35, the fi nal low-temperature equilibrium state 
is associated with the corner point b, but there arises a temperature region where one 
of the order parameters (parameter η1) decreases at temperature lowering (i.e., within 
the given temperature region, we have ∂η1(T)/∂T > 0). In that time, the second order 
parameter (i.e., parameter η2) with temperature lowering continues to increase. Th us, 
the trajectory of this ordering phenomenon contains a ‘turn-point’ where the sign of 
derivative ∂η1(T)/∂T is changed (Fig. 2.6; see also Figs. 2.7-2.9, a).

7) At concentration c = 0.40, the temperature lowering provides transition of the 
absolute minimum of the free-energy function from the local minimum in the vicin-
ity of the corner-point b into the local minimum located around the corner-point d 
(Fig. 2.7). Respectively the equilibrium values of both order parameters are changed 
drastically (between these two minima exists the saddle-point m). Th is is an example 
of the fi rst-order phase transition within the given thermodynamic phase, as on the 
both sides of the transition point, the system is described by a same free-energy func-
tion (which contains in the given temperature range more than one local minima).

8) At concentration c = 0.43, this order—order ‘b–d transition’ becomes a two-
stage phenomenon: at temperature lowering, the equilibrium state [η1 ≠ 0, η2 = 0] 
is aroused at fi rst, which, at farther temperature lowering, transforms into the state 
[η1 ≠ 0, η2 ≠ 0] and is terminated fi nally in the corner point d (Figs. 2.8, 2.9, a).

2.2.4. The results of numerical calculations 
of the ordering phenomena

1. At high temperatures (above the order—disorder transition point), 
the free energy as the function of two variables, η1 and η2, has a single minimum at the 
point [η1 = 0, η2 = 0]. At temperature lowering, a second local minimum is formed and 
is located in a separate point (η1m ≠ 0, η2m ≠ 0), but until the ‘central minimum’ will be 
deeper than the ‘new one’, the equilibrium state will remain disordered.

2. Th e order—disorder transition occurs with temperature lowering at tempera-
ture T = Ttr1, when the absolute minimum of function F(η1, η2) transfers from the 
point (0, 0) in the point (η1m, η2m).

3. Location of the ‘non-zero’ local minimum at low concentrations (c  0.1-0.2) 
is separated from the central minimum (in the point (0, 0)) by a saddle-point (coor-
dinates of which satisfy the equations (1.12), but their second derivatives fail to meet 
the requirements (1.13) for the local minimum).
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4. When the concentration of the ordering atoms gradually increases, the ‘non-
zero’ local minimum moves toward the (0, 0)-point and at c  0.36 the saddle point 
between these two minima disappears, i.e., at concentration variation, the discontin-
uous (‘fi rst-order’) phase transition transforms into the continuous (‘second-order’) 
phase transition.

5. When the number of ‘octa-hydrogens’ increases (and the number of ‘octahe-
dral holes’ correspondingly decreases), the order—disorder transition at concentra-
tions c > 0.7 again becomes discontinuous.

Th e mentioned transition type changes caused by the concentration variation 
can be explained qualitatively in the following way. If the number of the light par-
ticles, or their holes, is suffi  cient to form the given ordered confi gurations in the total 
volume of the sample, then the phase transition will be continuous (the second-order 
phase transition). However, if the number of particles is suffi  cient to form the given 
structure only in the restricted parts of the sample, then, during some temperature 
range, the ordered and disordered parts of the given sample coexist, and we have 
the discontinuous fi rst-order phase transition. For this reason, the ‘disorder—order’ 
transition is continuous in the vicinity of the concentration value c  0.5, and is dis-
continuous when the number of particles (or their ‘holes’) diminish, and the diff er-
ence Δ = |0.5 − c| becomes signifi cant.

6. Within the concentration range 0.25 < c < 0.5, the trajectory of the ordering 
phenomenon contains a ‘turn-point’ (see Figs. 2.6-2.9, a). Below the disorder—or-
der-transition point T = Ttr1, both order parameters begin to increase (∂η1(T)/∂T < 0, 
∂η2(T)/∂T < 0) at temperature lowering, but the values of the order parameter η2(T) 
always remains lower than η2(b), while the order parameter η1(T) within some tem-
perature range becomes larger than its value in the corner point b, i.e. there is a tem-
perature range where η1(T) > η1(b). On continuing the temperature lowering this 
order parameter (i.e., the parameter η1) diminishes (i.e., in the given temperature 
range, we see ∂η1(T)/∂T > 0), and, fi nally, if the concentration of particles is within 
the range 0.25 < c < 0.37, it coincides with the value η1(b).

7. It has to be noted that the mentioned above ‘turn-point’ of the trajectory does 
not provide any anomalies of the physical properties and the ordering phenomenon 
is developed continuously, without any additional eff ects.

8. At concentrations c > 0.25, a new local minimum of the free-energy function 
is formed. It is located in the corner point d of the ‘region P’. Between these two local 
minima, the saddle point denoted as the ‘point m’ in Figs. 2.6-2.9 is formed.

9. At concentrations lower than c  0.37, the local minimum in the corner point 
b at all temperatures is lower than the local minimum in the corner point d. Corre-
spondingly, the trajectory of the ordering phenomenon is terminated in the corner 
point b; Figs. 2.4-2.6.

10. At concentrations c greater than c 0.37 in the low-temperature limit, the local 
minimum in the corner-point d becomes lower than the local minimum in the corner 
point b (Figs. 2.7-2.9). In these conditions, the equilibrium values of both order pa-
rameters at some temperature T = Tbd change their equilibrium values discontinuously, 
drastically, as the location of the free-energy absolute minimum from the vicinity of the 
corner-point b jumps into the vicinity of the corner-point d. Th us, at the corresponding 
temperature T = Tbd Ttr2, we have a discontinuous phase transition of the order—or-
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der type. It is named the ‘intraphase transition’, as on the both sides of the transition 
temperature, T = Ttr2, the system is characterized by the same free-energy function.

11. At concentrations close to the value c = 0.5, this order—order transition be-
comes a ‘two-step’ phenomenon, as at the gradually lowering temperatures, the free-
energy principal minimum, located in the vicinity of the corner-point b, during its 
transition towards the corner point d, at temperature T = Ttr2, jumps into the point of 
the η1-axis [η1 ≠ 0, η2 = 0], and only at farther temperature lowering, at temperature 
T = Ttr3, its location is characterized by the coordinates (η1 ≠ 0, η2 ≠ 0), as it moves 
towards the corner point d (see Fig. 2.9, a).

12. Th e latter discontinuous phenomenon clearly manifests itself in the tempera-
ture dependences of the squares of normalized order parameters, σ1

2(T) and σ2
2(T) 

(see Fig. 2.9, b), which represent the temperature dependence of the corresponding 
superstructure refl ections intensities. We see that, at ‘high temperatures’ (near the 
order—disorder transition point), σ2

2(T) >> σ1
2(T), but aft er the order—order type 

transition, the inverse condition is established: σ2
2(T) << σ1

2(T).

2.2.5. Phase diagram of the ordering subsystem

Calculations of the ordering phenomena for a number of concen-
trations c of ‘octa-particles’ makes it possible to evaluate the concentration depen-
dence of the order—disorder and order—order transition temperatures, i.e. to con-
struct the phase diagram of the given metal—hydrogen ordering alloys. Comparing 
the obtained results with the existing experimental data, the validity of the made 
assumptions can be estimated.

Th e corresponding results are summarized in Fig. 2.10 [16]. In this fi gure 
(x = c), the experimental points are taken from [5, 9, 13-15]. Th e theoretical curves 
describe the concentration dependences of the characteristic temperature points of 
the ordering subsystem in diff erent conditions. Particularly, the dashed line repre-

Fig. 2.10. Phase diagram of the CeH(D)2+c system [16] (the concentration 
region: 0  ≤  c  ≤  0.8). Comments. Experimental points are taken from the 
articles [5, 9, 12-15]

c
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sents the concentration dependence of the order—disorder transition temperature 
calculated in constant condition V1 = −1220 K, while the continuous full lines rep-
resent the order—disorder and the order—order transition temperatures’ concentra-
tion dependences calculated in conditions of the concentration-dependent values of 
the interaction-energies’ Fourier component and, accordingly, V1. Particularly,

 V1 = A + B(c − c0) (c0 = 0.41, A = −1220 K, B = 1184 K). (2.9)
In both considered cases, the energy parameter p is constant: p = 1.25. Experi-

mental points are taken from the articles [9, 12, 13, 15].
Th e stability regions of the low-temperature ordered confi gurations associated 

with the diff erent corner points of the ‘region P’ are denoted by the corresponding 
letters: b, d, a. As follows from Fig. 2.10, within the concentration range 0 < c < 1, 
some characteristic concentration values denoted as c1 < c2 < c3 < c4 can be pointed 
out and are associated with the changes of the ordering phenomena scenario. In the 
case of the given energy constants V1 and V2, they are as follow: c1  0.35, c2  0.45, 
c3  0.55, c4 0.65 (see Fig. 2.10).

In the concentration range c < c1, the ordering is a single-step continuous phe-
nomenon, which is terminated by formation of the ‘state of maximal order’ (cor-
responding to the given concentration c). It implies formation of the following low-
temperature states: n2 = 0, n3 = 0 and n1 = 4c (at c ≤ 0.25), or n1 = 1, n2 = 0 and 
n3 = 2c − 0.5 (at concentrations 0.25 < c ≤ c1), i.e. in this concentration region (c < c1), 
the fi nal states correspond to the corner point b of the ‘region P’ (see Figs. 2.5, 2.6).

At c1< c ≤ c2, the ordering is a two-step phenomenon, containing the b–d order—
order discontinuous transition and is terminated in the corner point d of the ‘region 
P’ (see Figs. 2.7, 2.8).

At concentrations c2 < c < 0.5 and 0.5 < c < c3, the b–d order—order transition 
itself becomes a two-step phenomenon containing additionally the b–a and a–d tran-
sitions (see Figs. 2.9, a, 2.9, b).

At concentration c = 0.5, besides the continuous disorder—order transition, there 
exists a discontinuous order—order transition between the ‘state b’ and the ‘state a’.

At concentrations c4 < c < 0.7, the ordering phenomenon again is a one-step phe-
nomenon and is terminated in the corner point b of the ‘region P’.

Th e problem of the phase-transition type change (discontinuous—continuous 
transition) will be considered latter.

More details concerning the ordering properties of the cerium superstoichio-
metric dihydrides CeH(D)2+c can be seen in [7, 8, 16].

2.3. The Case of F.C.C.-Lanthanum 
Superstoichiometric Dihydrides LaH(D)2+c

We have considered this system [17] basing on the published results 
of a number of very careful experimental investigations (see, for example, [18-26]).

2.3.1. Characteristic properties 
of the lanthanum-based hydrides

First of all, we shall consider the existing similarities and diff er-
ences between the given compounds and the previously considered hydrides.
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Similarities. Th e performed measurements have shown that the ordered confi gu-
ration formed in the subsystem of the light atoms located in the octahedral interstices 
of the lanthanum lattice could be described by the superstructure wave vectors:

 k1 = (2π/a)(1 0 0) and k2 = (2π/a)(½ 0 1) (2.10)
(a is the lattice parameter of the given crystalline metal lattice). As it was already 
mentioned above, within the frameworks of the ‘static concentration waves’ method 
[1], the corresponding distribution function is given by the expression (2.1), i.e.

 n(x, y, z; T) = c + η1(T)γ1exp(i2πx) + 2η2(T)γ2cosπ(x + 2z).
It takes on the set of f.c.c.-lattice octahedral interstices (Fig. 1.1) three diff erent 

values:
n1(T) = c + η1(T)γ1 + 2η2(T)γ2, 
n2(T) = c + η1(T)γ1 − 2η2(T)γ2, 

n3(T) = c − η1(T)γ1.
Th e same can be said concerning the free-energy function, which is given by the 

expressions (1.6)-(1.8).
Th e diff erence from the previously considered compounds is caused by the value 

of the energy parameter p. In order to estimate this characteristic parameter, we had 
analysed a number of experimental results. Below, we shall not repeat all the argu-
ments, which were used in order to determine the energy parameters V1 and V2 of the 
given system, and only suggest the results of appropriate analysis [17].

1) Th e energy parameters V1 and V2 satisfy the conditions: V1 < 0, V2 < 0, but 
|V1| > |V2|, i.e. there exists a temperature region below the order—disorder transition 
point Tc, where η1 ≠ 0 and η2 = 0, and n1(T) = n2(T)  n0(T) > n3(T). Correspondingly, 
the trajectory of the ordering phenomenon in the (η1, η2)-plane contains a part coin-
ciding with the η1-axes near the 0-point. Th e typical characteristic details of the or-
dering phenomenon in these conditions are illustrated in Figs. 2.11–2.13. Th ese fi g-
ures show the trajectory of the ordering phenomenon in the (η1, η2)-plane (Fig. 2.11), 
the temperature dependences of the order parameters η1(T), η2(T) (Fig. 2.12), and 
the temperature variations of the sites’ occupation numbers n1(T), n2(T), n3(T) 
(Fig. 2.13). Th ese numerical results were obtained at the following restrictions: c = 
= 0.25, V1 = −1860 K and p = 0.6.

2) It is interesting to note one detail. As it was mentioned above, at any tempera-
ture, the condition (1.4c) must be fulfi lled, i.e.

ν1n1 + ν2n2 + ν3n3 = c.
In the case under consideration, we have ν1 = ν2 = 0.25 and ν3 = 0.5. On intro-

ducing in the latter expression, the experimental values of the sites occupation num-
bers n1(T), n2(T) and n3(T), measured at 340 K and 15 K [24], we obtain c = 0.265. 
On selecting for the given concentration value (c = 0.265), the energy parameters: 
V1 = −1860 K and p = 0.7743, we obtain a better coincidence between the experimen-
tal data [24] and the calculated values of the corresponding characteristic parameters. 
Th e degree of coincidence with the experimental data is illustrated in Figs. 2.14-2.16.

Note that, in [24], the authors announced that, in their sample, the concentra-
tion of light atoms in octahedral interstitial positions was c = 0.25, but, in the private 
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n1

n3

n2

n0

Fig. 2.11. LaH2.25. Th e ordering trajectory Fig. 2.12. LaH2.25. Temperature dependences 
of order parameters

Fig. 2.13. LaH2.25. Temperature dependences of 
sites’ occupation numbers

Fig. 2.14. LaH2.265. Th e adjusted ordering tra-
jectory and experimental points [24]

Fig. 2.15. LaH2.265. Temperature dependences 
of order parameters

Fig. 2.16. LaH2.265. Temperature dependences 
of occupation numbers
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communications, they adjusted that it was perhaps slightly greater, as they have writ-
ten c(octa) = 0.25 in conditions that the total concentration in their sample was 2.25 
and on assuming that concentration of the light particles in the tetrahedral positions 
was just ideal: c(tetra) = 2. But it was not excluded that, in their sample, c(tetra) was a bit 
lower than the ideal value, whereas they did not think that it was so signifi cant and 
had written the mentioned above value c(octa) = 0.25. In the above-mentioned fi gures, 
the indicated concentration c = 0.265 was selected in line with [17].

2.3.2. The general properties of the ordering 
phenomena developed in the subsystem of light 
particles in conditions of the inequality |V1| > |V2|

Th ey are as follow.
1) At temperature lowering, below the disorder—order transition point T0, an 

ordered state characterized by the non-zero values of the order parameter η1(T) is 
formed. An ordered state characterized by the non-zero values of both order param-
eters (η1(T) ≠ 0, η2(T) ≠ 0) is formed only on farther temperature lowering, at the 
order—order transition temperature T1.

2) Th e ordering phenomenon starts, correspondingly, by the fi lling in equal de-
gree of the sites n1 and n2, and depletion of the sites n3. Th e diff erence between the 
occupation numbers n1 and n2 there is formed at temperatures T < T1 (the fi lling of 
the n1-sites is increased and of the n2-sites is decreased).

3) Th e real concentration of light atoms located in the octahedral interstitial po-
sitions of the given f.c.c. metal lattice can be estimated at any temperature taking into 
account the mentioned relation: c = ν1n1(T) + ν2n2(T) + ν3n3(T), where ν1= ν2= 0.25, 
ν3 = 0.5, while the sites’ occupation numbers ni(T) can be determined basing on the 
intensities of superstructure refl ections measured in the neutron-diff raction experi-
ments.

4) Figs. 2.11-2.13 show the typical forms of the trajectory of the ordering phe-
nomenon in the (η1, η2)-plane (Fig. 2.11), of the temperature dependences of order 
parameters (Fig. 2.12), and of the sites’ occupation numbers (Fig. 2.13).

Fig. 2.17. LaH2.265. Th e low-temperature details of Fig. 2.15
Fig. 2.18. LaH2+c. Phase diagram of the ordering subsystem. Dashed curves are results of calcula-
tions restricted with the constant values of the energy parameters V1 and V2 (see text)
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5) Th e degree of coincidence between the measured and calculated temperature 
dependences of these characteristic parameters is illustrated in Figs. 2.14-2.16.

6) Fig. 2.17 presents the low-temperature details of Fig. 2.15. We see that, at 
lowest temperatures, the order parameter η1 decreases, while the second parameter 
continues to increase in accordance with the experimental data [24] (see Fig. 2.14).

2.3.3. Phase diagram of the ordering subsystem

Phase diagram is presented in Fig. 2.18 (c = x). Dashed curves are 
results of calculations in conditions of the constant energy parameters V1 and V2. 
Solid curves are results of calculations with taking into account the concentration 
dependence of energy parameters.

Th e variation of the interparticle interactions is caused by the infl uence of the 
interstitial light atoms on the dimensions of the unit cell of the host lattice.

Th e main experimental points are taken from the published articles: ‘open 
squares’ [21], ‘black triangles’ [22], ‘black rhombuses’ [23], ‘black circles’ [24], ‘black 
squares’ [25], ‘open triangles’ [26].

Th e more detailed analysis of the given phase diagram is given in [16, 17]. In-
formation about some characteristic details of the ordering phenomena developed in 
the metal—hydrogen systems can be seen in [4, 27].
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INFLUENCES 
OF THE INTRODUCED LIGHT 
PARTICLES ON THE PHYSICAL 
PROPERTIES OF HOST METALS

3.1. Influence on the Conduction Electron Band
Th is problem was considered in details in the review article [28] 
written by A.C.  Switendick, and we shall only point to the main 
aspects of this problem.

Fig. 3.1 shows the energy dependence of the density of states 
g(E) in the conduction band of s-electrons at T = 0 K and the scheme 
of its change at nonzero temperatures. We see that the change oc-
curs in the kBT-range near the Fermi level EF. When we insert the 
light atom into the metal lattice, its s-electron energy level may be 
located above the Fermi energy or below it. In the fi rst case, the 
hydrogen electron will be added to the conduction electrons, the 
Fermi level will be displaced towards the higher density of states, 
and, correspondingly, the electronic conductivity and thermal con-
ductivity of the host metal will increase, while in the second case 
(when the hydrogen 1s-level is located below the bottom of the con-
duction band), each of inserted light atoms will absorb an electron, 
and the conduction band will be depleted accordingly. In the latter 
case, the conduction properties of the host metal will be reduced. 
(In both cases, the charges of the formed H ions are screened by the 
local spatial variations of the conduction-electron density.)

Th is simple scenario of the hydrogen infl uence on the host-metal 
electronic proper-
ties is inapplicable 
in the case of d-
electron conduc-
tion bands.

Fig. 3.1. Th e tem-
perature-induced 
modifi cations of the 
conduction band of 
s-electrons [28]
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In Fig. 3.2, there is reproduced the energy dependence of the density of states in 
the 3d-band of f.c.c. nickel, and we see that, due to the number of maxima and minima 
of the g(E) curve, the type of the infl uence of increased (or decreased) numbers of 
conduction electrons can provide (in both cases) the increase as well as the decrease of 
the number of particles at the Fermi level (depending on the location of EF in the ‘start 
conditions’). Th is conclusion is illustrated by the results of calculations of the location 
of the Fermi level in the pure f.c.c. palladium and in the hydride PdH shown in Figs. 
3.3, 3.4, respectively. (Figs. 3.1-3.4 are reproduced in adapted form from Ref. [28].)

Th e experimental confi rmation of the ‘attractive activity’ of the inserted H atoms 
is illustrated in Fig. 3.5. We see that, with adding the H atoms to the lanthanum lat-
tice, we provide the reduction of the conduction-electrons’ number that reduces the 
Knight shift  in the NMR measurements [29]. More eff ective illustration of the hy-
drogen-induced infl uence on the conduction band is shown in Fig. 3.6 where we see 
that the pure lanthanum layer acts as a metal-mirror (the left  fi gure), but aft er hydro-
genation and formation of the La—H compound (that provides the depletion of its 

Fig. 3.2. Density of states of 3d-electrons in nickel [28]. (Th e bottom of 3d-
band is indicated as 0.)

Figs. 3.3. Conduction band of palladium [28]
Figs. 3.4. Infl uence of interstitial hydrogen atoms on the conduction band of palladium [28]
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conduction band), this layer loses 
its metallic properties and becomes 
a half-transparent compound (the 
right fi gure) [30].

Another example of the optical 
properties changes is not so obvious, 
but practically more useful [31]. Fig. 
3.7 illustrates the refl ecting property 
changes of the thin yttrium layer at 
diff erent degree of hydrogenation. 
Th e yttrium is a metal that refl ects the 

electromagnetic waves, thus the palladium substrate ‘cannot see’ these waves. However, 
aft er absorption of a number of hydrogen atoms, the yttrium becomes half-transparent, 
and the rays are refl ected from the yttrium layer and from the palladium substrate as 
well. Th e path diff erence between the rays refl ected from the yttrium and palladium 
surfaces determines the frequency of the refl ected summary beam and its ‘coloration’.

In other words, it is evident that the refraction conditions of the thin yttrium 
layer imposed on the refracting ‘palladium mirror’ depends on its ‘optical density’, 
which is depending on the number of electrons in its conduction band. Diff erent 
concentrations of hydrogen impurities provide diff erent depletion of the conduction 
band of the host metal and, consequently, provide the changes of optical density of 
the yttrium thin layer. As a result, at the fi xed (given) angle of refl ection, the inter-
ference conditions at diff erent hydrogen concentrations will be satisfi ed for rays of 
diff erent wavelengths, and we shall see the diff erently coloured yttrium layers. Th e 
upper two fi gures (denoted as ‘A’ and ‘B’; Fig. 3.7) present the scheme of the corre-
sponding experiment, and below them there is a range of colours of the ‘yttrium half-
mirror’ at diff erent concentrations of hydrogen impurities (denoted as ‘C’; Fig. 3.7).

It is obvious that, besides the hydrogen concentration, the interference condi-
tions depend as well on the thickness of the yttrium layers. Fig. 3.8 shows the colours 

29)

Fig. 3.5. Depletion of the conduction 
band of lanthanum by the interstitial H 
atoms (NMR [29])

Fig. 3.6. Manifestation of the metal–insulator transition in lanthanum provided by the interstitial 
hydrogen atoms [30]
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Figs. 3.7. Variation of colour of the yttrium-based hydrides [31]

Figs. 3.8. Variation of colour of the yttrium-based hydrides [31]
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of ‘yttrium mirrors’ at diff erent thickness and diff erent hydrogen concentrations. Th e 
authors [31] propose to use this eff ect in the ‘low-cost and highly-sensitive eye read-
able hydrogen detectors’.

3.2. Influence on the Magnetic Properties
E. Wallace considered this problem in details in the review article 

[32], and we shall only shortly repeat one of the most impressive parts of this review.
In Fig. 3.9 on the left  side, we see the result of the infl uence of the absorbed 

H-atoms on the compound Y6Mn23, and on the right fi gure, their infl uence on the 
isostructural compound Th 6Mn23 is apparent. We see that, in these compounds, the 
embedded hydrogen atoms provide the inverse eff ects. In [32] the author explains 
these details as follows.

Concerning Y6Mn23, it is written: ‘It is a ferromagnet with the Curie temperature 
Tc = 500 K and a moment 0.5μB/Mn. With hydrogen absorption, it forms Y6Mn23H25, 
in which Mn-moment is completely quenched and compound behaves like a para-
magnet’.

Concerning the right fi gure, the author writes: ‘In contrast, Th 6Mn23, which is 
isostructural with Y6Mn23, is a paramagnet, but Th 6Mn23H~30 exhibits ferromagnetic 
ordering with Tc = 329 K and a moment of 0.8μB/Mn. Th is contrasting behaviour of 
isostructural Y6Mn23 and Th 6Mn23 on hydrogen absorption seems to be unique so far 
and presumably arises because of the diff ering band structure of these two materials. 
Since Y is trivalent and Th  normally is quadrivalent, the extra electron from Th  fi lls 
the spin-split d-band of Mn and is probably responsible for the fact that Y6Mn23 is 
a ferromagnet while Th 6Mn23 is not. Introduction of hydrogen change the situation. 
Bands structure calculations by Switendick on simple metal hydrides suggest that 
hydrogen creates additional states below the metal d-band as well as lowers some 

Fig. 3.9. Inverse infl uence of the absorbed H atoms on the magnetic properties of isostructural 
compounds Y6Mn23 (a) and Th 6Mn23 (b) [32]
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Fig. 3.10. Comments to Fig. 3.9. Location of the considered ‘active elements’ Y, Mn and Th  in the 
Periodic Table

of existing states. Since each hydrogen atom contributes one electron but two spin-
states, there is a repopulation of levels which presumably results in the quenching of 
the Mn moment in Y6Mn23, but it appears that as if the extra electron from Th  fi lls 
the additional state contributed by hydrogen leaving the Mn moment in Th 6Mn23H30 
unquenched as in the Y6Mn23.’ (In order to illustrate this argument, in Fig. 3.10, we 
had reproduced the Periodic Table on denoting the metallic members of this phe-
nomenon.)

3.3. Influence on the Superconducting 
and Thermoelectric Properties
It is natural that changes of the number of electrons in the con-

duction band of the host metal and introduction of local electronic states below the 
Fermi level, induced by the inserted light particles, will infl uence signifi cantly upon 
a number of physical properties of the host compound. Particularly, authors of [33] 
investigated the infl uence of the hydrogen and deuterium atoms inserted in the metal 
lattice on the superconducting properties of some metal alloys with the A15 crystal 
lattice (see Fig. 3.11), while, in Ref. [34], it was suggested that the hydrogen atoms 
inserted in niobium and tantalum lattices modify their thermoelectric properties. It 
has to be noted that in the mentioned above cases it was signifi cant that the embed-
ded particles infl uence on the conduction electrons states and additionally distorts 
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the crystalline lattice. In this way, they aff ect the itinerant electrons’ states and, at the 
same time, infl uence on the inherent metal–metal interactions.

3.4. Deformations of the Crystal Lattice
Fig. 3.12 illustrates typical deformation of the host lattice by the 

interstitial atoms. It is shown that the intrametal distances are raised, and it can be 
thought that, as a result, the metal–metal interactions must be weakened. Th is is true, 
but not always. Particularly, it is known that the melting temperature of the hydro-
genated lanthanum sample is higher than that of the pure lanthanum. In addition, 
it must be noted that, in some superstoichiometric dihydrides of lanthanides, the 
hydrogen-induced contraction of the metal lattice is registered. Th is phenomenon 
qualitatively can be explained as a result of the enlarged exchange coupling between 
the host metal atoms induced by the additional electrons introduced in the host lat-
tice by the inserted H atoms.

Fig. 3.11. De-
pendence of the 
superconduct-
ing transition 
temperature Tc 
on the ratio n = 
= NH/NMe in the 
host intermetal-
lic compounds: 
Nb74Au26 (a) and 
Nb76Pt24 (b) [33]

Fig. 3.12. Th e host-metal lattice without hydrogen impurities (on the left ) and aft er absorption of 
a number of hydrogen atoms
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4.1. The Heat Capacity Temperature 
Dependence: H in F.C.C. Me (General Aspects)
We have considered above the ordering phenomena developed in 
some superstoichiometric rare-earth dihydrides MeH2+c. Within 
the frameworks of the given part of this brochure, we intend to 
consider the infl uence of these ordering phenomena on the heat 
capacity temperature dependences of the interstitial ordering alloys 
under consideration.

We had assumed that, in these systems, N metal atoms form 
an f.c.c. lattice, which contains Nt hydrogen atoms at the 2N tetra-
hedral interstitial positions and No hydrogen atoms in the N octa-
hedral interstitial positions. In the mentioned superstoichiometric 
rare-earth dihydrides, Nt = 2N and No ≤ N.

Th e energy absorbed by these compounds is distributed among 
the following subsystems: the lattice of metal atoms, the system of 
conduction electrons, the light atoms located in the tetrahedral in-
terstitial positions, and the light atoms located in the octahedral 
interstitial positions.

From the qualitative point of view, the light atoms inserted in 
the metal lattice, besides their infl uence on the host-metal heat ca-
pacity as the additional energy-absorbents (associated with their 
local oscillations), infl uence as well by the changes of the distances 
between the host metal lattice sites (and thus modifying the Debye 
temperature of the host lattice). Th ey change as well the number of 
conduction electrons and displace the location of the Fermi level 
in the conduction band, and in this way infl uence on the electron 
density at the Fermi level. Considering all these details, the heat 
capacity of the ordering metal—hydrogen interstitial alloys can be 
presented as the sum of the following components:

C(T)[MeHx] = 
 = Cac(T) + Copt[t](Nt,T) + Copt[o](No,T) + Cel(T) + Cord(T). (4.1)
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Here, Cac(T) and Cel(T) are the metal-lattice and conduction-electrons’ contribu-
tions; Copt[t](Nt,T) and Copt[o](No,T) are the contributions induced by the optical oscil-
lations of Nt light atoms in the tetrahedral interstices and No light atoms in the oc-
tahedral interstices, respectively, and Cord(T) is the part associated with the ordering 
phenomenon in the subsystem of light atoms.

4.2. The Heat Capacity 
of the Ordering Subsystem (Specific Details)
We start by consideration of the last term in the expression (4.1). 

From the general point of view, we can determine Cord(T) as
 Cord(T) = {E(T + ΔT) − E(T)}/ΔT, (4.2)

assuming that E(T) and E(T + ΔT) are the internal energy values of the ordering 
subsystem at the corresponding temperatures T and T + ΔT, and ΔT is as small as 
possible.

We have mentioned in the previous parts of this work that the internal energy of 
the ordering subsystem could be represented by the expression (1.6c), i.e.,

 E(c, η1, η2, T) = (NkB/2)[V0c2 + V1(η1γ)2 + 2V2(η2γ)2], (4.3)
and its equilibrium values at temperatures T and (T + ΔT) are those, which are deter-
mined by the order parameters’ values η1

0(T) and η2
0(T) corresponding to the abso-

lute minimum of the free-energy function (1.6a) in the space of variables (η1, η2) at 
the given temperatures: T and (T + ΔT).

4.2.1. The case of the lanthanum hydrides

We shall start with the analysis of the metal—hydrogen ordering 
compounds LaH2+c. (Th e corresponding results were published in [35].)

As it was mentioned above, in this system, the ordered confi guration of the 
light atoms located in the octahedral interstices of the metal lattice is described by 
two long-range-order parameters, η1 and η2, which are the amplitudes of the static 
concentration waves [1] characterized by the wave vectors k1 =  (2π/a)(1  0  0) and 
k2 = (2π/a)(½ 0 1) (a is the lattice constant of f.c.c. lattice of the octahedral interstices, 

Fig. 4.1. LaH2+c. Th e ordering subsys-
tem. Temperature dependences of the 
confi gurational internal energy E(T) 
and the confi gurational heat capacity 
C(T)
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which is identical to f.c.c. lattice of metal atoms). In the ordered state formed in the 
interstitial alloys LaH2+c the totality of the octahedral interstitial positions is subdivided 
into three parts, containing sites with diff erent occupation numbers n1, n2 and n3 [35]:

 n1 = c + (η1 + 2η2)γ, n2 = c + (η1 − 2η2)γ, n3 = c − η1γ. (4.4)

In these expressions (as in the previous cases), c is the concentration of light at-
oms in the octahedral interstitial positions and the normalizing factor γ = 0.25.

Th e equilibrium values of the order parameters at corresponding temperature T, 
denoted as η1

0(T) and η2
0(T), are determined basing on the equations (1.12a, b) and 

(1.13a-c). Th ey give possibility to calculate the heat capacity of the ordering subsys-
tem on using the expressions (4.2) and (4.3).

Fig. 4.1 shows the calculated values of the internal energy of the ordering subsys-
tem E(T) (left  scale) and of the corresponding heat capacity Cord (T) (right scale). Th e 
following numerical values of the parameters were used:

 c = 0.265, V0 = 0, V1 = −1860 K and p = 0.774.

An interesting detail should be noted: the heat capacity anomaly associated with 
the order—disorder transition (at T = 362 K) is signifi cantly smaller than the anom-
aly associated with the more low-temperature order—order transition, and it was 
missed in the corresponding measurements. (For more details, see [35].)

4.2.2. The case of the cerium hydrides

Th is system was considered in [36]. It is important that, for this 
system, the energy parameter p > 1, and this detail provides fundamental diff erence 
with respect to the lanthanum-based hydrides.

Figs. 4.2 present the temperature dependences of the internal energy E(T) (de-
noted as fi g. a) and of the heat capacity C(T) in the overall temperature range (de-
noted as fi g. b) and in the low temperature limit (denoted as fi g. c); calculations were 
performed for diff erent values of the energy parameter p > 1).

It is important to note the following details:
a) in contrast to the previously considered system, the heat capacity anomaly at 

the order—disorder transition point is much stronger than that at the order—order 
transition point;

b) the type of the order—disorder and order—order phase transitions (i.e., ‘con-
tinuous’ or ‘discontinuous’ phase transitions) greatly depends on the numerical val-
ues of the energy parameter p.

Th e heat capacity temperature dependences, in general cases, can be described 
accurately based on the expression (4.1). In Fig. 4.3, we present an example of coin-
cidence of the measured and calculated C(T) dependences of the compound CeH2.86. 
Fig. 4.3a shows the experimental C(T) dependence for the given compound [37] and 
the corresponding calculated C(T)-curve [38], while in Fig. 4.3b, we have presented 
the ‘ingredients’ of the calculated summary heat capacity of the given compound. In 
the compound under consideration (CeH2.86), there occurs the ordering of the ‘light 
particles’ holes’, and their concentration is c = 0.14. Fig. 4.3a indicates the numerical 
values of the parameters characterizing the collective motion of the host metal atoms 
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Fig. 4.2. CeH2+c. Th e ordering subsystem. Temperature dependences 
of both the confi gurational internal energy E(T) (a) and the confi gu-
rational heat capacity C(T) in the total temperature range (b) and in 
the low-temperature limit (c)
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in the lattice (Debye temperature, TDeb), local oscillations of light atoms in the tet-
rahedral interstitial positions (Einstein temperature, TE(t)), local oscillations of light 
atoms in the octahedral interstitial positions (Einstein temperature, TE(o)), and the 
system of conduction electrons (gel).

4.3. The Phase-Transition 
Type Change Phenomenon
Th e already considered examples have shown that, in the subsys-

tem of light atoms embedded in the metal lattice, the ordering phenomena may con-
tain the ‘order—disorder’ and the ‘order—order’ type transitions, and both of them 
may be continuous or discontinuous. It is necessary to note that the types of these 
phase transformations in the Me—H compounds depend in a great degree on the 
energy parameter p, as well as on the concentration of the given Me—H compounds. 

Fig. 4.3. Th e measured [37] and calculated [38] C(T)-dependences for the 
ordering compound CeH2.86 (a); contributions to the mentioned summary 
C(T)-dependence (b)
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Fig. 4.4. Th e sequences of equilibrium ordered states (trajectories of equilibrium states). Th e con-
sidered compounds are assumed to have equal hydrogen concentrations c = 0.35 and diff erent 
values of energy parameter p (corresponding to the terbium, cerium and lanthanum hydrides). 
Notations: tr1 and tr2 indicate the order—disorder and order—order transitions, respectively. Th e 
thick lines denote the equilibrium states; the dashed lines and crosses denote the discontinuous 
jumps in the sequences of equilibrium states; (η1

0, 0) denotes the point on the η1-axis, where the 
continuous order—order transition occurs

Fig. 4.5. LaH2+c (p = 0.7743). Tra-
jectories of equilibrium ordered 
states at diff erent concentra-
tions (c  =  0.10, 0.20, and 0.27). 
Th in lines denote the metastable 
states and crosses correspond to 
the high-temperature limit of 
the ordered states
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In Fig. 4.4, we present the trajectories of the ordering phenomena developed in the 
Me—H compounds characterized by diff erent values of the energy parameter p (p > 
1, p = 1, and p < 1) and the same values of the concentration c (c = 0.35), i.e. in the 
CeH2.35, TbH2.35 and LaH2.35 compounds.

Th e diff erent examples are presented in Figs. 4.5. Th ey show the trajectories of 
the ordering phenomena developed in the LaH2+c compounds at diff erent concen-
trations of ‘octa-hydrogens’. At low concentrations, only a discontinuous disorder—
order transition (Fig. 4.5, a) between the states (η1 = 0, η2 = 0) and (η1, η2 ≠ 0) is 
registered. In Fig. 4.5, b, we see that, at corresponding concentrations between these 
two equilibrium states at corresponding temperatures (Ttr1 < T < Ttr2), an equilibrium 
‘intermediate state’ (η1 ≠ 0, η2 = 0) is formed, the ‘disorder—order’ transition becomes 
continuous, while the subsequent ‘order—order’ transformation is discontinuous. Fi-
nally, in Fig. 4.5, c, we see that, at concentration c = 0.27, both transformations (i.e., 
the ‘disorder—order’ and ‘order—order’ transitions) become continuous.

A similar situation is registered in the CeH2+c system. Th e high-temperature part 
of the corresponding phase diagram was calculated and considered in [38]. Fig. 4.6 
presents the calculated T(c)-dependences together with a number of corresponding 
experimental points. Th is fi gure needs some comments. First of all, some words about 
the temperature parameters T1, T2, Tmax and Ttr. Th ey are determined as follows: T1 = 
= −c(1 − c)V1, T2 = −c(1 − c)V2; Tmax is the temperature below which the ordered con-
fi guration can exist (as a metastable or a stable state), and Ttr is the temperature below 
which the free-energy absolute minimum is located outside of the (0, 0)-point. It is 
signifi cant to note, that the experimental points are located around these T(c)-curves.

Th e next two fi gures illuminate the physical sense of above-mentioned tempera-
ture parameters. Fig. 4.7, a shows the simplest trajectory of the ordering phenom-
enon, which contains a region of the coexistence of two local minima divided by 
the saddle-point (dashed curve), a ‘discontinuous disorder—order’ transition point 

Fig. 4.6. CeH2+c. Th e ‘high-temperature part’ of the phase diagram. Diff er-
ent points (triangles, crosses, squares, and circles) are the results of experi-
mental investigations cited in [38]
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(a cross), the metastable ordered state (thin line) and the low-temperature ordered 
confi guration of particles (solid line). Th e temperatures associated with these states 
are shown in Fig. 4.7, b.

In the system under consideration, we see that, besides the temperatures where 
are stable only the disordered state or only the ordered one, there exists a temperature 
range where both of them (the disordered and partially ordered states) coexist. It 
means that the free-energy function F(η1, η2) in the corresponding temperature range 
contains more than one local minima and the absolute minimum is located in one of 
these minima. Just this situation is illustrated in Figs. 4.7. Fig. 4.7, a shows the trajec-

Fig. 4.7. CeH2.25. Equilibrium states of the ordering subsystem. (a) Th e tra-
jectory of the ordering phenomenon; η1(Ttr1) = 0.341, η2(Ttr1) = 0.447. (b) 
Temperatures corresponding to the specifi c values of the order parameter 
η1: Ttr1 = 341.0 K, Tmax = 343.3 K, T2 = 331.3 K
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tory of the ordering phenomenon (solid line), which contains the ‘metastable’ part 
designated by the thin line. At these temperatures, the minimum in the (0, 0)-point is 
deeper than the ‘non-zero’ minimum, and coexistence of these two minima implies 
existence of the saddle-point between them. (Th e coordinates of the latter are de-
noted in the (η1, η2)-plane as the dashed part of the given trajectory.)

In the above-mentioned Fig. 4.6, two ‘critical concentrations’ are indicated: c0
(1) 

and c0
(2). At these concentrations, the disorder—order transition changes its type. 

Particularly, at concentrations c < c0
(1) and c > c0

(2), it is discontinuous, while at con-
centrations c0

(1) < c < c0
(2), it is continuous.

Th ese critical concentrations are associated with the strong anomaly in the heat 
capacity temperature dependence, which has to be registered at the order—disor-
der transition point. Fig. 4.8 shows the concentration dependence of the heat capac-
ity anomaly associated with the order—disorder transition, and in Fig. 4.9, we have 
shown the results of appropriate estimations of this anomaly in the alloy with critical 
concentration of H atoms, on taking into account all components of the heat capacity 
of the given alloy. It can be seen that at all temperatures the indicated components of 
the total heat capacity are more signifi cant than the part associated with the order-
ing phenomenon, but in the order—disorder transition point the latter decisively 
predominate.

Fig. 4.8. CeH2+c. Concentration 
dependence of the confi gurational 
heat-capacity anomaly associated 
with the order—disorder transi-
tion

Fig. 4.9. CeH2.35. Temperature 
dependence of the summary heat 
capacity and its contributions
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Th e diff erent behaviour of the order-
ing subsystem at diff erent concentrations 
can be explained qualitatively as follows: 
when the number of the ordering particles 
is approximately equal to the number of 
the ‘ordered positions’, then the corre-
sponding redistribution of particles oc-
curs simultaneously in the total volume of 
the sample, and the corresponding trans-

formation is ‘continuous’, but when the number of particles (or their holes) is signifi -
cantly less than the number of the needful positions, then the ordering phenomenon 
is performed in the local parts of the total volume, and within some temperature 
range, we see the coexistence of the ordered and disordered parts of the sample that 
makes this ordering transformation ‘discontinuous’.

In the case of the energy parameter p > 1, the analytical expressions for the criti-
cal concentrations were formulated. Th ey are as follow [40]:

 c0
(1)(p) = 0.5{1 − [(p − 1)/3]1/2}, (4.5a)

 c0
(2)(p) = 0.5{1 + [(p − 1)/3]1/2}. (4.5b)

Th e dependence of one of these critical concentrations on the energy parameter 
p is illustrated in Fig. 4.10.

It has to be noted that quite similar concentration dependence of the heat capac-
ity behaviour is revealed as well in the lanthanum-based hydrides, but the algebraic 
expressions of critical concentrations c0

(1) and c0
(2), similar to the relations (4.5) are 

not valuable in the case of the energy parameter p < 1. (For more details, see [39-42].)

4.4. The ‘Weighting’ of the Ordering 
Light Atoms: H in B.C.C. Me
In the case of the ordering compound V2D, the following details 

were known: 1) N metal atoms form a b.c.c. lattice; 2) ND = N/2 light atoms are 
located in the N octahedral interstitial positions, which form a b.c.c. lattice; 3) at 
temperatures T > Tc = 406 K, the light atoms are spatially disordered; 4) the inelas-
tic neutron scattering experiments [43] have shown that, at high temperatures (at 
T = 425 K > Tc), the local oscillations of light particles are characterized by two diff er-
ent local frequencies associated with the particles’ motions in two diff erent directions 
(see Fig. 4.11); 5) at temperatures well below the order—disorder-transition point (at 
T = 300 K), the frequencies of both local oscillations are signifi cantly decreased.

Th e latter experimental information at fi rst appearance seemed to be unreal, as 
as at that temperature lowering, the local potential energy wells must become deeper, 
and the frequencies of the local oscillators must rise correspondingly.

Fig. 4.10. Dependence of the critical concentra-
tion c0

(1) on the energy parameter p
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Th is problem was considered in ar-
ticles [44–47], and below we shall briefl y 
repeat the scheme of these considerations.

1) It is obvious that, in the ordered 
confi gurations, the additional interatomic 
D–D bonds are formed and resist to the 
motions of the oscillating particles.

2) Th ese additional forces act in the 
same manner as the ‘increasing of the 
mass’ of each oscillating particle, and for 
this reason, we call this eff ect as ‘the weighting of the ordering particles’.

3) We were not able to determine quantitatively these additional forces (acting 
on the interacting particles) and have supposed that the additional interaction pa-
rameter VDD(T) must be related to the ‘ordering energy of the D-system’ Eord(T). In 
other words, we had assumed that the ‘ordering-induced additional forces’ caused by 
the D–D interactions (which are formed in the ordered confi gurations in addition 
to the existing Me—H forces) must be proportional to the ‘ordering energy per light 
particle’, i.e. the additional perturbing eff ective ‘potential’ is

 VDD(T) = bEord(T)/ND, (4.6)
where b was assumed as a numerical constant, which has to be specifi ed on compar-
ing the calculated and experimental data. Th us, the temperature dependence of the 

Fig. 4.11. Location of nearest metal atoms in the 
b.c.c. lattice around the octahedral interstitial 
position. Between the octahedral position (grey 
rhomb) and surrounding metal atoms, there are 
two diff erent distances, which provide existence 
of two local frequencies

Fig. 4.12. Calculated temperature dependence of the local mode frequencies. Triangles denote the 
experimental points [43]. Dashed thin lines, dashed solid lines, and thick solid lines correspond to 
the trial numerical coeffi  cient values: b = 1, b = 2 and b = 3, respectively
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local frequencies was assumed to be provided fi nally by the temperature dependent 
ordering energy Eord(T).

In Fig. 4.12, we have shown the calculated temperature dependences of both lo-
cal frequencies and the corresponding experimental data. We see that the numerical 
value b = 3 is the mostly reasonable among the other trial values.

It has to be noted that it would be more correct to determine the coeffi  cient b 
separately for the HF and LF local oscillations, as the corresponding displacements of 
oscillating particles occur in diff erent directions and in conditions of diff erent envi-
ronments of surrounding hydrogen atoms. Particularly, the requirements of the just 
coincidence of the measured and calculated local frequencies (exclusively at 300 K) 
provide the following diff erent values of the coeffi  cients b: b(HF) = 6.25, b(LF) = 4.74 

Fig. 4.13. V2D. Temperature dependence of the total heat capac-
ity calculated taking into account the ‘weighting’ of the oscil-
lating particles (dashed curve s) and without this detail (solid 
line s)

Fig. 4.14. V2D. Calculated temperature dependences of the heat-capacity parts associated with 
the low-frequency local modes (twice degenerate, curves d and d) and the high-frequency local 
modes (no degenerate, curves f and f ). Th e curves d and f  correspond to the ‘weighted particles’, 
and the curves d and f correspond to the case of ‘non-weighted’ oscillators
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Fig. 4.15. V2D. Calculated temperature dependences of the heat capacity 
parts induced by the ‘acoustic’ modes of the thermal metal-lattice vibra-
tions (curve c), by the conduction electrons (curve e) and by the ordering 
phenomena (curve o)

Fig. 4.16. V2D. Th e summary of diff erent constituents of the total heat capacity. 
(Notations are the same as in Figs. 4.13-4.15).

[47]. Unfortunately, taking into account the possible inaccuracy of the experimental 
measurements, we cannot think that these numerical values of b-coeffi  cients can be 
considered as the correct data.

Th e temperature dependence of local frequencies can be revealed in diff erent 
experiments.

In [47], we have analysed the infl uence of this ‘particle weighting eff ect’ on the 
heat capacity temperature dependence of the given compound.

We shall not repeat all the ‘mathematics’ of the appropriate consideration, and 
below, there will be shown only the obtained numerical results. Figs. 4.13-4.16 show: 
the summary eff ect (Fig. 4.13), the part associated with the optical modes (Fig. 4.14), 
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the parts associated with the thermal-vibrations’ (‘acoustic’), electronic and ordering 
modes (Fig. 4.15). In order to compare the relative contributions of diff erent ‘energy 
absorbents’, Fig. 4.16 shows the contributions of all modes in the summary C(T)-curve.

4.5. The NMR Investigations
4.5.1. General relations: H in b.c.c. Me

We consider pure (undoped) metal hydrides. In this case, the ob-
served spin—lattice relaxation rate R1 (and the spin—lattice relaxation time T1 = 1/R1) 
contains two components: the fi rst, arising from the fl uctuating fi elds of the magnetic 
dipole–dipole interactions between the like nuclear spins I—I (1H—1H) and the un-
like nuclear spins I—SMe (1H—Me) fl uctuated by translational motion of H atoms, 
R1d = 1/T1d, and the second, related to the ‘nuclear spin—conduction-electron spins’ 
coupling’, R1e = 1/T1e.

Th e corresponding relations are well known [48–50]. Th ey are as follow:
 R1 = R1d + R1e (4.7a)

or
 1/T1 = 1/T1d + 1/T1e. (4.7b)
Th e ‘electronic part’ T1e corresponds to the well-known Korringa relaxation 

(caused by the Fermi contact hyperfi ne interaction with conduction electrons) [51]:
 T1e(T) = C/T, (4.8)

where, by Korringa’s assumption, C = const. and it is diff erent for diff erent Me—H 
systems.

Th e ‘dipolar relaxation’ implies interaction of the given resonating proton spin I 
with the spins of surrounding hydrogen nuclei I and the spins of metal nucleus SMe. 
In the given case (Me = 51V), we have I = 1/2 and SMe = 7/2.

Traditional expressions for the dipolar relaxation time T1d(T) in the non-stoi-
chiometric metal—hydrogen compounds MeHx are more complicated. Th ey are as 
follow (see Refs. in [48, 49]):

 T1d
−1 = (γH

2/ω)[(2/3)f1(y)MHH + f2(y)MHMe], (4.9)
 MHH = (3/5)ħ2γH

2I(I + 1)∑j
H nj(R0j)−6, (4.10a)

 MHMe = (4/15)ħ2γMe
2SMe(SMe + 1)∑j

Me (R0j)−6, (4.10b)
 f1(y) = y[(1 + y2)−1 + 4(4 + y2)−1], (4.11a)
 f2(y) = (3/2)y[(1 + y2)−1 + (1/3)(k1 + y2)−1 + 2(k2 + y2)−1], (4.11b)
 k1 = (1 − γMe/γH)2, k2 = (1 + γMe/γH)2, (4.12)
 y = (ωτ)−1, (4.13)
 τ = τ0exp[Ea/(kBT)]. (4.14)
In the above expressions, γH and γMe are the gyromagnetic ratios of hydrogen and 

Me (i.e. vanadium) nuclei, respectively; τ is the decay time constant of the autocor-
relation function of the respective dipole–dipole interaction fl uctuation, and Ea is the 
activation energy characterizing the mobility of hydrogen atoms. ∑j

Me (R0j)−6 denotes 
the sum over the whole set of metal atoms surrounding the resonant H atom located 
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in the octahedral interstice (0 0 ½) or in the tetrahedral interstice (½ 0 ¼) of the b.c.c. 
metal lattice. In the analogous sum in (4.10a), ∑j

H nj(R0j)−6, the factor nj describes the 
j-site occupation probability by one of H atoms.

Th e dipole—dipole interactions in such metal—hydrogen samples depend on 
the mobility of the light particles, and the latter is determined by the local mode fre-
quency ω0. It is known from the classical mechanics that

 ω0= (Km/m)1/2, (4.15a)
where Km is the force-constant of the local oscillator, and m is the mass of the oscillat-
ing particle. Th e corresponding energy spectrum of this oscillator will be

 εn = ħω0(n + 1/2). (4.15b)
It was shown [46, 52, 53] that the additional infl uence of the particles’ ordering 

phenomenon on the spectrum of the local oscillations makes the latter temperature 
dependent, and it can be presented as

 εn = ħωH(T)(n + 1/2), (4.16a)
where

 ωH(T) = ω0 f(T) (4.16b)
and

 f(T) = 1 − bEord(T)/ε0. (4.16c)
Some details of the corresponding analytical investigations have been formu-

lated in the articles [52-55] and were considered at the Gordon Research Conference 
‘Hydrogen—Metal Systems’ (2013, Barge, Italy). For more details, see [46, 51].

4.5.2. Comparison of experimental 
and analytical results: H in f.c.c. Me

An example of the coincidence of the measured and calculated data 
is shown in Fig. 4.17. Th e experimental points are taken from the article [56]. In this 
case, the background of the coincidence of the measured and calculated values of the 
spin—lattice relaxation times is as follows.

Fig. 4.17. LaH2.27. Temperature dependence of the spin—lattice relaxation time 
in the lanthanum hydride; solid line corresponds to results of calculations, tri-
angles correspond to results of experiment [56]
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Lanthanum superstoichiometric dihydrides LaH2.27 are considered. In this com-
pound, the f.c.c. lattice of N metal atoms contains 2N tetrahedral interstitial positions, 
which are completely fi lled by hydrogen atoms (Ht-atoms), and N octahedral interstitial 
positions containing cN H-atoms, c = 0.27 (Ho-atoms). Th e latter subsystem undergoes 
the order—disorder and order—order type transitions. Th e mobility of the former part 
of the light atoms (i.e., the Ht-atoms) is practically zero, but their interactions with the 
resonant H-atom surpass the infl uence of the HO-atoms. Fig. 4.18 shows two tempera-
ture dependences of T1: the fi rst one corresponding to the case of the interacting H-par-
ticles (denoted as T1(H—H)), and the second one without considering these additional 
interactions (denoted as T1(0)). We see that the diff erence between these dependences 
is minimal. Th e corresponding details were discussed in [52-55].

Th e second example of description of the obtained experimental results is pre-
sented below.

In [58], we have attempted to compare appropriate measurements of the spin–
lattice relaxation times T1(T) for the hydrides VH0.68 and VH0.73 and the results of the 
corresponding analytical considerations performed within the ‘particle weighting’ 
model. (Th e experimental data are presented in Fig. 4.19.)

Fig. 4.18. LaH2.27. Th e mini-
mal infl uence of the hydrogen 
‘weighting’ on the dipole—di-
pole part of the spin—lattice 
relaxation time. Th e dashed 
curve is calculated without 
taking into account the or-
dering phenomena, and the 
thick line includes the eff ects 
caused by the ordering phe-
nomena

Fig. 4.19. VH0.68, VH0.73. 
Temperature depen-
dences of the spin–lattice 
relaxation time (experi-
mental results; see Refs. 
in [58])
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Th e applied phase diagram 
of the V—H alloys (Fig.  4.20) 
indicates that both above-men-
tioned samples are located in a 
quite complicated part of this 
metal—hydrogen system dia-
gram. We see that, within the 
low-temperature δ-phase, the ex-
perimental dependences of both 
samples practically coincide, 
while in the range of the β-phase, 
they are signifi cantly diff erent.

In Figs. 4.21a and 4.21b, there are presented the results of corresponding calcu-
lations. Th ese analytical considerations were based on the well-known scheme [49], 
and the corresponding relations were presented above (see expressions (4.7)-(4.14)).

We shall not repeat all the mathematical steps of appropriate consideration, and 
in Figs. 4.21a and 4.21b, the results of calculations are presented together with the 

Fig. 4.20. Schematic part of the phase 
diagram of the V—H system. In the 
concentration axis, the ratio NH/NV is 
indicated (see Refs. in [49, 51])

Fig. 4.21. VH0.68, 
VH0.73. Th e measured 
and calculated tem-
perature dependences 
of the spin—lattice re-
laxation time in both 
hydrides (see text)
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experimental points. As it can be seen, the agreement between the measured and 
calculated data is excellent.

Some details about the conditions in which such coincidence of the experimen-
tal and analytical results was obtained.

1) We have assumed that, in the given temperature range, the dipole—dipole 
interactions of nuclear spins play the main role in the relaxation rate.

2) We have taken into account the nuclear-spins’ interactions in the hydrogen—
hydrogen and hydrogen—vanadium pairs.

3) Th e interaction parameters of both alloys were selected on taking into account 
the location of the minima of the T1(T)-curves. 

4) Th e mobility of H-atoms depends mainly on the activation energy Ea (see the 
expression of the ‘dwell-time’ (4.14)), and it was assumed that this energy parameter 
is diff erent in the diff erent temperature ranges. Th e mostly unexpected conclusion 
was that Ea decreases at temperature lowering.

Th e latter assumption has a physical underground, which was formulated in 
[57]. Particularly, we were obliged to assume that the proton jumping activation en-
ergy decreases at increasing of the degree of order. Th is unusual result qualitatively 
can be explained, if we assume that, with increasing the role of both H—H interac-
tions (with respect to thermal motion) and formation of ordered structures, simulta-
neously increases the possibility of collective motions in the subsystem of light atoms 
(i.e., we imply the possibility of formation of specifi c ‘acoustic’ waves, which propa-
gate exclusively in the sublattice of light atoms).

4.6. The Electroconductivity Investigations
4.6.1. General aspects

Th e infl uence of the hydrogen ordering eff ects on the electrocon-
ductivity of metal—hydrogen compounds was considered, particularly, in the article 
[59], which was based on both the classical well-known reviews [60-62] and the ex-
perimental investigations [63-65]. In the mentioned article, we have analysed the 
case of LaH2+c and CeH2+c ordering compounds (i.e., the hydrides characterized by 
the energy parameter p < 1 and p > 1, respectively).

As it is well known, the stream of conduction electrons in metals is scattered by 
the thermal oscillations of ions localized in the sites of the given crystalline lattice 
and by the ‘defects’ of the ideal lattice (point defects or non-point defects). From this 
point of view, the H-particles inserted in the metal lattice may be considered as the 
additional scattering centres and their ordering may infl uence on their input in the 
total resistivity of the sample. For these reasons, the order—disorder transition in the 
set of H-particles can be easily registered by the electrical-resistance measurements. 
Nevertheless, it was interesting to analyse, how the details of the ordering phenome-
na are refl ected in these resistivity investigations. Particularly, it was not clear to what 
degree the ‘reformations’ of the ordered structures infl uence on the conductivity of 
the sample during the order—order-type phase transitions.

On the other hand, the light atoms embedded in the metal lattice also infl uence 
the conduction band of the host metal. Th ey may change the number of particles and 
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may move the Fermi level (providing the changes of the number of current carriers). 
Th e latter mechanism of the light particles infl uence on the current of electrons is not 
related to the ordering phenomena in the H-subsystem, and we shall not consider 
it below. We concentrate the attention on the problem of the location of ‘additional 
scattering centres’ inserted in the given metal lattice.

Below, we shall shortly summarize the conclusions of considerations published 
in [59]. (Th e main results are illustrated by the corresponding fi gures.)

4.6.2. Results of analytical considerations 
and short discussion

As it is already well known, the electrical resistivity of the metal—
hydrogen ordering compounds is caused: a) by the ‘acoustic’ modes of thermal vi-
brations in the metal lattice, b) by the defects of the metal lattice, c) by the chaotic 
location of the interstitial light atoms and d) by the optical oscillations of these atoms. 
Below, we shall consider only one part of the total resistivity, associated with the 
scattering of conduction electrons by the light interstitial impurities and analyse the 
infl uence of the ordering phenomena in this subsystem on the temperature depen-
dence of the resistivity.

4.6.2’. Th e case of the superstoichiometric f.c.c.-cerium dihydrides. Within the 
f.c.c. metal lattice of CeH2+c compounds, light atoms fi ll 2N tetrahedral interstitial 
positions, and the ordering phenomena are developed only in the set of cN particles 
located in the N octahedral interstices. At high temperatures, these particles are dis-
tributed randomly and are characterized by the zero values of both order parameters 
(η1 = 0, η2 = 0). On temperature lowering this disordered state becomes unstable and 
at temperature T = Ttr1 transforms into the ordered (η1 ≠ 0, η2 ≠ 0) state. Th is disor-
der—order transition is discontinuous at concentrations of ‘octa-hydrogens’ c < 0.35 
and becomes continuous at 0.35  <  c  <  0.65 [59]. At relatively low concentrations 
(c < 0.35), the maximal low-temperature ordering is reached during a one-step, con-
tinuous ordering phenomenon, but at higher concentrations, it becomes discontinu-
ous as it contains an additional order—order type transition. Th e low-temperature 
order—order transition is associated with the transfer of the free-energy absolute 
minimum from one local minimum to another and is always discontinuous [59].

Fig. 4.22 presents the trajectory of the ordering phenomenon in the (η1,  η2)-
plane corresponding to the case c = 0.15, which contains a discontinuity at T = Ttr. 
Th e corresponding part of the resistivity (denoted as RH(T)) is shown in Fig. 4.23. 
We see that RH(T) contains 
a sharp anomaly at T = Ttr. 
As the degree of order in the 
given subsystem at farther 

Fig. 4.22. CeH2.15. Th e trajectory 
of the ordering phenomenon, 
which includes the discontinuous 
order—disorder transition
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temperature lowering is increased gradually, the resistivity RH(T) is correspondingly 
gradually decreased.

Th e next two fi gures show the ordering phenomenon in the compound CeH2.44, 
which, besides the disorder—order continuous transition, contains an order—order-
type discontinuous transition (the ‘b–d’ transition; see Figs. 2.7, 2.8). Th e low-tem-
perature details of this ordering phenomenon are shown in Fig. 4.24. Both above-
mentioned discontinuities of the ordering phenomenon are refl ected in the RH(T) 
dependence presented in Fig. 4.25.

From these two examples of the ordering metal—hydrogen system (CeH2.15 and 
CeH2.44), it follows that, if the ordering phenomenon contains continuous phase tran-
sitions (of the order—disorder, or of the order—order type), then they are refl ected 
in the RH(T)-curves as the sharp kinks. However, if the mentioned transitions are dis-
continuous, then they are refl ected as the discontinuities of the RH(T)-dependences.

4.6.2”. Th e case of the superstoichiometric f.c.c.-lanthanum dihydrides. It is 
well known that, in the metal—hydrogen compound LaH2+c, N metal atoms form 
an f.c.c. lattice, 2N H-atoms are located in 2N tetrahedral interstitial positions (we 
denote them as Ht-atoms), and cN H-atoms are distributed on the set of N octahe-
dral interstitial positions (c < 1), which form a single f.c.c. lattice (we denote them 
as Ho-atoms). Th e ordering phenomenon is developed in the set of ‘octa-hydrogens’ 
(Ho-atoms). We suppose that during the ordering-redistributions of ‘octa-hydrogens’ 
the Ht-atoms do not infl uence on these phenomena.

As it was mentioned already, the ordering in the given hydrogen subsystem is 
characterized by two LRO parameters η1 and η2. Correspondingly, the set of octa-
hedral interstitial positions is subdivided into three subsets of sites characterized by 
diff erent occupation probabilities (in other words, characterized by three diff erent 

Fig. 4.23. CeH2.15. A stepwise de-
crease of the RH(T) (the ‘hydro-
gen-induced part’ of the total re-
sistivity) at T = Ttr1

Fig. 4.24. CeH2.44. A part of 
the ordering trajectory (the 
discontinuous order—order 
transition)
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occupation numbers: n1, n2 and n3). Th e values of these occupation numbers are lim-
ited by the physically meaningful conditions: 0 ≤ n1, n2, n3 ≤ 1; and they are related to 
the temperature-dependent order parameters:

 n1 = c + η1γ1 + 2η2γ2, n2 = c + η1γ1 − 2η2γ2, n3 = c – η1γ1.
Locations of sites characterized by diff erent occupation probabilities within the 

given f.c.c. lattice of octahedral positions are shown in Fig. 1.1, while the temperature 
dependences of these occupation numbers are illustrated by the curves in Fig. 4.26.

In contrast to the Ce–H alloys, in this metal—hydrogen system, a partially or-
dered state [η1 ≠ 0, η2 = 0] is formed at fi rst at temperatures T ≤ Ttr1 (it is characterized 
by the spatial distribution of particles described by the set of occupation numbers: 
n1 = n2 ≠ n3). Th e order corresponding to the nonzero values of both order parame-
ters (when n1 ≠ n2 ≠ n3) becomes energetically favourable only at lower temperatures, 
below the order—order transition point T = Ttr2. In other words, below the disor-
der—order-transition point T = Ttr1, the diff erence between the occupation numbers 
n3 and n0 is formed corresponding to the sites located in diff erent vertical planes (Fig. 
1.1), and only at farther temperature lowering, the diff erence between the occupa-
tion numbers n1 and n2 is formed (Fig. 4.26). Th e latter fi gure indicates that in this 
compound both phase transformations (the disorder—order and the order—order 
transitions) are continuous.

Such behaviour of the ordering subsystem is refl ected in the corresponding part 
of the calculated electrical resistivity. Fig. 4.27 shows the temperature dependences 
of the part of resistivity associated exclusively with the ordering phenomena in the 
subsystem of ‘octa-hydrogens’ (denoted above as RH(T)) and determined for three 
diff erent concentrations: c = 0.27, c = 0.34 and c = 0.39.

Fig. 4.25. CeH2.44. Tempera-
ture dependence of the hy-
drogen-induced part of the 
resistivity RH(T)

Fig. 4.26. LaH2.27. Tempera-
ture dependences of the sites’ 
occupation numbers n1, n2, 
and n3
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It can be seen that, for diff erent concentrations of ordering particles, the anoma-
lies of RH(T) occur at diff erent temperatures and are of diff erent intensities. In order 
to explain these regularities in Fig. 4.28, we recall the phase diagram of the interstitial 
alloys LaH2+c where the dashed arrows indicate the concentrations mentioned in the 
previous fi gure. It is evident that the order—order phase transition temperature di-
minishes on concentration rising within the range 0.3 < c < 0.5.

Th e less clear regularity appear in the concentration dependence of the resisti-
vity sharp (stepwise) decrease ΔRH(Ttr) at the order—order transition point.

Th is problem was considered in [59]. Th e results are briefl y summarized below.
1. We consider only that part of the total resistivity, which is associated with the 

scattering of conduction electrons by the ordering subsystem of light atoms located 
in the octahedral interstitial positions (Ho-atoms) and denote this part of the total 
resistivity as RH(T).

2. In the completely disordered state, the infl uence of the ordering particles is 
proportional to their concentration c, while, in the maximally ordered state, their 

Fig. 4.27. LaH2+c. Temperature dependences of the hydrogen-induced parts of the resistivity RH(T) 
for the ordering alloys: LaH2.27, LaH2.34, and LaH2.39

Fig. 4.28. LaH2+c. Th e calculated phase diagram of the LaH2+c compounds. Dashed arrows indicate 
the compounds considered in the previous fi gure
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input in the total resistivity will depend on the equilibrium values of the sites’ occu-
pation numbers. n1, n2 and n3.

3. Th e state of ‘maximal order’ (at the given concentration c) corresponds to one 
of the ‘corner points’ of the ‘region P’ (e.g., the corner point d; see Figs. 2.5-2.9).

4. Th e ‘ordering eff ect’ can be characterized by the diff erence:
 ΔR0(c) = R0

0(c) − R0(c), (4.17a)
where the terms are defi ned as follow:

 R0
0(c) = A(1/ne(c))c(1 − c), (4.17b)

 R0(c) = A(1/ne(c))∑l νlnl(d)(1 − nl(d)) (l = 1, 2, 3). (4.17c)
In these expressions, ne(c) denotes the concentration of conduction electrons at 

the given concentration c of the Ho-atoms; n1(d), n2(d) and n3(d) are the sites’ occupa-
tion numbers in the low-temperature state corresponding to the available maximal 
order (at the given value of the concentration c), and ν1, ν2 and ν3 are the relative 
numbers of the f.c.c.-lattice sites characterized by diff erent occupation numbers (n1, 
n2 and n3).

Some comments. Th e following problem is interesting. At high temperatures, we 
have a disordered state. Th is disordered state can be retained at some temperature 
Tq < Ttr by the quenching of the sample. Th en the subsystem of the ordering particles 
at T = Tq will provide some additional resistivity R0

0(c). If the same ordering sub-
system is cooled in equilibrium conditions, then at the same temperature Tq, it will 
provide the additional resistivity R0(c). Th e diff erence between these two parameters 
characterizes the mentioned above ‘ordering eff ect’. It can be calculated numerically 

Fig. 4.29. LaH2+c. Th e calculated con-
centration dependence of the resistivity 
anomalies associated with the disorder–
order transition at diff erent concentra-
tions c of the H atoms located in the octa-
hedral interstices. Th e dashed line corre-
sponds to the quenching of the high-tem-
perature disordered state, and the thick 
curve corresponds to the maximal order 
presumable at the given concentrations. 
(Crosses denote the already considered 
values: c = 0.27, 0.34 and 0.37.)

Fig. 4.30. LaH2+c. Th e diff erence between 
the R0(c) values obtained in the diff erent 
conditions of the sample cooling, namely, 
quenched and equilibrium ones (i.e., the 
diff erence between the dashed line and 
the thick curve shown in Fig. 4.29)
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basing on the calculated equilibrium values of the order parameters, η1 and η2, and 
determined values of the occupation numbers, n1, n2 and n3.

We have made some numerical estimations of the temperature pulldown in-
fl uence on the electroconductivity of the samples [59], and Fig. 4.29 compares two 
low-temperature states: the fi rst, corresponding to the ‘sharp temperature lowering’, 
when the high-temperature disordered state is retained unperturbed during the ‘im-
mediate temperature lowering’ (denoted in the fi gure as a ‘quenched state’), and the 
second, corresponding to the gradual temperature lowering that provides formation 
of the equilibrium distributions of light atoms at each intermediate temperature (de-
noted as ‘ordered states’). Th e minima in the latter curve correspond to the cases 
when the number of particles equals to the number of corresponding positions in the 
completely ordered confi gurations.

Fig. 4.30 presents the estimations of the diff erence ΔR0(c) (4.17a) between these 
two dependences for the H-subsystem states (shown in the previous fi gure).
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In the physics of the metal—hydrogen compounds, there are many 
very interesting problems, which have to be investigated in the near 
future. Below, we shall briefl y mention only those of such problems, 
which are related to the hydrogen ordering phenomena.

5.1. The NMR Investigations
5.1.1. The influence of phase transitions 
on the relaxation rate (‘Sharimanov’s effect’): 
H in b.c.c. Me

Fig. 5.1 shows the results of the available data of measurements of 
the spin—lattice relaxation times T1(T) in a number of intersti-
tial Nb—H alloys [66], and those obtained by Yu.G. Sharimanov 
[67]. Th e latter suggest that, in the given metal—hydrogen system 
at temperatures near  180 K, an unusual stepwise decrease of the 
spin–lattice relaxation time T1(T) is registered, which implies a 
stepwise acceleration of the displacements of light particles in the 
metal lattice. It must be noted that this acceleration of H-atoms was 
registered at T  180 K in the region of the β—γ-phase transition 
point (see the corresponding phase diagram in Fig. 5.2).

We considered the ordering phenomena in the hydrides of re-
fractory metals (including the Nb—H system) in the articles pub-
lished in the 1970-1980 years in a number of journals. Some results 
were given in [4].

It is suffi  ciently well-known that an ordered state (named 
‘β-phase’) is formed in the NbHx system at corresponding concen-
trations below the disorder—order-transition point Ttr1, in which 
the inserted light atoms are located in two sublattices (sublattice a 
and sublattice b) and form in them the spatially ordered confi gura-
tions characterized by a pair of order parameters: η1(a), η2(a) and 
η1(b), η2(b). It is signifi cant as well that each of these occupied sub-
lattices contains the equal numbers of light particles (i.e., in each 
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of them the concentrations of light atoms are equal: c(a) = c(b) = x/2). Th e structure 
of the second, more low-temperature, ordered as well, γ-phase, formed below the 
temperature Ttr2  200 K, is not so clear. It is a common view that the β–γ transition 
is caused by the redistribution of light particles between the two occupied sublat-
tices, and, in the β-phase, we have c(a) = c(b) = x/2. However, there is a diff erence in 
opinions concerning the distribution of particles in the γ-phase. From appropriate 
estimations, it followed that, in the temperature range of γ-phase, the equilibrium 
state corresponds to the following particles’ distribution: c(a) = 0.5, c(b) = x − 0.5. 
However, an information was published that, in the γ-phase, we shall have c(a) = 
= x and c(b) = 0. Unfortunately, concerning this detail, no steady experimental argu-

ments could be found.
In contrast to the already con-

sidered rare-earth superstoichio-
metric dihydrides, in the given nio-
bium-based metal—hydrogen com-
pounds, the formed superstructures 
are characterized by 4 LRO param-
eters: (η1

a(T), η2
a(T)) and (η1

b(T), 
η2

b(T)). In the β-phase, the corre-
sponding calculations are relieved 
due to the condition c(a) = c(b). 
However, within the temperature 
range of γ-phase at each tempera-
ture T, we have to fi nd solutions 
of a set of four transcendental and 
algebraic equations containing four 
variables.

Fig. 5.1. Temperature dependence of the spin—lattice relaxation time T1 
in the niobium hydrides NbHx. Open triangles (x  =  0.78), open circles 
(x = 0.30), and black points (x = 0.58) are the results published in [66]; the 
set of open squares (x = 0.89) are the results of Yu.G. Sharimanov [67]

Fig. 5.2. Th e phase diagram of the Nb—H system 
[68] (see text)
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For these reasons, the de-
tailed calculations of the order-
ing phenomena in the given 
NbH0.89 alloy are still not per-
formed, and we can ‘explain’ the 
Sharimanov’s experimental result only qualitatively.

Taking into account that the H-atoms impacted in the given metal lattice form 
the spatially ordered confi gurations and basing on the considered above ‘weighting’ 
of the ordering particles (registered, for example, in the inelastic neutron diff raction 
experiments with V—D alloys), it can be assumed that, in the given alloy at tempera-
ture lowering below the order—disorder-transition point Ttr1 within the stabilized 
spatially ordered superstructure of light atoms, additional H—H chemical bonds 
are formed and reduce the mobility of protons. But as below the phase transition 
point Ttr2 (Ttr2 < Ttr1) the existing spatially ordered confi guration becomes energeti-
cally unstable and is replaced by the other spatially ordered confi guration (the β—γ 
transition), the corresponding particles redistribution provides the destruction of the 
existing ‘additional’ H—H bonds (causing the ‘weighting eff ect’) and the particles, on 
losing their ‘additional masses’, step-wisely increase their mobility.

Th is scenario of the temperature-lowering induced phenomena is quite attrac-
tive and has to be verifi ed analytically, but, as it was mentioned above, the corre-
sponding calculations are rather complicated.

It has to be noted that the similar eff ect can be registered as well in other order-
ing metal—hydrogen systems. Fig. 5.3 shows the trajectory of the ordering phenom-
enon in the (η1, η2)-plane, corresponding to the ordering compound CeH2.45. Th is 
ordering phenomenon contains a continuous disorder—order transition (denoted 
as ‘tr1’) and a discontinuous order—order transition (denoted as ‘tr2’). In the latter 
case, the equilibrium state of the ordering subsystem characterized in the vicinity of 
the ‘b corner point’ by the sites occupation numbers: n1(b) = 1, n2(b) = 0, n3(b) = 0.4, 
at farther temperature lowering (continuous lowering!) is replaced discontinuously 
by a diff erent equilibrium state, characterized by the order parameters: η1 = 1, η2 = 0. 
Th e latter equilibrium order parameters provide the following values of the sites’ oc-
cupation numbers: n1(a) = 0.7, n2(a) = 0.7, n3(a) = 0.2. Th us, the given order—order 
transition provides a discontinuous redistribution of light particles:

 [n1 = 1, n2 = 0, n3 = 0.4] → [n1 = 0.7, n2 = 0.7, n3 = 0.2].
Th is temperature dependent redistribution of light particles must be refl ected in 

their temperature-dependent mobility and has to be registered experimentally, e.g. in 
the NMR measurements.

Fig. 5.3. CeH2.45. Th e ordering trajec-
tory containing a strong discontinuity 
in the low-temperature region, which 
can provide an instantaneous acceler-
ation of the ‘weighted’ light particles 
that can be registered as the ‘Shari-
manov’s eff ect’
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5.1.2. The activation-energy—temperature 
dependence: H in b.c.c. Me

We have mentioned already that, considering the spin—lattice re-
laxation time T1(T) in the vanadium hydrides VH0.68 and VH0.73, we were obliged 
to assume that the activation energy of the light atoms’ mobility, Ea, at temperature 
decreasing becomes lower (is decreased) [46, 57, 58].

Th is idea has to be verifi ed experimentally and analytically. Particularly, it has 
to be shown that the frequency spectrum of the collective waves formed in the 
H-sublattice is suffi  cient to provide the needful ‘decrease’ of the activation energy.

It is interesting as well to understand the cause of the diff erence between the 
V—H and Nb—H alloys. In both systems, the metal atoms form a b.c.c. lattice, but 
below the disorder—order-transition point Ttr1, in the fi rst case, the light atoms are 
located in one sublattice of interstitial positions, and in the second system, they are 
distributed in two sublattices of interstitial positions. Perhaps the ‘metal—hydrogen 
molecular model’ (see below) will be able to give some answers.

5.2. The ‘Localized Magnetic Moments’
in Hydrogenated Metal Compounds
Th e electronic states of the paramagnetic ions in the external mag-

netic fi eld are split as the ‘spin-up’ and ‘spin-down’ orientations of their uncompen-
sated moments correspond to diff erent energy levels. When these paramagnetic ions 
are inserted in the nonmagnetic metal lattices, their ‘spin-up’ and ‘spin-down’ elec-
tronic states may be located in diff erent positions with respect to the Fermi level of 
the host metal. If both are located on one side of the Fermi level, then the impurity 
atom will be in the nonmagnetic state, but if the Fermi level turns-out to be located 
between them, then only one of these levels will be occupied by an electron, and the 
inserted ion will have a magnetic moment. Such magnetic states of impurity atoms 
are considered usually as ‘formation of localized magnetic moments in nonmagnetic 
host metals’.

It has to be noted that, in some metals, the ‘magnetized impurity atoms’ polarize 
the surrounding host metal atoms and provide formation of ‘giant localized magnetic 
moments’. Fig. 5.4 shows the experimental data concerning the magnetic moments 
on impurity iron atom dissolved in a series of 4d-alloys [70]. We have already men-

tioned at the Gordon Research 
Conference ‘Hydrogen—Metal 
Systems’ (Barge, Italy, 2013) 
that, instead of making diff erent 

Fig. 5.4. Localized magnetic mo-
ments formed on the Fe-impurities 
introduced into the crystal lattices of 
the 4d-metal alloys (A. Clogstone et 
al., 1962) [70]



5. Open problems

metal alloys and displacing the Fermi level in the conduction band, it seems to be 
preferable to obtain the desirable eff ect by adding the H atoms to the host metal. 
However, this problem is still not considered and needs, fi rst of all, some correspond-
ing experimental investigations.

5.3. Alternative Models
Appropriate considerations were based on the fundamental idea 

that the subsystem of particles inserted in the metal lattice is suffi  ciently free and its 
properties are defi ned mainly by the H—H interactions. An opposite conclusion was 
formulated in the article [71]. A ‘molecular model of metal hydrides’ was consid-
ered, in frameworks of which it was assumed that, in the given Me—H systems, the 
Me—H (or in certain conditions, H–Me—H) complexes are formed, which are suf-
fi ciently stable. Th e ordering phenomenon implies an ordering of their orientations 
with respect to crystallographic axes in the metal lattice. A variation of this idea was 
performed in the article [72] that considered the conditions for formations of linear 
structures in the Me—H compounds.
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STRAIN-INDUCED EFFECTS 
IN INTERACTIONS OF NON-METAL 
ATOMS INTRODUCED INTO 
METALS WITH HEXAGONAL 
CLOSE-PACKED STRUCTURE

An analysis of the structural and energy states of a metalloid X 
(X = O, N, C, H(D)) in a solid solution Me—X and in the non-
stoichiometric compounds (e.g. in suboxides, subnitrides, subcar-
bides, and subhydrides) MeXϰX (ϰX   1/2) of an interstitial-phase 
crystal type on the base of a metal (Me) with h.c.p.-crystal structure 
(Me = α-Be, α-Ti, α-Zr, α-Hf, Tc, ε-Fe, α-Y, α-Sc, etc.), i.e., in the rel-
atively simple systems, for which information about the correlation 
between the structural type, the electronic structure (or the charac-
ter of chemical bonds) and the changing of the physical properties 
with the concentration ϰX of the X element and with the tempera-
ture T, is still the actual metal-physics problem under investigation 
of the interstitial alloys.

Th e natural control factors of the behaviour of X atoms in the 
interstitial alloy Me—X are the X—X and X—Me interactions. Th e 
possible types of confi gurations of X-ions’ distribution around the 
Me ions depend on the character of such interactions. By-turn, the 
relative distribution of the X ions, for example, within the h.c.p. Me, 
determines the thermal stability of the h.c.p.-Me—X solution.

Th e structure-sensitive thermodynamic properties of phases 
of a series of ordering h.c.p.-Me—X solutions were studied experi-
mentally. However, the integral results of thermal measurements 
do not allow us to extract unequivocally information about the lo-
cal interactions of the interstitial X ions if the corresponding en-
ergies are considered as fi tting parameters within the frameworks 
of any confi gurational models. Th e scope for more detailed detec-
tion of local environments of the Me ions by the X ions within the 
h.c.p.-Me—X, in some cases, may be obtained, for example, by the 
neutron diff raction or NMR studies. However, until now, reliable 
estimations carried out on the basis of model analysis of spectra 
obtained in such a way are absent, even under the strict assumption 
that only the interactions between the nearest neighbour ions in 
X—X pairs and between the next-nearest (lengthwise an interstitial 
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distance) neighbour X ions are taken into account. Th ere are still a few studies in 
the systematic quantitative solution of the statistical-thermodynamic and structural 
problems for considering systems. As a rule, the extension on this case of the corre-
sponding results obtained for solid solutions based on metals with (simple) Bravais 
lattice (see Refs. in [1-5]) is not possible.

Nevertheless, structural studies of the atomic order on octahedral interstices in 
the solutions ε(ζ)Fe—N, αTi—O(N), αZr—O(N), αHf—O, etc., have already been 
carried out experimentally for about 70 years (see references in [6-9]).

Th e non-continuous theory of strain-induced interaction between the point 
defects in crystals with a complex crystal structure was presented in a study [10]. 
However, only in Ref. [11], the theory of strain-induced interaction between atoms 
of non-metal elements (including X = H) introduced into the interstices of h.c.p. Me 
was developed quantitatively. Th e problems of distribution and redistribution of in-
terstitials within the h.c.p. Me were also raised in [10, 11] and developed practically 
in view of the strain-induced eff ects and so-called ‘(electro)chemical’ interaction.

Th e given series of following chapters present independent, semi-empirical, 
quantitative estimation of the parameters of interionic interactions, which predomi-
nate in a solution Me—X (both ‘direct’, ‘(electro)chemical’ (X—Me and X—X) and in-
direct, strain-induced (X—X) interactions [1-5, 10, 11]). Th ese will allow determin-
ing the energetically most favourable macroscopically homogeneous distributions of 
X ions introduced into the interstices of a series of h.c.p. Me at given T and ϰX.
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PARAMETERS 
OF STRAIN-INDUCED 
INTERACTION OF X ATOMS 
ON OCTAHEDRAL INTERSTICES 
IN H.C.P. METALS

77

Th e crystal lattice of Me with h.c.p. structure represents two inter-
penetrating simple hexagonal Bravais lattices of sites shift ed relative 
to each other with basic periods of translation a0 (in ‘triangular’ 
basal planes) and c0 (along direction perpendicular to basal planes) 
with a lack of an impurity (at ϰX = 0; Fig. 7.1).

Let us choose axes x and z of a crystal-physical rectangular Car-
tesian coordinate system Oxyz coincidental with axes X1 and X3 of a 
crystallographic oblique-angled coordinate system OX1X2X3 of the 
hexagonal syngony, which is characterized by triple basic vectors of 
translation: a1 = (a0; 0; 0), a2 = (−a0/2; a0 3 /2; 0), a3 = (0; 0; c0) (in 
a coordinate system Oxyz). Each primitive unit cell constructed on 
these vectors contains two Me ions: one is located in the ‘origin’ of 
a unit cell with a radius-vector ρ1 = 0 and another is in its site with 
a radius-vector

ρ2 =  2
3

a1 +  1
3

a2 +  1
2

a3 = (a0/2; a0/(2 3 ); c0/2).

Th e volume of such a unit cell is given by vu.c =  ( 3 /2)a0
2c0. 

Th e basis vectors of translation of a reciprocal lattice are as follow: 
b1 = (1/a0; 1/(a0 3 ); 0), b2 = (0; 2/(a0 3 ); 0), b3 = (0; 0; 1/c0) (in 
a rectangular Cartesian coordinate system of a reciprocal space; 
Fig. 7.2). Basic structural types of locations of interstitial atoms 
in an h.c.p. lattice of Me crystal are the interstices with octahedral 
(Fig. 7.1) and tetrahedral coordination surrounded by six and four 
neighbouring sites, respectively [12, 13]. However, in many metals 
(almost at all temperatures of the realization of their h.c.p. modi-
fi cation), practically all interstitial atoms in an equilibrium fi ll the 
positions of only one type (i = o or i = t). In accordance with experi-
mental data [13, 14] about the systems studied in details, we shall 
consider Me crystals with h.c.p. structure, in which the interstitial 
atoms X are distributed only on octahedral (i = o) interstices. In 
each primitive unit cell of a solvent crystal, there are two octahedral 
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interstices, whose positions with respect to its ‘origin’ are given by vectors:

ho
1 =  1

3
a1 +  2

3
a2 +  1

4
a3 =   

 
 

0 00; ;
43

a c , 

ho
2 =  1

3
a1 +  2

3
a2 +  3

4
a3 =   

 
 

0 030; ;
43

a c

at ϰX = 0. Th ese interstices in an h.c.p. Me form a lattice consisting of two (νo = 2) sub-
lattices (numbered by the indexes p, p’ = 1, 2), which are identical to its site sublattices 
(numbered by indexes λ, μ = 1, 2) and, as a rigid whole, shift ed relative to the ‘initial’ 
sites by vectors ho

p.
Th e strain-induced interaction between impurity atoms of the α and β kinds [1–

5] via an ionic subsystem of Me crystal is caused by an interference of fi elds of static 
displacements induced in it by various impurity atoms (in particular, α, β = X, i; 
here and below, symbol i designates the additional interstitial components, whose 
‘atoms’ are the remained vacant isolated interstitial positions of the i-type, basically 
accessible for an introduction of non-metal X atoms within the metal crystal Me). It 
is possible to calculate the Fourier components of energies of strain-induced interac-
tion between atoms α and β introduced into interstices of an o-type, which satisfy the 

Fig. 7.1. Arrangement of octahedral inter-
stices (●) in h.c.p. lattice; ○—Me atoms at 
lattice sites

Fig. 7.2. Trihedral prism (as irreducible part) 
within the fi rst Brillouin zone (BZ) of a re-
ciprocal space of hexagonal crystals (Γ, A, H, 
L, K, M and Δ, P, U, S, S, R, T, T, Σ are the 
designations by Herring of points and lines 
of symmetry, respectively, and τ, ρ, σ, δ and δ' 
are, according to Warren [22], designations 
of symmetry planes in the fi rst BZ of h.c.p. 
crystals)
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cyclic boundary conditions, by the following formulas (in a quasi-harmonic approxi-
mation [15] of the lattice statics method [1]) [10, 11, 16]:

 




ppV (k) = − 


 i
pF (k) 

ijG (k)  

p
jF (k) +  

oQ δpp (k  0), (7.1)

 




ppV (0) = −vu.c[

 lm
p  −  


 i
pF (0) 

ijP 
ljm ] 

p lmL  −

 – 

 i
pF (0) 

ijP



 j
pF (0) +  

oQ δpp, (7.2)
where

 

oQ  = 

u.c

1
N








 i
p

BZ
F

k
(k) 

ijG (k) 

 j
pF (k) +  


 i
pF (0) 

ijP



 j
pF (0) . (7.3)

Here and below, unless it will be stated otherwise, the summations on twice repeated 
Cartesian indexes i, j, l, m = x, y, z, and also λ, μ, ν, ... = 1, 2 are meant; 



ppV (k) is the 

Fourier component (with a quasi-wave vector k) of an energy 
ppV (R − R) of the 

strain-induced interaction between two atoms α and β introduced into the octahe-
dral interstices R + ho

p and R + ho
p with the numbers p and p in primitive unit cells 

with arbitrary radius-vectors R and R within the h.c.p.-Me crystal. (Generally, it is 
possible to present any function f (R), which satisfi es the mentioned cyclic boundary 
conditions, by Fourier series:

 f (R) = (1/Nu.c)

 
BZ

f
k

(k)exp(ik · R), 
where

f (k) = R f(R)exp(−ik · R)
is the Fourier component of a function f(R), and the summation is fulfi lled over all 
Nu.c  (>>1) primitive unit cells {R} of the solvent crystal lattice; the parameter k of 
Fourier transformation takes on Nu.c non-equivalent discrete values selected by cy-
cling conditions within the fi rst Brillouin zone (BZ) of its reciprocal space.)

Th e value of quantity 
oQ , which is the part of the energy of strains not con-

cerned with the relative positions of the introduced atoms, does not depend on 
the concrete number of an ‘initial’ interstice p and is determined only by its geo-
metric type (i  =  o or i  =  t) and is set by an expression (7.3) in accordance with 
the gauge requirement about an elimination of the so-called eff ect of ‘self-action’: 


ppV (R −  R) = 0 at R =  R [3-5, 10]. Th e summation in (7.3) is carried out over 

Nu.c − 1 points of quasi-continuum {k} within the fi rst BZ of h.c.p. Me (see Fig. 7.2), 
except for k = 0 that is marked by a prime above the summation sign.

Hermitian (6×6)-matrix || 
ijG (k)|| of k-th Fourier component of the static 

Green’s function of a set of equations of a mechanical equilibrium of h.c.p. crystal is 
defi ned by a relation 

 ilA (k) 
ljG (k)  δλμδij (k ≠ 0), where || 

 ilA (k)|| is the Hermi-
tian (6×6)-matrix (of a block structure) of the k-th Fourier component of matrices 
|| 

ilA (R − R)|| of coeffi  cients of the quasi-elastic forces of interionic Me—Me inter-
actions [10]; δij, δλμ, and δpp are Kronecker delta-symbols.





pF (k) is the Fourier component of a vector of an eff ective force 
pF (R − R), 

which aff ects an Me ion in some site R + ρλ from an atom α engaging an interstice 
R + ho

p of an o-type in a primitive unit cell with some radius-vector R.
A sign ...* denotes complex conjugation.
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Just like 
 ijA (0), the tensor 

ijP  has the same symmetry for pairs of indexes 

 i  and  
 
 j

. ( 11
ijP   +   22

ijP   −  12
ijP   −   21

ijP )  =  δij/ 11
jjA (0) for the monoatomic h.c.p. 

crystal (in a right part, the summation over j will not be carried out; see also [15-
17]) without additive arbitrary constants in { 

ijP }, which are insignifi cant due to 
the requirements of the translational and rotational invariances [10, 16, 18] of the 
potential energy and its derivatives for the h.c.p.-Me—X solid solution as a whole 
(with Nu.c >> 1) in the absence of the surface and/or bulk external forces (mechanical 
stresses).

In the chosen coordinate system, a symmetrical matrix of ‘force dipoles’ with the 
elements

 
 lm
p  = 

u.c

1
v 


R

F 

l
p (R − R)(Rm + ρ 

m  − Rm − h mo
p ) (l, m = x, y, z) (7.4)

appears to be diagonal. Th e vector of a Fourier component 



pF (0) and the tensor

γ ljm
  = 

u.c

1
v 


R


ljA (R − R)(Rm + ρ 

m  − Rm − ρm
μ)

(where the summation over μ on the right hand side will not be carried out) have the 
nonzero components 


 z
pF  (0) and γ 

yxx , γ 
xyx , γ 

xxy , γ 
yyy  (γ 

yxx
 = γ 

xyx
 = γ 

xxy
 = −γ 

yyy ), 

respectively, only, and 
 xxA (0) =  

 yyA (0) ≠  
 zzA (0). Th e relationship between tensors

Hijlm = −
u.c

1
v  


R


ljA  (R − R)(Rl + ρ 

l  − Rl − ρ 
l )(Rm + ρ 

m  − Rm − ρ 
m )

(Huang tensor), γ 
ljm , 

ijP  and the tensor of coeffi  cients of an elastic rigidity Ciljm 
(neglecting the surface sums) [10, 15-18] for h.c.p. Me is as follows:

 Hijlm − vu.c(γ 1
yyy )2(δij − δizδjz)(δlm − δlzδmz)/ 11

xxA (0) = 1
2

(Ciljm + Cimjl). (7.5)

Accounting for Eq. (7.5), the elements of a matrix of ‘force dipoles’ (7.4) can be 
connected to the elements of the (3×3)-matrix of concentration coeffi  cients of the 
homogeneous ‘expansion’ (‘compression’) of geometric parameters a(ϰX) and c(ϰX) 
of the least (primitive) unit cell, which is reduced to the main axes in a chosen co-
ordinate system L 

plm  = L 
ll δlm (l, m = x, y, z and p = 1, 2; in a right hand side, the 

summation over l will not be carried out), by the condition of a lack of macroscopic 
mechanical stresses in the relaxed h.c.p.-Me crystal with X-impurity atoms, which are 
macroscopically homogeneous and uniformly distributed on its sublattices of inter-
stices, and with a free bounding surface [1, 2, 10]:
 σ xx

p  = σ yy
p  = (C11 + C12)L 

pxx  + C13L

pzz , (7.6a)

 σ zz
p  = 2C13L


pxx  + C33L


pzz , (7.6b)

where C11, C12, C13, C33, C44 are generally accepted Voigt designations for the fi ve in-
dependent components of a tensor (of rank four) of coeffi  cients of an elastic rigidity 
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Cijlm [15, 19] of the crystal of hexagonal syngony. Here, the following properties are 
used: L 

xx  = L 
yy  ≠ L 

zz .

L X
xx  ≈ (a − a0)/(νoa0ϰX) (or L X

xx  ≈ (νoa0)−1(a/ϰX)|ϰX = 0), L X
yy  = L X

xx ,

L X
zz  ≈ (c − c0)/(νoc0ϰX) (or L X

zz  ≈ (νoc0)−1(c/ϰX)|ϰX = 0),

and L xx
  ≈ 0, L yy

  = L xx
 , L zz

  ≈ 0 are the principal values of matrices ||L X
plm || and 

||L plm
 ||, respectively, within the conditions of a realization of practically linear rela-

tions a = a(ϰX), c = c(ϰX) (i.e., the Vegard’s rule) at a given temperature T. In the con-
sidered case, ϰX = NX/(2Nu.c) is the relative concentration of X atoms, NX is the total 
number of X atoms on 2Nu.c octahedral interstices in the h.c.p.-Me—X solid solution.

Th e matrix || 
ijG (k)||  =  || 

 ilA (k)||−1 at k  ≠  0 and its elements are expressed 
through the real frequencies {ωσ(k)} and the complex components of orthonormal 
polarization vectors {eσμ(k)} of natural oscillations of h.c.p. Me by means of the bilin-
ear form [5, 10]:


ljG (k) = M−1




6

1
ωσ

−2(k)e 
l (k)e 


j (k),

where M is the Me-ion mass; the index σ numbers three acoustic branches (σ = 1, 2, 
3) and three optical branches (σ = 4, 5, 6) of the spectrum of these normal oscilla-
tions. Th e phonon frequencies {ωσ(k)} and the polarization vectors {eσμ(k)} can be de-
termined in experiments with inelastic scattering of slow neutrons or calculated with 
the use of appropriate theoretical model of the h.c.p.-Me vibrations. On the other 
hand, the elements of matrix || 

jlG (k)|| (k ≠ 0) can be calculated by an immediate 
inversion of matrix || 

 ijA (k)|| using, for example, dependences { 
 ijA (k)} within the 

Brillouin zone obtained within the scope of the semi-phenomenological model of 
dynamics of h.c.p. Me [20] (see also bibliography in [10]) satisfying the conditions 
of invariance of the potential energy of h.c.p. crystal with respect to translations and 
rotations of it as whole and transformations from a space symmetry group of h.c.p. 
crystal (in view of Eqs. (10.3)-(10.5b) below; Sec. 10.1.1). Just because, the tensor 


 ijA (k) can be presented as a (6×6)-matrix of a block structure [20].

Th e forces of an eff ective ‘(electro)chemical’ interaction between atoms α and 
Me { p


F (R − R)} are unknown a priori. Nevertheless, the set of their values is con-

nected with the experimentally determinable (two) independent elements, L pxx
  and 

L pzz
 , of the matrix of the ‘concentration’-distortion coeffi  cients by relations (7.4) and 

(7.6). Let us assume that, in metals, the force modulo | p

F (R − R)| decreases fast 

enough with an increase of the distance ro = |R + ρλ − R − ho
p| between the inter-

stitial α atom and the Me ion. Expressing various nonzero values of the p

F (R − R) 

components by means of the two independent elements of a matrix ||L plm
 ||, for α in 

an h.c.p. Me only, the forces of pair interaction between the nearest-neighbour and 

next-neighbour atoms α and Me (on radial distances ro
I =  2 2

0 0/ 3 /16a c  and ro
II =

= 2 2
0 04 / 3 /16a c  from each other) can be taken into account.
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As the other possibility of determining of values { p

F (R − R)}, there may be the 

‘reconstruction’ of a Me–α-interaction potential φMeα(R + ρλ − R − ho
p). Th e indepen-

dent elements of a matrix ||L plm
 || (as well as data on activation energy of a diff usion 

of an interstitial X impurity in h.c.p. Me, if they are available) would be used for the 
estimation of parameters of this potential. In such an approach, there is the possibil-
ity to take into account an interaction α—Me on the greater number of site co-ordi-
nation spheres around the given central interstice; in particular, the qualitatively new 
features of functional dependence ppV 


 (k) can be revealed [23]. However, the values 

of forces of an α—Me interaction become ‘sensitive’ to the choice of the concrete form 
of a potential φMeα(R + ρλ − R − ho

p).
From a transformation rule (10.4) (see Sec. 10.1.1) for the components of a vec-

tor of an eff ective force, F i
p

 (R − R), under transformations from a space symmetry 

group of an ‘average’ crystal, it follows that modules of forces, with which the atom α 
will act on Me ions occupying any co-ordination sphere around the given interstitial 
atom as ‘central’, with necessity will be equal among themselves, if, in a space group 
of an ‘average’ crystal, there are operations combining radius-vectors, which connect 
this interstice with the sites of a given co-ordination sphere. Th us, atom X introduced 
in the octahedral interstice of h.c.p. Me will act on all Me ions occupying the fi rst 
(second) site co-ordination sphere around it with forces, which are equal in absolute 
value within the range of a given sphere.

Th e vector of Fourier component p

F (k) of eff ective forces { p


F (R − R)} for im-

purity atoms introduced into the octahedral interstices of h.c.p. Me is approximated 
by expression [10, 16]

 p

F (k) ≈ [δλ1 p

f (k) − δλ2 p
f *(k)]

  0
1 1 2 0 2[ exp( )] exp ( 3)

2p p z x y
aik c i k k 

  
         

  
,  (7.7)

where (assuming that the α—Me interaction is centrally symmetric, i.e., φMeα(R  + 
+ ρλ − R − ho

p) ≈ φMeα(ro), and taking it into account up to the fourth site coordina-
tion sphere around the given octahedral interstice as a central one) the components 
of a vector p

f (k) = { x
pf
 (k); 

y
pf
 (k); 

z
pf
 (k)} are as follow:

x
pf
 (k) = −ia0sin 0

2
xk a 

 
 





(t I
o

p
  + t III

o
p
  

[δp1exp(−ikzc0) + δp2exp(ikzc0)])exp 0 3
2

yk a
i

 
 
 

 + 4t II
o

p
 cos 0

2
xk a 

 
 

 +

+ t IV
o

p
 0 3

exp
2

yk a
i

  
  
  

 + 4cos 0
2
xk a 

 
 

exp(−ikya0 3 ) +

 + 3 2 04cos 1
2
xk a  

  
  

exp 0 3
2

yk a
i

  
 
  

,  (7.8a)
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y
pf
 (k) = 

3
a (t I

o
p
  + t III

o
p
  [δp1exp(−ikzc0) + δp2exp(ikzc0)]) 

[cos 0
2
xk a 

 
 

exp 0 3
2

yk a
i

 
 
 

 − 1] +  2t II
o

p
  [exp(−ikya0 3 ) − 

− cos(kxa0)] +  t IV
o

p
 [4cos(kxa0)exp(−ikya0 3 ) + cos 03

2
xk a 

 
 

exp 0 3
2

yk a
i

 
 
   − 

 − 5cos 0
2
xk a 

 
 

exp 0 3
2

yk a
i

  
 
  

,  (7.8b)

z
pf
 (k) = 

0
4
c 




(t I
o

p
  − 3t III

o
p
  [δp1exp(−ikzc0) + δp2exp(ikzc0)]) 

 [2cos 0
2
xk a 

 
 

exp 0 3
2

yk a
i

 
 
   + 1] +  t II

o
p
  [exp(−ikya0 3 ) + 2cos(kxa0)] +

+ 2t IV
o

p
 [cos(kxa0)exp(−ikya0 3 ) + cos 0

2
xk a 

 
 

exp 0 3
2

yk a
i
 
 
  +

 + cos 03
2
xk a 

 
 

exp 0 3
2

yk a
i

 
 
 

 

 

(δp2 − δp1),  (7.8c)

where t n
o

p
  = −

n

1
or

( )Me r
r


 r = rn

o (n = I, II, III, IV), and r III
o  =  2 2

0 0/ 3 9 /16a c  and 

r IV
o  =  2 2

0 07 / 3 /16a c . (On the right side in Eqs. (7.7) and (7.8), the summations 
over indexes λ and p will not be carried out.) Considering the additional simplifying 
assumptions t III

o
p
  ≈ 0, t IV

o
p
  ≈ 0 and so on, one takes

 t I
o

p
  =  .

9
u cv

2 2
0 0

32 3zz xx
p pc a
  

   
  

, t II
o

p
  =  .

9
u cv

2 2
0 0

3 8xx zz
p pa c
  

   
  

. (7.9)

Th e sum over k in (7.3) is rather easily and swift ly calculated with enough ac-
curacy by the method of the ‘special’ points {kΜ} of a ‘principal’ value within the irre-
ducible segment (1/24 part) of BZ [24]. Below, during calculating the quantities Qo

XX, 
12 such points [24] for an approximate integration over BZ of h.c.p. crystal have been 

used. Th is approximation is as follows: 
u.c

1
N BZ


k

f (k)  ≈ 
12

M 1
αΜ f (kΜ) for slowly 

varying (‘smooth’) periodic function f(k) (with a period 2πB, where B is any vector 
of a reciprocal lattice) of a quasi-wave vector k, which also has a point symmetry (an 
invariance as to transformations of rotation and refl ection) of h.c.p. crystal; αM are 
the ‘weight’ factors satisfying the condition 

12

M 1
 αΜ = 1. Let us note that the function 

1
2

2

1p
 i

pF 

 *(k) ijG (k) j

pF 

 (k) has a point symmetry of h.c.p. crystal, which is easily 

demonstrated from expressions (10.6) and (10.7) (see Sec. 10.1.1).
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Th e ‘(electro)chemical’ interaction between the point defects with-
in the crystal is created by ‘direct’ interactions of electrical charges 
forming these imperfections under conditions of both their screen-
ing by available non-bonded charge carriers and the operation of 
the Pauli’s principle of the exclusion in the forming of a distribution 
of identical particles over the states.

Following [11], for the approximate description of an ‘(electro)-
chemical’ interaction between the X atoms within the h.c.p. Me, we 
will assume that the X ions on interstices of h.c.p. Me interact be-
tween themselves almost in the same way as the same-name atoms 
(N, C, O, or H(D)) in molecules containing these atoms. A poten-
tial of such (‘direct’) interaction of nonpoint X ions is chosen in the 
following form: φ pp

XX
 (R  −  R)  ≈  BXXr n

pp

 exp(−CXXrpp)  − AXX/r 6

pp , 
where AXX, BXX, CXX and n are positive parameters determined 
by means of the independent experimental data (rpp = |R − R + 
+ h o

p  − h o
p | is the distance between the X atoms at the interstices 

with radius-vectors (R  +  h o
p ) and (R  +  h o

p )). Th e fi rst term in 
this expression corresponds to the short-range forces of a ‘contact’ 
repulsion between the neighbouring X nuclei (between the ‘over-
lapped’ fi lled electron shells around these nuclei), and the sec-
ond summand corresponds to the weak fl uctuation-polarization 
forces of a dispersion attraction between the cores of X ions. At 
n = 12 and CXX = 0, the potential takes the form of the Lennard-
Jones model ‘point’ (12–6)-potential, and at n = 0, CXX > 0, this is 
the Buckingham (exp–6)-potential. As supposed, the electrostatic 
(Coulomb) interionic X—X interaction in h.c.p. metal screened by 
free charge carriers is comparatively small, and its contribution to 
φ pp

XX
 (R − R) may be neglected.
Th e Fourier components of energies of the ‘(electro)chemical’ 

X—X interaction appear to be representable as [11]

  pp
XX

 (k) = 
m
ζ pp

mo
 (kz)χ 1

m (kx, ky), (8.1)
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where an index m = 1, 2, ... numbers certain functions of k-th components, ζ pp
mo

 (kz) 
and χ 1

m (kx, ky). For the fi rst four ‘numbers’ m,
χ 1

1 (kx, ky) = 1,

χ 2
1 (kx, ky) = 2cos 0

2
xk a 

 
 

cos 0 3
2

yk a 
 
 

 + cos(kxa0),

 χ 3
1 (kx, ky) = 2cos 03

2
xk a 

 
 

cos 0 3
2

yk a 
 
 

 + cos(kya0 3 ), (8.2)

χ 4
1 (kx, ky) = 2cos(kxa0)cos(kya0 3 ) + cos(2kxa0),

...,
ζ 1o
pp (kz) = 2φXX(r II

pp )cos(kzc0) + ...,

ζ 2o
pp (kz) = 2[φXX(r I

pp ) + 2φXX(r IV
pp )cos(kzc0) + ...],

 ζ 3o
pp (kz) = 2[φXX(r III

pp ) + 2φXX(r VI
pp )cos(kzc0) + ...], (8.3)

ζ 4o
pp (kz) = 2φXX(r V

pp ) + ...,
...,

and

ζ 1
12
o (kz) = 2 I 0

12( )cos
2

XX zk cr
  
    

 + V 0
12

3( )cos
2

XX zk cr
 

   
exp 0

2
zk ci 

 
 

 + ...,

ζ 2
12
o (kz) = 4 II 0

12( )cos
2

XX zk cr  
  

 
exp 0

2
zk ci 

 
 

 + ...,

 ζ 3
12
o (kz) = 4 III 0

12( )cos
2

XX zk cr  
  

 
exp 0

2
zk ci 

 
 

 + ..., (8.4)

ζ 4
12
o (kz) = 4 IV 0

12( )cos
2

XX zk cr  
  

 
exp 0

2
zk ci 

 
 

 + ...,

...,
where n( )XX

ppr  are the values of energies of an ‘(electro)chemical’ interaction be-
tween the X atoms on interstitial co-ordination spheres with radii

r I
pp  = a, r II

pp  = c, r III
pp  = a 3 , r IV

pp  =  2 2a c , r V
pp  = 2a, r VI

pp  =  2 23a c ,

and, for n( )XX
ppr   (p ≠ p),

r I
12  = 

2
c , r II

12  =  2 21 4
2

a c , r III
12  =  2 21 12

2
a c , r IV

12  =  2 21 16
2

a c , r V
12  =  3

2
c

for the h.c.p. Me with lattice parameters c = c(ϰX), a = a(ϰX).
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Th e characteristic energy parameters, which permit to determine 
the statistical-thermodynamic properties and structure of binary 
interstitial solid solutions within the scope of the self-consistent 
fi eld approximation (SCFA) [25, 26] for the frameworks of a 
confi gurational model [3-5, 27], are the spectrum of eigenvalues 
{Λw(k)} and corresponding components φpw(k) of ‘polarization’ ei-
genvectors (normalized on unity) of the matrix of Fourier compo-
nents of ‘mixing’ energies: || ppw  (k)|| [3-5, 10], where ppw  (k)  = 
= W XX

pp (k) + W pp
 (k) − W X

pp
 (k) − W X

pp
 (k), and W pp


 (k) is 

the Fourier component of eff ective pair (‘total’) interaction energies 
between atoms α and β (α, β = X, □o) within the h.c.p. Me. From 
a crystal symmetry of h.c.p. Me, certain relations follow between 
the matrix elements W pp


 (k) and W pp


 (Sk) [11], and therefore, 

between the elements ppw  (k) and ppw  (Sk) (see Eq. (10.10) in 
Sec. 10.1.1). Th us, if the symmetry operation for the h.c.p. crystal 
belongs to a group Gk of a quasi-wave vector k with the matrix S 
of the representation of rotation such that Sk  =  k  +  2πB, where 
k  BZ, and B is some vector of an reciprocal lattice of h.c.p. Me, 
then, according to (10.10),

W pp

  (k) = θ pp

S
 θ p p 

S
 W pp


 (k)exp(iSk · [(h o

p  − h o
p ) − 

 − S(h o
p  − h o

p )]). (9.1)
Th is equation links between themselves the elements of a matrix 
||W pp


 (k)|| (and accordingly, || ppw  (k)||), and thus, it defi nes 

the ‘internal structure’ of this matrix, which is independent of a 
choice of a concrete model of pair interatomic α—β interaction. 
Th e knowledge of such ‘internal structure’ will allow to simplify 
substantially the fi nding of a spectrum {Λw(k)} and corresponding 
‘polarization’ vectors ||φpw(k)|| of a matrix || ppw  (k)||).
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9. Eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix of fourier components of energies

A similar approach was developed in [28–31] and was applied in [29, 30] for the 
evaluation of eigenvectors of matrices ||w (k) = W AA

 (k) + W BB
 (k) − 2W AB

 (k)|| 
of Fourier components of ‘mixing’ energies of binary substitutional h.c.p.-A–B alloys.

Let S be the matrix of representation of inversion operation, i.e., S(h13)  I (see 
Table 10.4). From the defi nition (10.8a), because of (10.10), we deduce that, k  BZ 
of h.c.p. Me, 11w (k) ≠  22w (k) [11]. Th is result diff ers from that obtained by Zhoro-
vkov [29, 30], namely, relationship 11w (k) =  22w (k), which is valid for substitutional 
h.c.p. alloys, because the operation {I|ρ2} changes places of sublattices of the sites, but 
does not changes places of sublattices of the octahedral interstices of h.c.p. lattice. At 
the same time, W 12

(−k) = W 12
 (k) = W 12

(k)exp(ikzc0), and, k  BZ of h.c.p. lat-
tice, the representation

 12w (k) =  12w (k)exp 0
2
zk ci 

 
 

 (9.2)

is true; here, 12w (k) is a real function of a quasi-wave vector k. In this general-po-
sition point k, the eigenvalues {Λw(k)} and corresponding eigenfunctions {||φpw(k)||} 
can be expressed through the components of a matrix || ppw  (k)|| [10, 11] as follow:
 Λw(k) =  22w (k) + Dw(k) (w = 1(+), 2(−)), (9.3a)
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w (w = 1(+), 2(−)), (9.3b)

 D±(k) =  1
2

[ 11w (k) −  22w (k)] ±  1
2

2 2
11 22 12[ ( ) ( )] 4[ ( )]w w k k k  w ; (9.3c)

signs ‘+’ and ‘−’ before the root sign in Eq. (9.3c) correspond to indices w = 1 and 
w = 2, respectively.

Let us use a relation (9.1) for the defi nition of form of a matrix || ppw  (k)|| and 
of its spectrum and eigenvectors for vectors k, which are terminated in the ‘selected’ 
points on the lines or planes of symmetry inside and on a surface of the fi rst BZ of 
h.c.p. crystal (see Fig. 7.2 and Table 10.5).

Plane τ. To a symmetry operation {S(h16)|0}, there corresponds the matrix 
(10.8b); thus, according to the Table 10.4 of Sec. 10.1, k  τ  S(h16)k = k. By using 
Eq. (9.1), we deduce:
 11w (k) =  22w (k), 12w (k) =  21w (k) =  12w (k) (k  τ), (9.4)
 Λw(k) =  11w (k) ±  12w (k), (9.5a)
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1

 (w = 1, 2). (9.5b)

In (9.5a) and (9.5b), signs ‘+’ and ‘−’ correspond to indices w = 1 and w = 2, respec-
tively.

Any relations additional to (9.4) between the matrix elements ppw  (k) for k with 
the ends in symmetry points Γ, K, M, and on lines T, T  and Σ (see Fig. 7.2) belonging 
to a plane τ do not arise.
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Th e plane δ contains points of symmetry Γ, A, K, H, and symmetry directions Δ, 
P, T, S (Fig. 7.2). According to (9.1), taking into account that S(h24)k = k k  δ and 
that the matrix (10.8b) corresponds to an operation {S(h24)|ρ2}, we obtain:

 11w (k) =  22w (k), 12w (k) =  12w (k)exp 0
2
zk ci 

 
 

, (9.6)

 Λw(k) =  11w (k) ±  12w (k), (9.7a)
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 (w = 1, 2). (9.7b)

Here, 12w (k) is a real function, and signs ‘+’ and ‘−’ correspond to indices w = 1 and 
w = 2, respectively, in (9.7a) and (9.7b).

Th e plane ρ contains symmetry points A, H and L, and symmetry lines S, R and 
R (Fig. 7.2). Taking into account that S(h16)k = k + 2πb3 and according to Eqs. (9.1) 
and (10.8b), we have 11w (k) =  22w (k) and 12w (k) =  12w (k). On the other hand, 
S(h4)k = −k k  ρ (see Table 10.4), and with the use of (10.10), we will fi nd out 
that 12w (k) = − 12w (k). Th is equality can be satisfi ed under the condition 12w (k) = 0 
only, i.e., irrespective of concrete form of potentials of interatomic α–β interactions, 
W 12

 (k)   0 k   ρ. In this case, the doubly degenerate eigenvalues of a matrix 
|| ppw  (k)|| are
 Λ1(k) = Λ2(k) =  11w (k), (9.8)
and any two vectors satisfying the conditions of orthonormalization and complete-
ness can be chosen as the eigenvectors of this matrix.

It is possible to show that spectrum {Λw(k)} and eigenvectors {||φpw(k)||} k  δ 
(Fig. 7.2) are defi ned by expressions (9.7a) and (9.7b), respectively. Th e plane δ is an 
extension of a plane δ over the boundary of the fi rst BZ of h.c.p. crystal. In the same 
meaning, S and T are the continuous extensions of symmetry lines S and T.

For all k lying in the plane of symmetry σ (kx = 0) (with the exception of those 
that terminate in points of symmetry Γ, M, A, L or on symmetry directions Δ, U, Σ, 
R belonging to this plane), the eigenvalues {Λw(k)} and eigenvectors {||φpw(k)||} of a 
matrix || ppw  (k)|| are determined by expressions (9.3a)-(9.3c).
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Hereinaft er, we will suppose that the ‘(electro)chemical’ and strain-
induced interactions give dominating contributions to the ‘total’ 
α–β interaction. Th us, let us consider solid solutions in the con-
centration interval beginning from zero concentration in which 
the Vegard’s rule works well. As known, this rule is always correct 
for dilute (0 < ϰX << 1) disordered solid solutions, and thus, it is 
easy to be convinced that, in such an interval of concentrations, 
V pp
 (k), V Xpp

 (k), and V X
pp
 (k) are equal to zero for any value of 

k. Furthermore, ‘(electro)chemical’ interactions of the X—, 
Me— or — type will be neglected, as we expect their typical 
values to be approximately three orders of magnitude smaller than 
‘(electro)chemical’ X—X or X—Me interactions (see, e.g., [10]). 
Within the given assumptions, 

ppw  (k) ≈ W XX
pp (k) = V XX

pp (k) +  XX
pp (k), 

and the spectrum Λw(k) (w = 1, 2) of Hermitian matrix ||W XX
pp (k)|| 

for k with the ends on planes, lines and in the points of symmetry in 
the fi rst BZ of the h.c.p.-Me crystal is expressed through its matrix 
elements W XX

pp (k) with the use of relations (9.3a), (9.5a), (9.7a) or 
(9.8).

Let us further consider binary initial solutions of X atoms (X = 
C, N, O, H) on octahedral interstices in h.c.p. Me (Me = α-Be, α-Ti, 
α-Zr, α-Hf, Tc, ε-Fe).

Th e scheme of calculation of V XX
pp (k) and  XX

pp (k) is de-
scribed above. At an evaluation of Fourier components V XXpp (k), 
the simplifying assumption is accepted: t n

o
p
  ≈ 0 (n   III). Values 

of modules of elasticity and lattice parameters for the pure h.c.p. 
Me at a suitable temperature T are shown in Table 10.1, and data 
on coeffi  cients of the concentration distortion of h.c.p. Me at the 
introduction into its octahedral interstices of non-metal atoms X 
are presented in Table 10.2. Th e parameters of potentials used for 
the estimation of the atom—atom ‘(electro)chemical’ interactions 
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N—N, O—O, C—C and H—H ‘inside’ the h.c.p. Me, are shown in Table 10.3, and 
under a calculation of values  XX

pp (k), the dilatation of an ‘average lattice’ of h.c.p. 
Me was taken into consideration at the introduction of atoms X into it (with a con-
centration ϰX).

As known, pure h.c.p. iron at atmospheric pressure is not realized in a whole 
temperature interval of existence of a crystalline state of Fe. However, in [49, 50], 
a procedure is off ered to determine the moduli of elasticity and lattice parameters 
of h.c.p. modifi cation of some Me based on known values of these magnitudes for 
its f.c.c. phase. Based on data [51] and [52] about a0 and CIJ for f.c.c. Fe, using a 

Table 10.1. Values of elasticity modules and lattice parameters for certain h.c.p. Me

Me T, K a0, Å c0, Å Refs. C11, GPa C12, GPa C13, GPa C44, GPa C33, GPa Refs.

Ti 298 2.9512 4.6826 [32] 162.4 91.96 69.0 46.7 180.7 [33]
Zr 298 3.2312 5.1477 [14] 143.68 73.04 65.88 32.14 165.17 [34]
Hf 298 3.1971 5.0606 [35] 181.1 77.20 66.10 55.7 196.9 [36]
Tc 298 2.7400 4.3980 [37] 437.35 212.91 159.20 115.83 572.02 [38, 39]
Be 298 2.2826 3.5836 [40] 288.8 20.10 4.70 154.9 354.2 [41]

Table 10.2. Coeffi  cients of the concentration distortion for h.c.p.-Me—X solutions

Me—X L X
xx L X

zz tX = L X
xx /L X

zz Refs.

αTi—C 0.046 0.138 0.336 [14]
αTi—N 0.027 0.086 0.314 [42]
αTi—O 0.026 0.081 0.323 [32]
αZr—N 0.016 0.025 0.634 [43]
αZr—O 0.017 0.018 0.962 [14, 43]
αHf—O 0.012 0.019 0.623 [35]
Tc—H 0.024 0.014 1.749 [44]
Tc—C 0.157 0.098 1.605 [37]
Fe—N 0.094 0.044 2.11 [6]
αBe—O 0.012 0.0098 1.176 [45]

Table 10.3. Parameters of atom–atom potentials used for the estimation 
of an ‘(electro)chemical’ X—X-interaction in h.c.p. Me

X—X AXX, eV·Å6 BXX, eV or eV·Å12 CXX, Å−1 n References

H—H 1.26 212.6 4.29 0 [46]
C—C 18.26 3627 3.6 0 [46]
O—O 15.07 12129 0 12 [47]
N—N 19.80 33499 0 12 [48]
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model [50], we will obtain for hypothetical ‘ε-Fe’ at T = 1428 K: a0 = 2.592 Å and 
c0 = 4.233 Å; C11 = 222.8, C12 = 144.1, C13 = 94.1, C44 = 37.9 and C33 = 272.8 (in GPa).

Figs. 10.1-10.10 show the calculated dispersion curves of dependences Λw(k) 
(w = 1, 2) for solutions of X (N, C, O, H) on octahedral interstices of h.c.p. Me (ε-Fe, 
Tc, α-Ti, α-Zr, α-Hf, α-Be).

Taking the Tc–H solution as an example, consider another scheme for the esti-
mation of parameters of the H—Tc ‘(electro)chemical’ and, as a consequence, H—H 
strain-induced interactions, modifi ed according to notes [23] to the scheme [3-5].

Let us assume, as above, that H in a solution based on h.c.p. Tc is in a neutral 
charge state, i.e., let us take an ‘atomic’ model of H in h.c.p. Tc. We approximate the 

Fig. 10.1. Calculated dispersion curves of 
dependences of Λw(k) (w = 1, 2) on k with 
the ends along the selected directions of sym-
metry in the fi rst BZ of h.c.p. lattice for the 
εFe–N. Th e thin line corresponds to w = 1, 
and the thick line corresponds to w = 2; * are 
the values of Λ1(0) (1428 K, ϰN = 1/3)

Fig. 10.2. Th e same as Fig. 10.1, but for H in 
h.c.p. Tc (298 K, ϰH = 1/4)

Fig. 10.3. Th e same as Fig. 10.1, but for O in 
α-Ti (298 K, ϰO = 1/6)

Fig. 10.4. Th e same as Fig. 10.1, but for O in 
α-Zr (298 K, ϰO = 1/6)

Fig. 10.5. Th e same as Fig. 10.1, but for O in 
α-Hf (298 K, ϰO = 1/12)
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dependence of the potential of such an interaction on an interatomic separation r 
by the simple interpolation expression: φTcH(r) ≈ φTcH(r)  ATcHexp(−αTcHr) and use 
the defi nition (7.4), and relations (7.6a) and (7.6b) for a quantitative estimation of 
parameters ATcH and αTcH. Th us, taking into account the ‘direct’ interaction H—Tc up 
to the fourth site coordination sphere around a given octahedral interstice, we will 
take ATcH ≈ 1.904 eV and αTcH ≈ 0.854 Å−1. For this scheme, the calculated dispersion 
curves of dependences Λw(k) (w = 1, 2) are shown in Fig. 10.11.

Fig. 10.6. Th e same as Fig. 10.1, but for O in 
α-Be (298 K, ϰO = 5 · 10−5)

Fig. 10.7. Th e same as Fig. 10.1, but for N in 
α-Ti (298 K, ϰN = 1/12)

Fig. 10.8. Th e same as Fig. 10.1, but for N in 
α-Zr (298 K, ϰN = 1/6)

Fig. 10.9. Th e same as Fig. 10.1, but for C in 
α-Ti (298 K, ϰC = 0.02)

Fig. 10.10. Th e same as Fig. 10.1, but for C in h.c.p. Tc (298 K, ϰC = 1/12)

Fig. 10.11. Th e same as Fig. 10.2, but with the use during the calculation of H–H strain-induced 
interaction of a potential TcH(r) ≈ {1.904exp[−(0.854 Å−1) · r]} eV and taking into account the 
‘(electro)chemical’ H–Tc interaction up to the fourth site co-ordination sphere around a given 
octahedral interstice (298 K, ϰH = 1/4)
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Using an inverse Fourier transformation

V XX
pp (R − R) = 

u.c

1
N BZ


k

V XX
pp (k)exp(ik·R),

it is possible to restore the ‘hardened’ curve of the dependence of values of the strain-
induced X—X interaction energies on the discrete reduced distance rpp/a between 
X atoms in h.c.p. Me. Th e examples of such dependences for interstitial αTi—O and 
h.c.p.-Tc—H solutions are presented in Figs. 10.12 and 10.13, respectively, by polygo-
nal curves V.

10.1. Comparative Analysis
of Results and Discussion
As a result of the ‘symmetric’ analysis, it was revealed that the ei-

genvectors of matrices || ppw  (k)|| (‘vectors of polarization’ of fl uctuation waves of 
concentration or static concentration waves [3-5, 10, 11, 25]) for a case of intersti-
tial solutions on the octahedral interstices of h.c.p. Me do not depend on energy 
parameters of eff ective pairwise interatomic α—β interaction for all symmetrical 
points and directions, and for the planes of symmetry τ, ρ, δ and δ in BZ of h.c.p. 
lattice of sites. Th is, in particular, allows us to divide the statistical thermodynamic 
description of interstitial solutions on the basis of h.c.p. Me into two steps: 1) the 
defi nition of types of the possible comparable superlattices (statistical description); 
2) a calculation of energy parameters and comparison of free energies of competing 
structures for determining, which of them are thermodynamically more favourable. 
(Th e independence of ‘vectors of polarization’ of fl uctuation waves of concentration 
of atoms X in octahedral interstices of h.c.p. Me from the energy parameters of the 
X—X-interaction for four planes of symmetry in the BZ of h.c.p. crystal essentially 

Fig. 10.12. Approximate dependences of the energies of 
strain-induced (curve V), ‘(electro)chemical’ (curve φ) 
and total (curve W) interactions of a pair of atoms O, in-
troduced in octahedral interstices of α-Ti, on a reduced 
distance r/a (r  rpp) between them (298 K)
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facilitates the analysis of pictures of diff use scattering of radiation by such disordered 
solutions in these planes [11].)

Rules of spatial dispersion, i.e., the dependences on k of diff erent branches w of 
eigenvalues Λw(k) (w = 1, 2) of a matrix ||W XXpp (k)|| of Fourier components of the en-
ergy of an eff ective ‘total’ (strain-induced and ‘(electro)chemical’) interaction between 
atoms X in h.c.p. Me, are the most informative characteristics of stability of ordered 
phases of the h.c.p.-Me—X solid solutions. (Moreover, the spectrum {Λw(k)} side by 
side with the components of eigenvectors φpw(k) determines the singularities of the 
short-range order in the arrangement of interstitial atoms over interstices of a disor-
dered homogeneous binary solution [11].) Coordinates of vectors kjs

 of a star s that 

Fig. 10.13. Th e same as Fig. 10.12, but for a pair of atoms H, introduced in oc-
tahedral interstices of h.c.p. Tc (a); Fig. 10.13, b diff ers from Fig. 10.13, a in the 
same sense as Fig. 10.11 from Fig. 10.2 (298 K)
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aff ords an absolute (negative) minimum of functions Λw(k) are the interesting desired 
structural parameters. Th e minimum value Λw*(ks) determines the temperature of an 
absolute lack of stability of a disordered state of the solid solution in terms of an ap-
pearance in it of the static concentration waves (in the distribution of interstitial atoms) 
with wave vectors {kjs

} and polarization under the number w* [3-5, 10, 25, 26].
Under approximations adopted in the present study, the ‘forming’ of surfaces 

Λw(k) is caused by a diff erence of atomic properties of components of the h.c.p.-
Me—X solution, and the fi ne details of its band structure are not taken into account 
explicitly. Nevertheless, information obtained about the spectra {Λw(k)} of matrices ||
W XX

pp (k)|| (Figs. 10.1-10.11) allows us to reveal singularities and to analyse common 
regularities of dominating contributions to the X—X interaction.

Th us, Λw(k) remains the dependence on the direction n  k/|k| of a vector k in 
the limits of very small |k|.

Furthermore, the ambiguous limiting values Λ1n   lim
k 0

Λ1(k) do not coincide 

with (smaller) values Λ1(0) = W 11
XX (0) + W 12

XX (0) (see, for example, (9.5a)), i.e., the 
functions Λ1(k) are defi nitely nonanalytic at the point k = 0 and have the fi rst order 
break in it. Th e analyticity of the function Λ2(k) = W 11

XX (k) − W 12
XX (k) at k = 0 

(Figs. 10.1-10.11) is provided by the mutual compensation of ‘jumps’ of functions W

11
XX (k) as well as −W 12

XX (k) that is by the contributions V 11
XX (k) and −V 12

XX (k) to 
these functions, at k  0:

lim
k 0

(V 11
XX (0) − V 11

XX (k)) =  lim
k 0

(V 12
XX (0) − V 12

XX (k))

(see Figs. 10.14 and 10.15).

Fig. 10.14. Th e calculated dispersion curves of dependences of the respective elements V NN
11 (k) 

(curve V11, *—V NN
11 (0)), |V NN

12 (k)| (curve V12, *—V NN
12 (0)),  NN

11 (k) (curve 11) and 
| NN

12 (k)| (curve 12) on k with ends on isolated directions of symmetry in the fi rst BZ of 
h.c.p.-Fe crystal (dashed line shows the function V NN

22 (k), which is not equal to V NN
11 (k) on direc-

tions AM and LΓ); 1428 K, ϰN = 1/3
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Let us note that, in a plane σ, in agreement with (9.3a) and (9.3c), always 
Λ2(k) < Λ1(k), and therefore, for example, for solutions Tc–H (Figs. 10.2 and 10.11) 
and Tc—C (Fig. 10.10), in agreement with (9.2), real function W 12

XX(k)exp(ikzc0/2) < 0 
(see, for example, Fig. 10.15), and the branches of a spectrum Λ1(k) and Λ2(k) are 
interchanged in position on directions AM and LΓ by comparison with direc-
tions ML and ΓH, respectively. Analogously, as V 12

XX (k)exp(ikzc0/2) < 0, so in 
directions AM and LΓ, the curves V1 and V2 in Figs. 10.16, 10.17 interchange 
their positions.

Fig. 10.15. Th e same as to Fig. 10.14, but for Tc—H; fi gures a and b diff er from 
each other like in Fig. 10.13 (298 K, ϰH = 1/4)
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Th e constructed curves of dependences Λw(k) along the lines intersecting sym-
metry planes τ, δ, δ in the fi rst BZ of h.c.p.-Me crystal (see Fig. 7.2) have ‘zero’ 
slopes at the intersection of these planes, i.e., Λw(k)/k|τ,δ,δ  0 (for normal de-
rivatives), and corresponding equal-energy surfaces intersect such planes at right 
angles. At the same time, the dependences Λw(k) generally have nonzero slopes at 
the intersection of the plane ρ (hexangular edge of BZ; Fig. 7.2). Th us, in a point Γ, 
the slopes for Λw(k) are infi nitesimally close to zero in symmetrical directions Σ, 
T, Δ, and along LΓ and HΓ. Th e slopes at a point A are close to zero in direc-
tions R, S, lying in a plane ρ, and are diff erent from zero in directions Δ and MA, 
intersecting this face.

At points K and M, slopes for Λw(k) are equal to zero in all symmetrical direc-
tions T, T, P and Σ, T, U, respectively, and in direction AM. At points H and L 
slopes for Λw(k) can be equal to zero (at the approach to these points on lines lying 
in the upper side of BZ), and can be fi nite (at the approach on lines intersecting the 
plane ). Let us note that, in a cross point of branches Λw(k), there can arise a ‘gener-
alized critical point’, caused by an infi nitely large change of the derivative Λw(k)/k. 
At such a point, one or several components of the derivative of Λw(k) with respect 
to k change their sign abruptly, and the remaining components will be equal to zero. 
Th e value Λw(k) remains fi nite in magnitude.

Th e account of ‘(electro)chemical’ H—Tc interaction up to the fourth site co-
ordination sphere around a given atom H modifi es the form of functions V HH

pp (k) 
that results in qualitatively diff erent dependences of V HH

pp (k) for k with the ends 
along some directions in the fi rst BZ (see Fig. 10.15). Th us, the function V HH

11 (k) 
along direction Δ (ΓA) assumes a dependence on kz, and V HH

12 (k) becomes dis-

Fig. 10.16. Th e calculated dispersion curves of dependences Λ si
w (k) and Λ el

w (k) on k with ends on 
isolated directions of symmetry in the fi rst BZ of h.c.p.-Fe crystal for N—N interactions inside it 
(the lines V1, V2 and φ1, φ2 on the Λ si

w (k) and Λ el
w (k) curves correspond to polarizations w = 1, 2, 

respectively) (1428 K, ϰN = 1/3)
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tinct from zero and dependent on kz within all this direction (see Fig. 10.15, b). As a 
consequence, the degeneracy Λ si

1 (k) = Λ si
2 (k) in direction Δ (Fig. 10.17, a) is lift ed 

‘asymmetrically’ (Fig. 10.17, b).
For solutions on octahedral interstices of h.c.p. Me, it is possible to ‘divide’ the 

strain-induced and ‘(electro)chemical’ contributions to Λw(k), if k ends on symmetry 
planes τ, δ, δ, ρ (in particular, on all lines and points of symmetry) in the BZ of h.c.p. 
crystal, i.e., for such k, according to (9.5a), (9.7a), (9.8), the representation
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Fig. 10.17. Th e same as Fig. 10.16, for Tc—H; fi gures a and b diff er in the same 
way as Fig. 10.13 or 10.15 (298 K, ϰH = 1/4)
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Λw(k) = Λ si

w (k) + Λ el
w (k) (w = 1, 2)

is valid; {Λ si
w (k)} and {Λ el

w (k)} are the spectra of matrices ||V XX
pp (k)|| and || XXpp (k)||, 

respectively; this representation enables us to analyse explicitly the role of each of 
these separate contributions forming a surface Λw(k). Th us, in the case of intersti-
tial εFe–N solution, the falling of two minima (close in depth) of the Λ2(k) func-
tion (Fig. 10.1) into the points K and M of the fi rst BZ of h.c.p. crystal (Fig. 7.2) is 
caused by a strong ‘(electro)chemical’ repulsion between the N atoms (even with 
its correction for a concentration distortion of the h.c.p.-Fe lattice), and their indi-
rect, strain-induced interaction interferes with such an event (Figs. 10.1 and 10.16). 
Th us, as shown in Fig. 10.16, the strain-induced N–N interaction (as well as the 
‘(electro)chemical’ one) determines in which symmetrical (Lifshitz) point K or M the 
absolute minimum of the Λ2(k) function will fall and, thus, can specify the type of 
long-range order implemented in the εFe–N alloy.

In a plane ρ of the fi rst BZ of h.c.p. crystal, the nondiagonal elements V NN
12 (k) 

and  NN
12 (k) become equal to zero, and the values V NN

11 (k) and  NN
11 (k) appear to 

be comparable according to the order of magnitude (Fig. 10.14). So, singularities 
of a behaviour of a function Λ1(k) = Λ2(k) =  W NN

11 (k) for the εFe–N solution in 
directions S, S and R are determined by a competition of the contributions from 
Λ si

1 (k) = V NN
11 (k) and Λ el

1 (k) =  NN
11 (k) into Λ1(k) (Figs. 10.1 and 10.16). Let us note 

that the (meta)stable ordered interstitial phases of the ε-Fe3N and ε-Fe2N types, for 
which, within certain temperature–concentration fi elds, the corresponding refl ec-
tions on diff raction pictures were observed, can be in agreement with a minimum in 
the symmetric point K on a dispersion curve for Λ2(k) with the corresponding ‘vector 
of polarization’ 

||φp2(k)|| = 1/ 2
1
1

 

of the static concentration wave [6, 53-55]. Th e rays of a three-radial star {kM} taken 
as ‘dominant’ can ‘generate’ the ordered distribution of the N atoms inside the h.c.p. 
Fe, which will have a rhombic symmetry (as the group of a wave vector kjM is D2h); 
hence, such a distribution of the introduced atoms can induce orthorhombic distor-
tions of the ‘initial’ h.c.p.-Fe crystal, thus stimulating the structural transformation 
of a shift  type in a metal subsystem with the formation of an orthorhombic phase of 
the ζ-Fe2N type [6, 53].

At the same time, for interstitial solutions of H (or C) on octahedral interstices of 
h.c.p. Tc, the behaviour of functions Λw(k) (Figs. 10.2, 10.10, 10.11) is controlled by the 
strain-induced interaction between H (or C) atoms (Figs. 10.15 and 10.17). Th erefore, 
from Fig. 10.15, it is evident that the values V HH

pp k) and, in particular, the magni-
tude Λsi(0) = |V HH

11 (0) + V HH
12 (0)| of the total energy of a strain-induced ‘attraction’ 

of one isolated atom H with all those remaining on octahedral interstices of h.c.p. Tc 
can considerably (even by an order of magnitude) exceed the corresponding values of 
 HH

pp  (k) and, in particular, Λel(0) = | HH
11 (0) +  HH

12 (0)|, for the ‘(electro)chemical’ 
interaction between them. Just the strain-induced contribution Λ si

w (k) to Λw(k) leads 
to the absolute negative minima of functions Λw(k) (w = 1, 2) falling into a point Γ (cen-
tre of the fi rst BZ), and the value Λ1(0), corresponding to ‘polarization’ 

||φp1(0)|| = 1/ 2
1
1

, 
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lies lower than the value Λ2(0), corresponding to ‘polarization’ 

||φp2(0)|| = 1/ 2
1
1

, i.e., Λ1(0) < Λ2(0) < 0.

Th us, the phase transformations in the h.c.p.-Tc–H solution depend on a strain-
induced ‘attraction’ between H atoms introduced on octahedral interstices and can 
be interpreted as decomposition in an interstitial subsystem.

At the same time, for solid solution h.c.p.-Tc–H with a composition close to 
ϰH = 1/2, the ‘orientationally’ ordered structure, which is isostructural to the anti-CdI2 
where H atoms occupy mainly only one ‘chosen’ sublattice of octahedral interstices, was 
discovered by the authors of [44]. As can be assumed, such a structure is metastable, 
and its relative ‘stability’ (only if an H concentration is strictly close to the stoichio-
metric composition: ϰH ≈ 0.5) is caused by a ‘local’ minimum of function Λ2(k) for a 
concentration wave with a wave vector k = 0 and by a ‘vector of polarization’ 

1/ 2
1
1

 

and is likely maintained (at low T) by the physical-kinetics causes.
Indeed, for a decomposition of a solid solution, for example, on two phases with 

diff erent concentrations, the diff usion of H atoms for distances much longer than 
interatomic separations is necessary, and the ‘short-period’ ‘orientational’ long-range 
order can be reached due to the diff usion transitions of H atoms between the near-
est positions from diff erent sublattices of octahedral interstices within the limits of a 
common unit cell of h.c.p. Tc. (If the V HH

pp (k) values are calculated in a diff erent way, 
the function Λ2(k) does not have a minimum in a point k = 0 at all (see Fig. 10.11), 
although Λ2(0) < 0 at this ‘saddle’ point.)

Let us note some characteristic singularities in the interaction of O atoms on oc-
tahedral interstices in α-Ti, α-Zr, and α-Hf. For all these systems, the absolute mini-
mum of the Λw(k) functions caused by a direct ‘contact’ (‘(electro)chemical’) O—O 

interaction corresponds to a branch w = 2 with a ‘vector of polarization’ 1/ 2
1
1

 

and is located in a point k = 0 (see Figs. 10.3-10.5). Th erefore, all these solutions are 
susceptible at the fi rst stage (as a result of the disorder–order-type phase transition) 
to the formation of a ‘high-temperature’ ‘orientational’ ordered structure. Such an or-
dered (by k = 0) nonstoichiometric interstitial phase is experimentally found only in 
a solution αTi–O [7, 14]. It is explained by the fact that the temperature of an absolute 
loss of stability of the disordered solution αTi–O with respect to the appearance of 
the ‘orientational’ long-range order in it, T ( )

bif
  ≈ −(M/kB)Λ2(0, T

( )
bif
 , ϰO) ≈ 5920M K 

(within the MSCFA adopted here, the cumulant M = ϰO(1 − ϰO) depends on ϰO) is ap-
proximately 2–3 times higher than for cases of solutions αHf–O (T ( )

bif
  ≈ 2550M K) or 

αZr–O (T ( )
bif
  ≈ 1970M K), for which the interstitial phase with a structure of the α-

Ti2O type (isostructural to anti-CdI2 one) was not observed. Let us also note that the 
local minimum of functions Λ1(k) = Λ2(k) at a point H caused by the strain-induced 
O—O interaction should infl uence the maxima of an intensity of diff use scattering 
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of radiations observed experimentally (see, for example, [7]) in the corresponding 
points of a reciprocal space of h.c.p. Me.

Also, the experiment found out in αTi–O, αZr–O and αHf–O systems [7-9, 14] 
that ordered interstitial structures are formed as a result of the order–order-type 
phase changes from their originally incompletely (but probably practically as much 
as possible in the case of αTi–O) ‘orientationally’ ordered nonstoichiometric phas-
es. Th e structural–energy singularities of such phase changes are controlled by the 
strain-induced interaction between interstitial O atoms.

Th e calculation of dependences VXX(rpp), φXX(rpp) and WXX(rpp) (X  =  O, H in 
Ti and Tc, respectively) has allowed us to fi nd out a series of regularities of the cor-
responding interatomic interactions. Th us, the contributions from distant intersti-
tial coordination spheres (at least, up to a distance of 2.5a) to V XX

pp (R − R) and 
W XX

pp (R − R) can be considerable (see Figs. 10.12 and 10.13) and consequently es-
sential for providing the stability of ordered phases of solutions based on h.c.p. Me.

‘Direct’ and indirect interactions between the O atoms (in α-Ti; Fig. 10.12) 
are not mutually compensated behind the second sphere, and V OO

pp (R  −  R) and 
W OO

pp (R  −  R) appear to be the complicated, nonmonotonically decreasing (‘quasi-
oscillating’) functions of a discrete interatomic separation rpp, beginning from 
the small values of the last one (i.e., behind the nearest and next coordination 
spheres, respectively). It has been determined that the functions V OO

pp (R − R) and 
W OO

pp (R − R) ‘oscillate’ basically in a neighbourhood of the abscissa axis Orpp, cor-
responding to both interatomic attraction and repulsion. Th is gives evidence for the 
prevailing contribution into the W OO

pp (R − R) from indirect (strain-induced) interac-
tion of O atoms at least from the third sphere and further where their strong (‘block-
ing’), but short-range ‘(electro)chemical’ interaction is not practically revealed mac-
roscopically. A diff erent point is that the mentioned character of a dependence of the 
energy of the total interaction between the O atoms on the separation between them 
is caused by the singularities of strain-induced eff ects of misfi t of sizes: the static dis-
placements of Ti ions infl uence the W OO

pp (R − R) and can both decrease and increase 
this energy in comparison with φ OO

pp (R − R) (for example, keeping up an interatomic 
repulsion of O from O down to the fourth nearest neighbours inclusive) and, thus, 
weaken or strengthen the statistical eff ects of the O—O correlation (short-range or-
der) in diff erent spheres.

For H atoms (in Tc; Fig. 10.13), the strain-induced interaction predominates 
above the ‘(electro)chemical’ one already on the fi rst sphere of octahedral interstices. 
Taking account the ‘(electro)chemical’ interatomic H—Tc interaction up to the fourth 
coordination sphere has allowed us to reveal some qualitatively new singularities in 
the behaviour of the functions V HH

pp (R − R) and, hence, W HH
pp (R − R) (see curves 

V and W, respectively, in Fig. 10.13). As distinct from the curve V in Fig. 10.13a, the 
function V HH

pp (R − R) (curve V in Fig. 10.13b) is the monotonically decreasing (by 
an absolute value) function of a discrete interatomic separation rpp. Th us, functions 
V HH

pp (R − R) and W HH
pp (R − R) do not change sign (at least down to the 2c separa-

tion between H atoms), corresponding to the interatomic attraction.
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10.1.1. Symmetry analysis of both the matrices 
of energies and the vectors of forces of effectively 
pairwise interactions of interstitial atoms 
in monoatomic crystals with a basis

Th e space-group operations coinciding an h.c.p. crystal with them-
selves superimpose certain symmetrical constraints on the components of a matrix 
A ij

(R − R) and of vectors of eff ective forces F i
p

 (R − R), as well as on their Fou-

rier components A ij
(k) and F i p


 (k), respectively [11, 21].

We shall use Seitz designations for the elements of symmetry of a crystal (see 
Table 10.4): {S|v(S) + Rt}, where S is the 33 real orthogonal matrix of representa-
tion of one from 24 simple or mirror (inversion) rotations from a point group D6h 
(6/mmm) of the space group of symmetry D 4

6h  (P63/mmc) of the (pure) h.c.p. crystal. 
v(S) is the vector of nontrivial or partial translation, which is less than any of the 
vectors of translation of the crystal Rt. It is connected to the rotations described by 
the matrix S  ||Sij||, and is generally diff erent from zero only for nonsymmorphous 
space groups, i.e., for groups whose elements of symmetry contain screw axes and/
or sliding planes.

In particular, in the coordinate system chosen above, v(S) = 0 or v(S) = ρ2 (see 
Table 10.4). Under the action of the operation of symmetry {S|v(S) + Rt}, sites R + ρ
of a crystal lattice of h.c.p. Me go into the ‘new’, ‘tilde’ positions R  + ρ  , and an i-type 
interstice given by the radius-vector R + h i

p  will go into an interstitial position (of the 
same i-th type), but generally within the other primitive unit cell with a radius-vector 
R  and/or with some another number p :
 {S|v(S) + Rt}(R + ρ) = S(R + ρ) + v(S) + Rt  R  + ρ  , (10.1)

 {S|v(S) + Rt}(R + h i
p ) = S(R + h i

p ) + v(S) + Rt  R  + h i
p  (i = o, t), (10.2)

where the symbolic notation S(R + ρ) (S(R + h i
p )) means multiplication of a matrix 

S by a vector R + ρ (R + h i
p ).

It follows from (10.1) and (10.2) that each operation of a symmetry {S|v(S) + Rt} 
can be put in correspondence with matrices S  and ppS  of the dimensions 22 
and νiνi (νo = 2, νt = 4), which ‘operate’ in the ‘space’ of sublattices of sites and inter-
stices (of an i-type), respectively. Th e elements of these matrices are equal 1, if, under 
the action of the operation {S|v(S) + Rt}, the site with the number  (the interstice with 
the number p) goes to the site with the number   (the interstice with the number p ), 
generally, within some other unit cells even at Rt = 0, and are equal 0 otherwise.

Taking into account that the potential energy of a disordered interstitial solid 
solution remains invariant in operations from a space group of symmetry of the ‘av-
erage’ crystal of a solvent (at least, which point group of symmetry coincides with 
a point group of a pure crystal) and at a permutation of identical particles, we shall 
take the transformation rule, by analogy with [21, 22], for the elements of a tensor 
A ij

(R − R) (not already of pure metal, but of the disordered interstitial solution), 
and also for the components of a vector of an eff ective force F p


 (R − R) [11]:

 A ij
  (R  − R ) =  S S SilSjmA lm

 (R − R), (10.3)
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Table 10.4. Operations of a point symmetry group D6h

K Int Sxj(hk) Syj(hk) Szj(hk) I

h1 x, y, z 1, 0, 0 0, 1, 0 0, 0, 1
h4 x,y,z −1, 0, 0 0, −1, 0 0, 0, 1 *
h3 y, x−y, z −1/2, −√ 3̅ /2, 0 √ 3̅ /2, −1/2, 0 0, 0, 1
h5 y−x,x, z −1/2, √ 3̅ /2, 0 −√ 3̅ /2, −1/2, 0 0, 0, 1
h2 x−y, x, z 1/2, −√ 3̅ /2, 0 √ 3̅ /2, 1/2, 0 0, 0, 1 *
h6 y, y−x, z 1/2, √ 3̅ /2, 0 −√ 3̅ /2, 1/2, 0 0, 0, 1 *
h9 x−y,y,z 1, 0, 0 0, −1, 0 0, 0, −1 *
h11 y, x,z −1/2, √ 3̅ /2, 0 √ 3̅ /2, 1/2, 0 0, 0, −1 *
h7 x, y−x,z −1/2, −√ 3̅ /2, 0 −√ 3̅ /2, 1/2, 0 0, 0, −1 *
h10 x, x−y, z 1/2, √ 3̅ /2, 0 √ 3̅ /2, −1/2, 0 0, 0, −1
h12 y−x, y,z −1, 0, 0 0, 1, 0 0, 0, −1
h8 y,x,z 1/2, −√ 3̅ /2, 0 −√ 3̅ /2, −1/2, 0 0, 0, −1
h13 x,y,z −1, 0, 0 0, −1, 0 0, 0, −1 *
h16 x, y,z 1, 0, 0 0, 1, 0 0, 0, −1
h15 y, y−x,z 1/2, √ 3̅ /2, 0 −√ 3̅ /2, 1/2, 0 0, 0, −1 *
h17 x−y, x,z 1/2, −√ 3̅ /2, 0 √ 3̅ /2, 1/2, 0 0, 0, −1 *
h14 y−x,x, z −1/2, √ 3̅ /2, 0 −√ 3̅ /2, −1/2, 0 0, 0, −1
h18 y, x−y, z −1/2, −√ 3̅ /2, 0 √ 3̅ /2, −1/2, 0 0, 0, −1
h21 y−x, y, z −1, 0, 0 0, 1, 0 0, 0, 1
h23 y,x, z 1/2, −√ 3̅ /2, 0 −√ 3̅ /2, −1/2, 0 0, 0, 1
h19 x, x−y, z 1/2, √ 3̅ /2, 0 √ 3̅ /2, −1/2, 0 0, 0, 1
h22 x, y−x, z −1/2, −√ 3̅ /2, 0 −√ 3̅ /2, 1/2, 0 0, 0, 1 *
h24 x−y, y, z 1, 0, 0 0, −1, 0 0, 0, 1 *
h20 y, x, z −1/2, √ 3̅ /2, 0 √ 3̅ /2, 1/2, 0 0, 0, 1 *

Footnote. K is the Kovalyov designations; Int is the international designations; Sij(hk) are the elements of 
the 3×3 orthogonal matrix of representation of a group operation hk (k = 1, ..., 24; i, j = x, y, z). In the last 
column (I), the elements of symmetry, at which the sublattices of sites of an h.c.p. crystal interchange 
position, i.e., the operations {S(hk)|ρ2 + Rt} from a space group of a symmetry of an h.c.p. crystal (and, 

accordingly, the matrix 
S  = 

0 1
1 0

) correspond to such elements of the group D6h, are marked by 

the asterisk *. Th e operations {S(hk)|0 + Rt} and a matrix 
S  =  1 0

0 1
 correspond to the elements of 

symmetry, which are not marked by an asterisk.

 F i
p

  (R  − R ) = S ppS SilF

l
p

 (R − R). (10.4)

Passing from the formulae (10.3) and (10.4) to the Fourier components A ij(k) 
and F i p


 (k) of values A ij

(R − R) and F i
p

 (R − R) and taking into account that, ac-

cording to (10.1) and (10.2), respectively,
 R − R = S−1[(R  − R ) + (ρ   − ρ  ) − S(ρ − ρ)], (10.5a)
 R − R = S−1[(R  − R ) + (ρ   − h i

p ) − S(ρ − h i
p )], (10.5b)
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and also the equality k · (S–1r) = (Sk) ·r following from the orthogonality of matrix S 
where r is a radius-vector in direct space, we will obtain the rules of transformation 
of the dynamic matrix and Fourier components of the vector of an eff ective force at 
operations of a space group of symmetry of the ‘average’ crystal of a solvent:

 A ij
  (Sk) = exp{iSk · [ρ   − ρ   − S(ρ − ρ)]} S S SilSjm A

lm
(k), (10.6)

 F i p

  (Sk) = exp{iSk · [ρ   − h i

p  − S(ρ − h i
p )]} S ppS Sil F

i
p

 (k). (10.7)

Th e matrices S , corresponding to the elements of symmetry of h.c.p. crystal, 
are presented in Table 10.4. Th e properties of symmetry of the dynamic matrix of an 
h.c.p. crystal for the cases when k terminates in isolated points, directions or planes of 
symmetry of the fi rst BZ of an h.c.p. crystal (Fig. 7.2, Table 10.5) are specifi ed in [22].

In accordance with the defi nition of matrices ppS , it is easy to ascertain that, 
in the case of an interstitial solution over octahedral interstices of an h.c.p. Me (p, 
p̃ = 1, 2; i = o), to operations of symmetry {S|v(S) + Rt}, where S is a matrix of the 

Table 10.5. Planes, lines and points of symmetry in the BZ of h.c.p. crystal

ka0/π a H b G0
k N c k d

(ζx; ζy; 0) τ Cs 12 1, 16
(ζx; ζy; ξ) ρ Cs 12 1, 16
(0; ζx; ζz) σ Cs 12 1, 21
(ζx; 0; ζz) δ Cs 12 1, 24

(ζx; 2/√ 3̅ ; ζz) δ' Cs 12 1, 24
(0; ζy; 0) Σ C2v 6 1, 12, 16, 21
(ζx; 0; 0) T C2v 6 1, 9, 16, 24

(ζx; 2/√ 3̅ ; 0) T' C2v 6 1, 9, 16, 24
(0; ζy; ξ) R C2v 6 1, 12, 16, 21
(ζx; 0; ξ) S C2v 6 1, 9, 16, 24

(ζx; 2/√ 3̅ ; ξ) S' C2v 6 1, 9, 16, 24
(0; 2/√ 3̅ ; ζz) U C2v 6 1, 4, 21, 24
(4/3; 0; ζz) P C3v 4 1, 3, 5, 20, 22, 24
(0; 0; ζz) Δ C6v 2 1-6, 19-24

(0; 2/√ 3̅ ; 0) M D2h 3 1, 4, 9, 12, 13, 16, 21, 24
(0; 2/ √ 3̅ ; ξ) L D2h 3 1, 4, 9, 12, 13, 16, 21, 24
(4/3; 0; 0) K D3h 2 2k − 1: k = 1-6; 2k: k = 7-12
(4/3; 0; ξ) H D3h 2 2k – 1: k = 1-6; 2k: k = 7-12
(0; 0; ξ) A D6h 1 1-24
(0; 0; 0) Γ D6h 1 1-24

Footnote. Cartesian components of a vector k: ζx = a0kx/π, ζy = a0ky/π, ζz = a0kz/π; ξ = a0/c0 (a); 
names of lines and points of a symmetry by Herring and of planes according to Warren [22] (b); 
number of rays in a star of a wave vector k (c); the numbers k, for which S(hk)k = k + 2πB, where 
S(hk) = ||Sij(hk)|| is a matrix of representation of the element hk of a group D6h (see Table 10.4) (d).
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representation of one of the elements h2k − 1 (k = 1, ..., 12), and v(S) = 0 at k = 1, 2, 3, 
10, 11, 12 and v(S) = ρ2 at k = 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, from a point group D6h (Table 10.4), it is 
corresponding a matrix

 ppS    1
pp   = 

1 0
0 1

. (10.8a)

If S is a matrix of representation of one of the elements h2k (k = 1, ..., 12; v(S) = 0 at 
k = 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and v(S) = ρ2 at k = 1, 2, 3, 10, 11, 12), then

 ppS    2
pp   = 

0 1
1 0

. (10.8b)

Let us choose the element {I|ρ2} (Table 10.4) as an operation of symmetry. Ap-
plying the rule of transformation (10.7), and also (10.8a), we obtain that, in a point k 
of a general position, for the case of interstitial solutions on octahedral interstices of 
an h.c.p. Me, the following relations between Fourier components of diff erent eff ec-
tive forces F p


 (k) should be valid:

 F 21
 (k) = −F 11

 (k)exp{i(kx − ky 3) 0
2
a }, (10.9a)

 F 22
 (k) = −F 12

 (k)exp{i(kx − ky 3 ) 0
2
a }. (10.9b)

From the invariance of potential energy of the disordered interstitial solution as 
to operations {S|v(S) + Rt}, the rule for the transformation of the elements W pp


 (k) 

of the matrix of a Fourier component of the energies of an eff ectively pairwise ‘total’ 
interaction between interstitial atoms at such operations follows too [11]:

 W pp

  (Sk) =  ppS p p S W pp


 (k)exp{iSk·[(h i

p  − h i
p

 ) − S(h i

p  − h i
p

)]}. (10.10)

Th us, the elements of matrix ||W pp

(Sk)|| can be expressed through the elements 

of matrix ||W pp

(k)||.

10.2. Concluding Remarks
Symmetric analysis of matrices of energies and vectors of forces of 

eff ective pair interactions of interstitial atoms in crystals with a single-ion basis was 
carried out. Th is analysis has allowed us to defi ne the simple analytical expressions 
for eigenvalues and eigenvectors of matrices of Fourier components of energies of 
such interactions between atoms on octahedral interstices of an h.c.p. crystal for all 
symmetrical points and directions, and for some (τ, ρ, δ and δ) planes in its fi rst BZ.

It was determined that the ‘polarizations’ of fl uctuation waves of concentration 
of the introduced atoms on two sublattices of octahedral interstices of an h.c.p. crys-
tal do not depend on energy parameters of eff ective pair interatomic interactions for 
all symmetrical points, for all directions of symmetry and for some (τ, ρ, δ and δ) 
planes of symmetry in the fi rst BZ of an h.c.p. lattice of sites.

A semi-phenomenological scheme for the calculation of microscopic (energy 
and force) parameters of strain-induced and ‘(electro)chemical’ interactions between 
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atoms in octahedral interstices of an h.c.p. metal and with ions of metal on sites was 
developed.

It was established that the absolute value of total energy of strain-induced ‘at-
traction’ of one isolated atom of H or C with all others on the o-interstices of h.c.p. 
technetium can essentially (even by an order of magnitude) exceed the correspond-
ing value for the ‘(electro)chemical’ interaction between them.

It was shown that taking into account the ‘(electro)chemical’ H—Tc interaction 
up to the fourth site coordination sphere around the given interstices modifi es the 
form of functions V HH

pp (k), supporting the other (non-oscillating) model character 
of the dependence of energies of the strain-induced interaction on the separation 
between H atoms on octahedral interstices of h.c.p. technetium.

Th e type of the long-range order in h.c.p.-Fe—N alloy is determined by inter-
sublattice ‘(electro)chemical’ ‘repulsion’ and competition between intrasublattice 
‘(electro)chemical’ ‘repulsion’ and strain-induced ‘attraction’ of N atoms introduced 
in octahedral interstices.

Th e negative local minima of close depth in the (1/3, 1/3, 0)- and (1/2, 0, 0)-type 
points of a reciprocal space on dispersion curves for spectra of matrices of Fourier 
components of energies of the ‘total’ interaction between N atoms in h.c.p. iron can 
be compared to ordered interstitial phases of the ε-Fe3N, ε-Fe2N (and even ζ-Fe2N) 
types, for which, within certain temperature—concentration regions, the corre-
sponding refl ections in diff raction pictures are observed.
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1111
PARAMETERS OF INTERACTION 
OF INTERSTITIAL ATOMS WITH 
TETRAHEDRAL COORDINATION 
IN H.C.P. METALS

In Sec. 10 [56], semi-empirical quantitative estimation was carried 
out of the parameters of interionic interactions both ‘direct’, ‘(elec-
tro)chemical’ (X—Me and X—X), and indirect, strain-induced 
(X—X) [57-59], which dominate in a solution of non-metal atoms 
X on octahedral interstices of h.c.p. metal Me.

Solid solutions of hydrogen isotopes (H, D, T) in tetrahedral 
interstices of α-Ti [88, 89], α-Zr [88, 90] and h.c.p. rare-earth Me 
(h.c.p. REM) such as α-Sc, α-Y, α-Er, α-Tm and α-Lu have been of 
intense interest to many experimental research groups during the 
last 30-35 years [60-63, 87, 92]. An ability to remain in the condi-
tion of a solid solution of H isotopes on tetrahedral interstices of 
h.c.p. REM at a high concentration of the introduced atoms and up 
to ‘helium’ temperatures without formation of isolations of a hy-
dride phase, and also the anomalous phenomenon (originally dis-
covered in a solution αLu—H near 170 K) of electrical resistance, 
has been the starting points for extensive experimental research 
on neutron scattering, the temperature dependence of electrical 
resistance, NMR, and the internal friction in such systems. How-
ever, there is a comparatively small number of theoretical works in 
which the observable experimentally singularities, for example, of 
a diff use neutron scattering or anomalies of temperature depend-
ence of electrical resistance in solid solutions h.c.p.-REM—H(D) 
are explained in one way or another [64-66]. Th us, quantitative dif-
ferences in experimental results can arise in particular because of a 
neglect of elastic relaxation of h.c.p. lattice REM (and, as a conse-
quence, of strain-induced interaction between the H atoms intro-
duced into it), and also due to the deviation, not frequently taken 
into consideration, of an actual structure even of ‘pure’ Me from the 
ideal h.c.p.-crystal lattice.

Th e purpose of this study is the development of a theory of 
strain-induced interaction between atoms of H isotopes introduced 
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into tetrahedral interstices of h.c.p. Me, 
and also the semi-empirical estimation 
of energy parameters of interatomic 
H(D)—H(D) interactions (‘(electro)che-
mical’ and strain-induced ones), domi-
nating in a solution Me—H(D). Th e ob-
tained quantitative information about 
the parameters of such interactions will 
allow us, for example, to make a choice 
of the most favourable (with respect to 
the energy) macro scopically homoge-

neous distributions of H(D) atoms on tetrahedral interstices of a number of h.c.p. Me 
at a given temperature T and concentration ϰH (ϰD) of the H (D) atoms.

Th e crystal lattice of h.c.p. Me represents two interpenetrating simple hexagonal 
site Bravais lattices shift ed relative to each other with fundamental periods of trans-
lation a0 and c0 in the absence of an impurity (see Fig. 11.1). Each primitive unit cell 
(the common number of which is equal Nu.c) with the volume vu.c  ( 3 /2)a0

2c0, which 
is constructed on the basic vectors of translation a1  (a0; 0; 0), a2  (−a0/2; a0 3 /2; 0), 
a3  (0; 0; c0) in a coordinate system Oxyz, contains two Me ions: one of which is locat-
ed in an ‘origin’ of a cell with the radius-vector ρ1  0, and another one is located in 
its site with the radius-vector 

ρ2  
2
3

a1 + 
1
3

a2 + 
1
2

a3  (a0/2; a0/(2 3 ); c0/2).

(Th e axes x and z of a crystal physical rectangular Cartesian coordinate system Oxyz 
coincide with the axes X1 and X3 of a crystallographic oblique-angled coordinate sys-
tem OX1X2X3 of hexagonal syngony, which is characterized by the triple of vectors 
a1, a2 and a3.) Th e basic vectors of translation of a reciprocal lattice are the following: 
b1  (1/a0; 1/(a0 3 ); 0), b2  (0; 2/(a0 3 ); 0), b3  (0; 0; 1/c0) (in a rectangular Carte-
sian coordinate system of a reciprocal space). Th ere are four tetrahedral interstices 
for each primitive unit cell of a solvent crystal, whose positions with respect to its 
‘origin’ are given by vectors 

ht
1  

2
3

a1 + 
1
3

a2 + θta3  
0 0; ;

2 2 3 t
a a z 

 
 

,   

ht
2  

2
3

a1 + 
1
3

a2 + (1 − θt)a3  
0 0

0; ;
2 2 3 t
a a c z 

 
 

,

ht
3  

1
2 t

   
 

a3  
00;0;
2 t
c z  

 
,   ht

4  
1
2 t

   
 

a3 
00;0;
2 t
c z  

 

a

a
a

Fig. 11.1. Location of tetrahedral interstices 
(●) in a site h.c.p. lattice; ○ are the Me atoms 
in sites. Th e corresponding sublattices of tet-
rahedral interstices are indicated by the inte-
ger numbers
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(at ϰX = 0), and the value 

zt = c0θt

2
0
2
0

1
4 3t

a
c

 
   

 
,

is determined from a condition of equality of distances between a centre of the tet-
rahedral interstice and the four closest sites of h.c.p. lattice and is equal to c0/8 for 
h.c.p. crystal with an ‘ideal’ ratio a2

0/c2
0 = 3/8. Th e tetrahedral interstices in h.c.p. 

Me form a lattice consisting of four (νt = 4) sublattices (numbered with the indexes 
p, p = 1, ..., 4), which are identical to its site sublattices (numbered with the indexes 
λ, μ = 1, 2) and, as a rigid whole, are shift ed with respect to the ‘initial’ sites by vectors 
ht

p (see Fig. 11.1).
Following work [56], we will suggest that the indirect, strain-induced (caused by 

interference of the fi elds of static distortions, which are created in an ionic subsystem 
of Me crystal by the interstitial impurity atoms) [57-59] and ‘direct’, ‘(electro)chemi-
cal’ [58, 59] interactions dominate in the total H(D)—H(D) interatomic interaction 
in an h.c.p.-Me—H(D) solution.

Fourier components (with a quasi-wave vector k) V pp

(k) of the energies of 

strain-induced interaction V pp

(R − R) between the α and β atoms introduced on 

tetrahedral interstices, which satisfy the cyclical boundary conditions, can be calcu-
lated using formulae (7.1)-(7.3) with a replacement ot (see also [56, 59]) of a qua-
si-harmonic approximation [67] of the lattice statics method [68]. To calculate the 
values V pp


(k), it is necessary to have information about dependences in a Brillouin 

zone (BZ; see Fig. 11.2) of elements of a ‘dynamic’ matrix ||A ij(k)|| of h.c.p. Me, and 
also of Fourier components F p


 (k) of the vectors of eff ective forces (fi ctitious ‘Kanza-

ki forces’) F p

 (R − R), ‘aff ecting’ from a side of an atom of α sort, which is introduced 

on a tetrahedral interstice R + ht
p, the Me ion located in a site R + ρλ (i, j = x, y, z are 

Cartesian indexes) [56]. So, as well as in [56], we use dependences ||A ij(k)|| in the 
BZ, obtained within the framework of a semi-phenomenological model of h.c.p.-Me 
dynamics, [69] (see also bibliography in [59]), which satisfi es the conditions of in-
variance of the potential energy of h.c.p. crystal with respect to its translations and 
rotations as a whole as well as the transformations from a space symmetry group of 
(pure) h.c.p. crystal.

Th e forces of eff ective ‘(electro)che-
mical’ interaction between introduced 
α atoms and host Me ions are unknown 
a priori. But the set {F p


 (R  −  R)} of 

Fig.  11.2.  Irreducible part (as trihedral 
prism) of the fi rst Brillouin zone (BZ) of a 
reciprocal space of hexagonal crystals (Γ, A, 
H, L, K, M and Δ, P, U, S, S, R, T, T, Σ are 
names (according to Herring) of points and 
lines of a symmetry, respectively, and τ, ρ, σ, δ 
and δ are names (according to Warren [22]) 
of the planes of α symmetry in the fi rst BZ of 
h.c.p. crystals)
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their values is connected to the experimentally determined (two) independent ele-
ments L pxx

  and L pzz
  of a matrix ||L pij

 || of the concentration coeffi  cients of distor-
tion of the ‘average’ solvent-crystal by relations 

 σ ii
p


  
u.c

1
v 


R

F i
p

 (R − R)[(Ri

 + ρi
λ) − (Ri + h

it
p )] = 

 =(C11 + C12)L pxx


 + C13L pzz
    (i = x, y) (11.1a)

and 
 σ zz

p


  
u.c

1
v 


R

F z
p

 (R − R)[(Rz

 + ρz
λ) − (Rz + h

zt
p )] = 

 = 2C13L pxx


 + C33L pzz
 , (11.1b)

where σ ii
p
  are the elements of a matrix of ‘force dipoles’; C11, C12, C13, C33, C44 are the 

generally accepted Voigt designations for fi ve independent components of a tensor 
of rank four of the coeffi  cients of elastic rigidity Cijlm (i, j, l, m = x, y, z) [67, 70] of 
a crystal of the hexagonal syngony. Here, the property L pxx


  L pyy


 ≠ L pzz

  has been 
used. For the interstitial element X and remaining vacant tetrahedral interstice , 

L X
xx  ≈ (4a0ϰX)−1(a − a0)   (or L X

xx  ≈ (4a0)−1(a/ϰX)|ϰX = 0),   L X
yy   L

X
xx ,

L X
zz  ≈ (4c0ϰX)−1(c − c0)   (or L X

zz  ≈ (4c0)−1(c/ϰX)|ϰX = 0)

and L zz


 ≈ 0, L yy


  L xx
 , L zz


 ≈ 0 are the principal values of matrices ||L X

plm || and ||L plm
 ||, 

respectively, under conditions of realization of practically linear dependences of lat-
tice parameters of a solvent-crystal a(ϰX), c(ϰX) (i.e., Vegard’s rule) at a given tem-
perature T. (In such an interval of concentrations ϰX, V pp

 k), V X
pp
 (k) and V X

pp
 (k) 

are equal to zero for any k, p, p.) In a case considered, ϰX = NX/(4Nu.c) is the relative 
concentration of X, NX is the total number of X atoms on 4Nu.c tetrahedral interstices 
in an h.c.p.-Me—X solution.

Let us assume that the interstitial α atom (in particular, α = X, ) is not shift -
ed from a tetrahedral interstice ht

p, and the eff ective force F p

 (R − R) decreases fast 

enough in magnitude with increasing separation |(R + ρλ) − (R + ht
p)| between the α 

atoms and Me ions. Furthermore, we will take into account the fact that, from the law of 
transformation of components of the vector of this force F p


 (R − R) at the operations 

from a space group of α symmetry of an ‘average’ crystal, it follows [56] that modules 
of forces with which the given atom will aff ect the ions of a Me crystal lying on any (the 
same) coordination sphere around this introduced atom as a ‘central’ one will neces-
sarily be equal among themselves only if in a space group of symmetry of the ‘aver-
age’ crystal there are operations that bring radius-vectors, which connect the relevant 
interstice with the sites of a selected coordination sphere, into coincidence with each 
other. Th us, in a space group of α symmetry of h.c.p. lattice, there is no operation which 
would bring vector (ρ2− ht

1) into coincidence with any of the vectors (0 − ht
1), (a1 − ht

1) 
or ((a1 + a2) − ht

1) (though the three last are consistent with each other). Also, the mod-
ule of the force, which aff ects the Me ion in a site ρ2 from a side of an X atom introduced 
into a tetrahedral interstice ht

1, can diff er from the module of a force with which an X 
atom aff ects any of the Me ions in sites 0, a1 or (a1 + a2), in spite of the fact that the sites 
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with radius-vectors ρ2 and 0, a1, (a1 + a2) belong to the same (the fi rst) site coordination 
sphere around the tetrahedral interstice with a radius-vector ht

1 as a ‘central’ one.
Expressing diff erent, generally speaking, nonzero values of quantities 

{F p

 (R − R)} in terms of two independent elements of a matrix ||L plm

 ||, and also 
using the following from the condition of translational invariance of the potential 

energy U of an interstitial solution Me—X as a whole equality 
2

1

R

F p

 (R − R) = 0 

for α on tetrahedral interstices in h.c.p. Me, it is possible to take into consideration 
only values of forces of pair interaction between the nearest and next neighbouring α 
and Me atoms (at radial distances rt

I = c0/2 − zt and rI
t
I = c0/2 + zt from each other, re-

spectively). Th us, the given value rI
t
I corresponds to the h.c.p. Me with c0/a0 <  10 / 3 . 

As part of the following calculations for concrete solutions, the host Me crystal will 
be considered just with such a ratio c0/a0. (However, there exist the h.c.p. Me, for ex-
ample, Zn, Cd, for which c0/a0 >  10 / 3 ; then, rI

t
I =  2 2

04 / 3 ,ta z  and the model ex-
pressions for F p


 (k) will diff er from those presented below.) For atoms introduced 

on tetrahedral interstices of such an h.c.p. Me [71], we have: 

 F 11
 (k) = t 1I

t
exp 0

2x
aik  

 
{ x;  y;  z}, (11.2a)

 F 21
 (k) =  0 0

1II 01I exp( )
2 2

t t
t t x

c cz t z t ik c           
    

{0; 0; 1}, (11.2b)

 F 12
 (k) =  2I

tt exp 0
2x
aik  

 
exp(ikxc0){ x;  y; − z}, (11.2c)

 F 22
 (k) = −F 21

 *(k), (11.2d)
where

  x(k) = −ia0sin 0
2
xk a 

 
 

, (11.3a)

  y(k) =  0

3
a 0 03

exp cos
2 2

y xk a k ai
              

, (11.3b)

  z(k) = −zt 
00 3

2cos exp
2 2

yx k ak a i
              

, (11.3c)

 t I
t

p


 = 2 u.c
2
0

v
a

xx
p
 , (11.4a)

 t I
t

p


ǁ = 2 u.c

0 0( 2 )t

v
c c z

0
2
0

3 xx zzt
p p

z c
a

    
 

, (11.4b)

 t II
t

p
  = −6t I

t
p



0 2

t

t

z
c z

 + t I
t

p


ǁ
0

0

2
2

t

t

c z
c z



   (p = 1, 2), (11.4c)
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and the symbol ...* in (11.2d) designates a complex conjugation. To determine the 
vectors F p


 (k) (λ = 1, 2; p = 3, 4), it is possible to use the ‘symmetry’ relations:

 F 13
 (k) = −F 21

 *(k), (11.5a)

 F 23
 (k) = −F 11

 *(k), (11.5b)

 F 14
 (k) = −F 22

 *(k)exp(−ikzc0), (11.5c)

 F 24
 (k) = −F 12

 *(k)exp(−ikzc0). (11.5d)
Note that the use of the (alternative) procedure for defi nition of values of quanti-

ties {F p

 (R − R)} through ‘restoration’ of the form and parameters of the potential of 

(extended) Me–α interaction is inconvenient in the case under consideration, since, 
as was mentioned above, such interaction is generally impossible to consider as a 
central one.

Th e ‘direct’ (‘(electro)chemical’) interaction between point imperfections in-
side a crystal arises because of interaction between electrical charges, which pro-
duce these imperfections under conditions of their screening by available unbound-
ed charge carriers and also of the operation of the Pauli exclusion principle during 
formation of distribution of identical particles over the states. For the approximate 
description of ‘(electro)chemical’ interactions between H (D) atoms inside the h.c.p. 
Me crystal, we will assume that the H or D ions on tetrahedral interstices of h.c.p. Me 
interact between themselves almost in the same way as the atoms of the same name 
(H or D) in molecules containing these atoms. Let us choose a potential of such (di-
rect) interaction between the non-point ions of H isotopes in a form of Buckingham 
(exp–6)-potential: φ XX

pp (R − R) ≈ BXXexp(−CXXrpp) − AXX/(rpp)6 where AXX, BXX and 
CXX are positive parameters, which are defi ned on the basis of independent experi-
mental data, and rpp = |R − R + ht

p − ht
p| is a separation between X atoms (X = H, D) 

on interstices with radius-vectors (R + ht
p) and (R + ht

p). Th e fi rst term to the right in 
this expression mainly corresponds to the short-range forces of a ‘contact’ repulsion 
between neighbouring H (D) nuclei (between the ‘overlapped’ fi lled electronic shells 
surrounding these nuclei), and the second term corresponds to the weak fl uctuation-
polarization forces of the dispersion attraction between nuclei of H (D) ions. In the 
presented study, we will use the parameters of H(D)—H(D) ‘(electro)chemical’ in-
teraction, which have been determined in [46, 99]: AHH ≈ 1.26 eV·Å6, BHH ≈ 212.6 eV, 
CHH ≈ 4.29 Å−1. It is supposed that screened by the free charge carriers electrostat-
ic (Coulomb) interionic H(D)—H(D) interaction in an h.c.p. Me is comparatively 
small, and its contribution to φ HH

pp (R − R) can be neglected.
Th e Fourier components of energies of ‘(electro)chemical’ interaction between 

atoms introduced on tetrahedral interstices of h.c.p. Me are found to be represent-
able in a form (see Sec. 10.1.1 and [56]):  XX

pp (k) = 
m ζ mt

pp (kz)χ m
pp (kx, ky), where 

the index m = 1, 2, ... numbers particular functions of components k, ζ mt
pp (kz) and 

χ m
pp (kx, ky), and the values φXX(rpp) of energies of ‘(electro)chemical’ interaction are 

the parameters of functions ζ mt
pp (kz), and for all values of indexes p and p (p, p = 1, 2, 

3, 4), there are only two independent ‘sets’ of functions χ m
pp (kx, ky): {χ 1

m (kx, ky)} and 
{χ 2

m (kx, ky)}. Th us, for solutions on tetrahedral interstices in h.c.p. Me, 
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  XX
pp (k) = 

1m
 ζ mt

pp (kz)χ 1
m (kx, ky) ≈ 

4

1m
 ζ mt

pp (kz)χ 1
m (kx, ky), (11.6a)

  12
XX (k) = 

1m
 ζ 12

mt (kz)χ 1
m (kx, ky) ≈ 

4

1m
 ζ 12

mt (kz)χ 1
m (kx, ky), (11.6b)

  13
XX (k) = 

1m
 ζ 13

mt (kz)χ 2
m (kx, ky) ≈ 

5

1m
 ζ 13

mt (kz)χ 2
m (kx, ky), (11.6c)

  14
XX (k) = 

1m
 ζ 14

mt (kz)χ 2
m (kx, ky) ≈ 

5

1m
 ζ 14

mt (kz)χ 2
m (kx, ky), (11.6d)

  23
XX (k) = 

1m
 ζ 14

mt *(kz)χ 2
m (kx, ky) ≈ 

5

1m
 ζ 14

mt *(kz)χ 2
m (kx, ky), (11.6e)

  24
XX (k) = 

1m
 ζ 13

mt *(kz)χ 2
m (kx, ky) ≈ 

5

1m
 ζ 13

mt *(kz)χ 2
m (kx, ky), (11.6f)

  34
XX (k) = 

1m
 ζ 12

mt *(kz)χ 1
m (kx, ky)exp(−ikzc0) ≈ 

 ≈
4

1m
 ζ 12

mt *(kz)χ 1
m (kx, ky)exp(−ikzc0).  (11.6g)

Th e functions {χ 1
m (kx, ky)} and {ζ mt

pp (kz)} = {ζ mo
pp (kz)} for the fi rst four ‘numbers’ m are 

presented in Sec. 8, and {χ 2
m (kx, ky)} for the fi ve fi rst of m are as follow:

 χ 1
2 (kx, ky) =  0 0 03

exp 2cos exp
2 2 2

y x xk a k a k ai i
                    

,

 χ 2
2 (kx, ky) =    0 0 0

0
3 3

2cos exp + exp exp
2 2 2

y y x
x

k a k a k ak a i i i
                     

,

 χ 3
2 (kx, ky) = 

= 2   00 0 0
0 0

3 3cos exp 3 +cos( )exp cos exp
2 2 2 2

yx x x
y x

k ak a k a k aik a k a i i
                        

, (11.7)

 χ 4
2 (kx, ky) = 2  0

0cos exp 3
2
x

y
k a ik a

     
 

 +   0
0

3cos exp 3
2
x

y
k a ik a 

 
   + 

 + 
0

0
3

cos(2 )exp
2

y
x

k a
k a i

 
 

  

0exp
2
xk ai 

 
 

,

 χ 5
2 (kx, ky) =  0

0
3

2cos(2 )exp
2

y
x

k a
k a i

  
  

   
 + 

03 3
exp

2
yk a

i
 
 

  

0exp
2
xk ai 

 
 

.
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And 
 ζ 1

12
t (kz) = φXX(r I

12 )exp(−ikzc0) + φXX(r III
12 ) + φXX(r VI

12 )exp(−i2kzc0) + ...,

 ζ 2
12
t (kz) = 2φXX(r II

12 )exp(−ikzc0) + 2φXX(r IV
12 ) + 2φXX(r IX

12 )exp(−i2kzc0) + ...,
  (11.8)
 ζ 3

12
t (kz) = 2φXX(r V

12 )exp(−ikzc0) + 2φXX(r VIII
12 ) + ...,

 ζ 4
12
t (kz) = 2φXX(r VII

12 )exp(−ikzc0) + 2φXX(r X
12 ) + ...,

where φXX(r n
12 ) (n = I, …, X) are the values of energies of ‘(electro)chemical’ inter-

atomic X—X interaction on interstitial coordination spheres with radii 
r I

12  = 2zt, r
II
12  =  2 24 ta z , r III

12  = c − 2zt, r
IV
12  =  2 2(2 )ta z c  ,

r V
12  =  2 23 4 ta z , r VI

12  = c + 2zt, r
VII
12  =  2 24 4 ta z , r VIII

12  =  2 23 (2 )ta z c  ,

r IX
12  = 2 2(2 )ta z c  , r X

12  =  2 24 (2 )ta z c  ,
respectively, in an h.c.p. Me with lattice parameters c = c(ϰX), a = a(ϰX);

ζ 1
13
t (kz) = φXX(r I

13 ) + φXX(r III
13 )exp(−ikzc0) + φXX(r VII

13 )exp(ikzc0) + ...,

ζ 2
13
t (kz) = φXX(r II

13 ) + φXX(r V
13 )exp(−ikzc0) + φXX(r IX

13 )exp(ikzc0) + ...,

 ζ 3
13
t (kz) = φXX(r IV

13 ) + φXX(r VI
13 )exp(−ikzc0) + ..., (11.9)

ζ 4
13
t (kz) = φXX(r VIII

13 ) + φXX(r XI
13 )exp(−ikzc0) + ...,

ζ 5
13
t (kz) = φXX(r X

13 ) + ...,
where 

r I
13  = 

22
2

3 2t
a cz   

 
, r II

13  = 
224 2

3 2t
a cz   

 
, r III

13  = 
22

2
3 2t
a cz   

 
,

r IV
13  = 

227 2
3 2t
a cz   

 
, r V

13  = 
224 2

3 2t
a cz   

 
, r VI

13  = 
227 2

3 2t
a cz   

 
,

r VII
13  = 

22 32
3 2t
a cz   

 
, r VIII

13  = 
2213 2

3 2t
a cz   

 
, r IX

13  = 
224 32

3 2t
a cz   

 
,

r X
13  = 

2216 2
3 2t
a cz   

 
, r XI

13  = 
2213 2

3 2t
a cz   

 
,

and 
ζ 1

14
t (kz) = 2 I 0

14( )cos
2

XX zk cr
    

 
 + 

V 0
14

3( )cos
2

XX zk cr
   

 
exp 0

2
zk ci  

   + ...,

ζ 2
14
t (kz) = 2 II 0

14( )cos
2

XX zk cr    
 

exp 0
2
zk ci  

   + ...,
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 ζ 3
14
t (kz) = 2 III 0

14( )cos
2

XX zk cr    
 

exp 0
2
zk ci  

   + ..., (11.10)

ζ 4
14
t (kz) = 2 IV 0

14( )cos
2

XX zk cr
    

 
exp 0

2
zk ci  

   + ...,

ζ 5
14
t (kz) = 2 VI 0

14( )cos
2

XX zk cr    
 

exp 0
2
zk ci  

   + ...

with 

r I
14  = 

2 2

3 4
a c

 , r II
14  = 

2 24
3 4
a c

 , r III
14  = 

2 27
3 4
a c

 ,

r IV
14  = 

2 213
3 4
a c

 , r V
14  = 

2 29
3 4
a c

 , r VI
14  = 

2 216
3 4
a c

 .

Neglecting the ‘(electro)chemical’ X—, Me— and — interactions in re-
lation to ‘(electro)chemical’ X—X and X—Me interactions (see, for example, [59]), 
we will take for the Fourier component of ‘mixing’ energies as follows: 

w pp(k) = W
XX
pp (k) + W pp

 (k) − W
X
pp
(k) − W

X
pp
 (k) ≈ 

≈ W
XX
pp (k) = V

XX
pp (k) + 

XX
pp (k)

(p, p = 1, ..., 4), where W pp

 (k) is the Fourier component of eff ective pairwise (‘to-

tal’) interaction energy between interstitial α and β atoms (α, β = X, ) within the 
h.c.p. Me crystal.

Th e spectrum {Λw(k)} and the components φpw(k) of ‘polarization’ eigenvectors 
(relevant to it and normalized on unity) for a matrix ||w pp(k)|| (see Sec. 11.1.1) [58, 
59, 94, 95], within the scope of the self-consistent mean fi eld approximation and 
other [58, 72, 73, 97] within the framework of a confi gurational model [58, 74, 94, 
95], determine the statistical-thermodynamic properties and the structure of binary 
interstitial solid solutions, i.e., their long-range and short-range atomic orders (see 
also Sec. 11.2). Th e symmetry of h.c.p. Me crystal superimposes restrictions on the 
‘internal structure’ of a 44 matrix ||W pp


 (k)|| (and ||w pp(k)||) [56, 71], which allows 

us in particular to obtain analytically the spectrum {Λw(k)} and components φpw(k) 
relevant to it for all symmetry points and directions, and also for some planes of sym-
metry in BZ of h.c.p. crystal (see Fig. 11.2 and Sec. 11.1.1). Th e relations between the 
matrix elements w pp(k), similar to those which were obtained in [56] but for the case 
of an interstitial solutions on tetrahedral interstices of h.c.p. Me (p, p = 1, 2, 3, 4) [71], 
are presented in Sec. 11.1.1.

Let us further consider initial binary solid solutions of the H and D atoms on 
tetrahedral interstices in the α-Y, α-Sc, α-Ti and α-Zr crystals with h.c.p. structure.

Th e calculation scheme for V HH
pp (k) (V DD

pp (k)) and  HH
pp (k) ( DD

pp (k)), de-
scribed above, has been applied, and during the calculation of the  XX

pp (k) values, 
the dilatation of lattice parameters of h.c.p. Me due to the introduction of X atoms 
(X = H, D) was taken into account. Th e values of modules of elasticity used at the 
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Table 11.1. Values of moduli of elasticity and lattice parameters 
of the h.c.p. Me under consideration

Me T, K a0, Å c0, Å Ref. C11, GPa C12, GPa C13,  GPa C44,  GPa C33, GPa Ref.

Sc 303 3.3088 5.268 [75] 98.6 44.8 29.5 27.5 106.2 [76]
Y 300 3.6482 5.7318 [75] 79.5 30.5 32.6 25.13 78.7 [77]
Ti 298 2.9512 4.6826 [78] 162.4 91.96 69.0 46.7 180.7 [33, 79]
Zr 298 3.2312 5.1477 [80] 143.68 73.04 65.88 32.14 165.17 [34, 81]

evaluation of Fourier components V XX
pp (k) and lattice parameters for pure h.c.p. Me 

at the relevant temperatures T are presented in Table 11.1, and data on concentration 
coeffi  cients of distortion of h.c.p. Me at the introduction of H (D) atoms on its tetra-
hedral interstices are in Table 11.2.

Th e calculated dispersion curves of dependences Λw(k) for solutions αY—H, 
αSc—D, αTi—H and αZr—D are shown in Figs. 11.3–11.6, respectively. Th e num-
bers w = 1, 2, 3, 4 near of each branch of Λw(k) for k with the ends along directions 
ΓMKΓ, ΓALHA, ML, ΓHK are arranged in accordance 
with expressions (11.15a), (11.17a) and (11.19a). To defi ne the number of a branch 
of a spectrum and the vector of ‘polarization’, which is relevant to it, in the symme-
try points Γ, M, A, L, K, H, it is necessary to use the expressions (11.24a), (11.26a), 
(11.28a), (11.30a) and (11.24b), (11.26b), (11.28b), (11.30b), respectively.

By means of the inverse Fourier transformation 

V XX
pp (R − R) = 

u.c

1
N BZ


k

V XXpp (k)exp(ik · R),

it is possible to restore the ‘hardened’ graph of a dependence of values of energies 
of strain-induced interaction between X on a discrete reduced separation rpp/a be-
tween X atoms with tetrahedral coordination in an h.c.p. Me. Th e examples of such 
a dependence (curve V) together with φ XX

pp (R − R) (curve φ) and W XX
pp (R − R) 

(curve W) for the αY—H and αTi—H solutions are shown in Figs. 11.7 and 11.8, 
respectively.

Table 11.2. Concentration coeffi  cients of distortion 
for the interstitial h.c.p.-Me–H(D) solutions under consideration

Me–X L X
xx L X

zz tX = L X
xx /L X

zz References

αSc–D 0.013 0.009 1.507 [82, 92]
αY–H 0.008 0.02 0.414 [83, 92]
αTi–H 0.02 0.07 0.285 [84]
αZr–D 0.017 0.028 0.488 [85]
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Fig. 11.3. Th e calculated dispersion curves of dependences of Λw(k) (w = 1, 2, 3, 4) on k with the 
ends on segments along chosen directions of symmetry in the fi rst BZ of h.c.p. crystal for αY–H; 
* is the value of Λ1(0) (300 K, ϰH = 1/8)

Fig. 11.4. Th e same as Fig. 11.3 for D in α-Sc (303 K, ϰD = 0.095)
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Fig. 11.6. Th e same as Fig. 11.3 for D in α-Zr (298 K, ϰD = 0.015)

Fig. 11.5. Th e same as Fig. 11.3 for H in α-Ti (298 K, ϰH = 0.025)
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Fig. 11.7. Th e approximate dependences of energies of strain-induced (curve V), ‘(electro)chemi-
cal’ (curve φ) and total (curve W) interactions between the pair of H atoms, introduced in tetrahe-
dral interstices of α-Y, on a reduced distance r/a between them (the values φHH(r I

12 ) ≈ 0.51 eV and 
WHH(r I

12 ) ≈ 0.49 eV are not marked in this fi gure)

Fig. 11.8. Th e same as Fig. 11.7 for the pair of H atoms introduced in tetrahedral interstices of α-Ti 
(the values φHH(r I

12 ) ≈ 1.16 eV and WHH(r I
12 ) ≈ 0.76 eV are marked in this fi gure)
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11.1. Comparative Analysis 
of Results and Discussion

In a developed pattern of calculation of Fourier components of en-
ergies of strain-induced interaction between non-metal X atoms introduced in tetra-
hedral interstices in an h.c.p. Me, the non-central character of pairwise interatomic 
X—Me interaction is taken into account, i.e., the dependence of an eff ective force 
(‘Kanzaki force’), with which an interstitial X atom aff ects the Me ion in a site, on the 
orientation of a radius-vector, which connects the given tetrahedral interstice and a 
site, in relation to directions, which are determined by crystal symmetry of ‘initial’ 
h.c.p. Me.

Th e account of a non-central character of X—Me interaction is essential just for 
interstitial solutions on tetrahedral interstices of h.c.p. Me as the symmetry (trigonal 
[86]) of such interstices does not coincide with the symmetry of h.c.p.-crystal lat-
tice. (Th e octahedral interstices of h.c.p. crystal have hexagonal symmetry [86], and 
during the calculation of eff ective forces, ‘operating’ from a side of an X atom with 
an octahedral coordination on a Me ion in a site, it is best to restrict ourselves by an 
assumption about the central symmetry of short-range pairwise X—Me interaction 
[56, 71].)

Th e performed symmetry analysis of matrices of the X—X interaction energies 
in an h.c.p. Me (see Sec. 11.1.1) has allowed us to determine analytically eigenvalues 
and eigenvectors of matrices of Fourier components of interatomic interaction ener-
gies, in particular on tetrahedral interstices of h.c.p. crystal for all symmetry points 
and directions, and also some (τ, ρ, δ and δ) planes of symmetry in its fi rst BZ.

Th us, it is established that the ‘polarization’ of fl uctuation waves of concentration 
of the introduced atoms on four sublattices of tetrahedral interstices of h.c.p. crystal 
does not depend on energy parameters of eff ective pair interatomic interactions for 
four (Γ, M, K, H) symmetry points and two (T  and T) directions of symmetry in the 
fi rst BZ of a reciprocal space of h.c.p. lattice of sites.

Hence, in many cases for interstitial solutions on tetrahedral interstices of h.c.p. 
Me, the separation of statistical-thermodynamic description of such systems into two 
phases is possible: 1) defi nitions of types of possible comparable (super)structures 
(i.e., just the statistical description); 2) the calculation of energy parameters and com-
parison of free energies of competing structures with the defi nition of which of them 
are thermodynamically more favourable.

Approximations are adopted in [56, 71], within the frameworks of which the 
‘forming’ of surfaces Λw(k) is caused by diff erence of atomic properties of compo-
nents of a solution h.c.p.-Me—X, and the fi ne details of its band structure are not 
taken into account explicitly, allowing us, nevertheless, to reveal distinctions and to 
analyse general rules of the dominating contributions into X—X interaction inside 
the h.c.p. Me crystal. Th us, the calculation carried out has confi rmed that for solu-
tions H(D) on tetrahedral interstices of h.c.p. Me Λw(k) (w = 1, 2, 3, 4) keep their 
dependence on the direction n  k/|k| of vector k even within the limits of a very 
small |k|, and the ambiguous limiting values Λ1n   1lim ( )




k 0
k  do not coincide with 

(smaller) values Λ1(0) ≈ W 11
XX (0) + W 12

XX (0) + W 13
XX (0) + W 14

XX (0) (see (11.24a), 
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i.e., the function Λ1(k) is generally nonanalytic in a point k = 0 and has in it a break 
of the fi rst kind (see Figs. 11.3-11.6). (At the transition from a symmetry direction 
KΓ (T) to ΓA (Δ), in accordance with (11.20a) and (11.17a), the ‘transforma-
tion’ of one branch of Λw(k) (w = 1, 2) into another is possible. Th erefore, it would 
be more exact to tell about the non-analyticity of function (Λ1(k)  +  Λ2(k)).) Th e 
analyticity of functions Λ3(k) and Λ4(k) at k  =  0 (Figs.  11.3-11.6) is provided for 
apparently by the compensation of ‘jumps’ of functions W 11

XX (k) and −W 12
XX (k) ± 

± (W 13
XX (k)  − W 14

XX (k)), namely, of the contributions V 11
XX (k) and −V 12

XX (k)  ±   

± (V 13
XX (k) − V 14

XX (k)) into them at k0.
Comparing characteristic values of Fourier components V HH

pp (k) and  HH
pp (k) 

or V DD
pp (k) and  DD

pp (k) (p,  p  =  1, ..., 4) and from Fig.  11.7, it is possible to be 
convinced that, for the defi nition of scales of values Λw(k) (w = 1, ..., 4) for the sol-
id αY—H and αSc—D solutions (see Figs. 11.3, 11.4), the main role is played by 
the values of  HH

12 (k) or  DD
12 (k), the dominating contribution to which is caused 

by a strong ‘contact’ repulsion between the nearest atoms of H isotopes at a dis-
tance r I

12  = r I
34  =  2zt  c0/4 (for example, φHH(r I

12 ) ≈ 0.51 eV for αY—H). Just the 
strong intersublattice ‘(electro)chemical’ ‘repulsion’ can ensure an eff ect of ‘block-
ing’ of the unique nearest tetrahedral interstice near the given occupied one. Th us, 
the separation occurs of pairs of energy branches Λ1(k), Λ2(k) and Λ3(k), Λ4(k) 
(Figs. 11.3, 11.4).

At the same time, for the αTi—H and αZr—D solutions, the predominance of 
‘(electro)chemical’ interaction over the strain-induced one does not have such an 
overwhelming character even at the nearest distance H(D)—H(D) (see Fig. 11.8), i.e., 
the strain-induced interaction between the introduced H (D) atoms essentially infl u-
ences the behaviour of branches Λw(k) in k-space and is appreciable at the defi nition 
of scales of these values (see Figs. 11.5, 11.6).

Th e calculation of dependences VHH(rpp), φHH(rpp) and WHH(rpp) has shown that, 
as well as for the case of atoms with octahedral coordination inside the h.c.p. Me 
crystal, the contributions of long-range interstitial coordination spheres (at least up 
to a distance ≈ 2.2a) to V HH

pp (R − R) and W HH
pp (R − R) can be signifi cant, and ‘direct’ 

and indirect interactions between the H atoms (Figs. 11.7 and 11.8) are not mutual-
ly compensated already over the fi rst sphere, and V HH

pp (R − R) and W HH
pp (R − R), 

starting from the interatomic separation r ~ a, appear to be composite, nonmono-
tonic decreasing (‘quasi-oscillating’) functions of a discrete interatomic distance r/a. 
Th e functions V HH

pp (R − R) and W HH
pp (R − R) ‘oscillate’ mainly in the neighbour-

hood of an abscissa axis Or corresponding both to interatomic attraction and repul-
sion. It provides evidence concerning the prevailing contribution into W HH

pp (R − R) 
from indirect, strain-induced interaction between the H atoms, at least, beginning 
from the second sphere and further where their strong (‘blocking’), but short-range, 
‘(elect ro)che mical’ interaction practically is not exhibited macroscopically. In other 
words, the mentioned character of the dependence of the energy of total interaction 
between the H atoms on their separation is caused by singularities of strain-induced 
eff ects of size misfi t.

Th e laws of spatial dispersion of branches w of eigenvalues Λw(k) (w = 1, ..., 4) 
of a matrix ||W XX

pp (k)|| of Fourier components of energies of eff ective ‘total’ inter-
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action between the X atoms (X = H, D) in an h.c.p. Me crystal allow us to establish 
coordinates of rays kjs

 of s-star, which ensures the absolute (negative) minimum of 
one of the functions Λw(k). Th e minimum value of Λw*(ks) determines the tempera-
ture of absolute loss of stability of a disordered state of a solid solution with respect 
to the appearance of static concentration waves in distribution of the interstitial 
atoms in it with the wave vectors {kjs

} and polarization under the number w* [58, 
59, 72, 73, 94, 95].

For the αY—H and αSc—D solutions, the lowest negative minimum of func-
tion Λ4(k) occurs at a point k = 0. Th e function Λ3(k) in points kK and kA has two 
local (negative) minima of the nearly equal depths. However, Λ4(0)  <  Λ3(kK) and 
Λ4(0) < Λ3(kA). Let us note that the coordinates of points k, in which the absolute (and 
relative) minima of functions Λw(k) are realized, are determined by the competition 
of ‘(electro)chemical’ and strain-induced interactions between the H (D) atoms in-
side the h.c.p. Y (Sc) crystal.

Th e performed calculation of energy parameters of interatomic H—H and D—D 
interactions inside the α-Y and α-Sc crystals (see Figs. 11.3 and 11.4, respectively) 
proves that the absolute minimum of functions Λw(k) (w = 1, ..., 4) for the αY—H 
and αSc—D solutions occurs at the point Γ of the fi rst BZ of these h.c.p. REM with an 
appropriate ‘polarization vector’ (see (11.24b)) 

||φp4(0)|| = 

1
11
12
1





of a concentration wave. Th us, the tendency is established of the αY—H and αSc—D 
solutions for the short-period (i.e., without magnifi cation of the period of transla-
tion of a disordered solid solution) long-range ‘orientational’ ordering in a subsystem 
of H (D) atoms introduced on tetrahedral interstices. Th e ‘orientational’ ordering is 
shown to be determined by the prevalence of an intersublattice ‘(electro)chemical’ 
‘repulsion’ between the H (D) atoms, which, in particular, causes the ‘blocking’ of the 
nearest (and unique) neighbouring tetrahedral interstice near the given introduced 
H (D) atom as a ‘central’ one. (Th e absence of the nearest neighbourhoods H–H in 
a solution αY—H is confi rmed by the data of NMR research of this solution [87].) 
As a result of such ordering, the H (D) atoms inside the h.c.p. Y (Sc) crystal should 
occupy only two certain sublattices of tetrahedral interstices, remaining disorderly 
distributed over these sublattices (for example, p = 1, 3 or p = 2, 4). Th e example of 
the corresponding possible structure (with stoichiometric composition ϰH = 1/2) is 
shown in Fig.  11.9. Two mainly occupied sublattices of tetrahedral interstices, for 
example, the fi rst and third ones, are shift ed relative to each other by a vector 

h =  0 0 0; ; 2
2 22 3 t
a a c z 

   
 

 

(i.e., basic planes mainly ‘fi lled’ by the interstitial H (D) atoms, perpendicular to the 
Oz axis, are alternated with intervals ≈ c0/4 and ≈ 3c0/4 along the Oz axis) and form 
the motive of a composite Ising lattice.
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For the case of solutions of the H or D 
atoms on tetrahedral interstices [88] in α-Ti 
[89] or α-Zr [90], the calculated absolute 
(negative) minimum of functions {Λw(k)} 
also corresponds to a branch w = 4, but falls 
to a symmetry point M of the fi rst BZ, and, in 
a point Γ, the function Λ4(k) has a local min-
imum (see Figs. 11.5 and 11.6).

Hence, such solutions can have (at the relevant values of T and ϰH (ϰD)) a ten-
dency to form ordered superstructures generated by the rays {kjM

} (jM = 1, 2, 3) of a 
Lifshitz’s star of wave vector kM (with a point symmetry group D2h) on tetrahedral 
interstices α-Ti (α-Zr) as dominant. Let us note in this connection that the authors 
[91] during the study of structural transformations occurring in a solid solution of H 
atoms on tetrahedral interstices of h.c.p.(α)-Ti found out an ordered superstructure 
of a subsystem of the H atoms, characterized by the selection of mutually orthogonal 
vectors of basic translations in a plane Oxy. Apparently, such a distribution of the H 
atoms can be described within the framework of a method of static concentration 
waves [58, 59, 94, 95] as induced by a three-rayed star {kM}.

11.1.1. Symmetry analysis of both the matrices 
of energies and the vectors of forces of effectively 
pairwise interactions of tetrahedral interstitial atoms 
in monoatomic h.c.p. crystals with a single-ion basis

From the invariance of potential energy of a disordered interstitial 
solution with respect to the operations {S|v(S) + Rt} from a space group of symmetry 
of h.c.p. crystal, it follows the law of transformation of the elements W pp


 (k) of a 

matrix of Fourier components of energies of eff ective pairwise (‘total’) interaction 
between interstitials at such operations [56, 71]: 

 W pp

  (Sk) = θ pp

S
 θ p p 

S
 W pp


 (k)exp(iSk·[(hi

p~ − hi
p~) − S(hi

p − hi
p)]), (11.11)

where, for the elements of symmetry {S|v(S) + Rt} of a crystal the Seitz’s labels are 
used: S is a 33 real orthogonal matrix of representation of one from 24 simple or 
mirror (inversion) turns from the point group D6h (6/mmm) of the space group of 
symmetry D4

6h  (P63/mmc) of (pure) h.c.p. crystal; v(S) is a vector of nontrivial or 
partial translation, which is less than any of the vectors of translation Rt of a crystal. 
It is relating to rotations, which are described by the matrix S  ||Sij||, and generally 
is diff erent from zero only for nonsymmorphic space groups, i.e., for groups, which 
elements of symmetry contain screw axes and/or slip planes. In particular, in the 

Fig.  11.9. Th e possible ‘orientationally’ ordered 
structure formed by introduced X atoms on tetra-
hedral interstices of h.c.p. Me with stoichiometric 
composition ϰX  =  1/2 (○—Me atoms on sites; grey 
circles correspond to the tetrahedral interstices fi lled 
by X atoms; ● corresponds to the remaining vacant 
tetrahedral interstices)
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chosen coordinate system, v(S) = 0 or v(S) = ρ2 (see for details in Sec. 10.1.1 and [56, 
71]). At the symmetry transformation {S|v(S) + Rt}, the sites R + ρλ of a crystal lattice 
of h.c.p. Me move into ‘new’, marked with ‘tilde’ positions R~ + ρλ~; and the interstice 
of an i-type, which is specifi ed by the radius-vector R + hi

p, will go into an interstitial 
position (of the same type), in the general case, in the other primitive unit cell R~ and/
or with the some other number p~. Th e elements of matrices ||θ 

S
 || and ||θ pp

S
 || (in 

particular, of size 22 and 44 for sites and tetrahedral interstices, respectively) are 
equal to 1 if, during an operation {S|v(S) + Rt}, a site with the number λ (the interstice 
with the number p) goes into a site with the number λ~ (the interstice with the number 
p~) generally inside some other unit cells (even at Rt = 0) and are equal to 0 in the op-
posite case. So, if the operation of symmetry of h.c.p. crystal belongs to a group Gk of 
a wave vector k, i.e., Sk = k + 2πB, where k  BZ, and B is some vector of a reciprocal 
lattice of h.c.p. Me, according to (11.11), 

 W pp

  (k) = θ pp

S
 θ p p 

S
 W pp


 (k)exp(iSk · [(hi

p~ − hi
p~) − S(hi

p − hi
p)]). (11.12)

Th e expression (11.12) connects the elements of a matrix ||W pp

 (k)|| (or ||w pp(k)||) 

with each other, thus determining an ‘internal structure’ of this matrix independent 
from a choice of a concrete model of pairwise interatomic α–β interaction (see also 
[100]). In particular, the knowledge of such an ‘internal structure’ allows us to simpli-
fy the searching of the spectrum {Λw(k)} and corresponding eigenvectors {||φpw(k)||} 
of a matrix ||w pp(k)||.

Let us present the relations between the matrix elements w pp(k) for a case of in-
terstitial solutions on tetrahedral interstices of h.c.p. Me. A procedure for the defi ni-
tion of an ‘internal structure’ of matrices ||w pp(k)|| is described in more detail in the 
above as applied to interstitial solutions on octahedral interstices of h.c.p. Me. Below 
only the area (a plane, a line, a point of symmetry) of the fi rst BZ of a reciprocal space 
of h.c.p. crystal (see Fig. 11.2 and [56, 71]), in which the vector k terminates, is speci-
fi ed. Th e form of a matrix ||w pp(k)||, its {Λw(k)} and {||φpw(k)||} are also presented for 
such k.

In a point k of a general position, 
 w 11(k) = w 33(k),   w 22(k) = w 44(k), (11.13a)

 w 34(k) = w *
12(k)exp(−ikzc0),   w 23(k) = w 14(k)exp(ikzc0). (11.13b)

If a point group Gk
0 of a wave vector k (see Table 10.5) contains more than one 

(identical S  E) element, then, according to (11.12), further concrete defi nition of a 
form of a matrix ||w pp(k)|| is possible.

Symmetry plane τ, direction Σ: 

 ||w pp(k)|| = 

11 12 13 14

12 11 14 13
* *
13 14 11 12
* *
14 13 12 11

w w w w
w w w w

w w w w

w w w w

; (11.14)

Λ1(k) = w11 + w12 + |w+|,   Λ3(k) = w11 − w12 + |w−|,
(11.15a)

Λ2(k) = w11 + w12 − |w+|,   Λ4(k) = w11 − w12 − |w−|;
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 ||φpw(k)|| = 

1 1 1 1
1 1 1 11

2 i i i i

i i i i

e e e e

e e e e

   

   

       

       

 

 

 

. (11.15b)

Here and below, to make the notation less unwieldy, let us assume wpp  w pp(k). In 
(11.15a) and (11.15b), |w+| (|w−|) and ψ+ (ψ−) are the module and argument of a sum 
w13 + w14 (diff erence w13 − w14), respectively: w13 + w14   |w+|exp(iψ+), w13 − w14  
|w−|exp(iψ−), and w12 is a real function of variables kx and ky.

Symmetry plane δ and δ, direction U:

 ||w pp(k)|| = 
0

0

0 0

11 12 13 14
*

12 11 14 13
* * *
13 14 11 12
*
14 13 12 11

x

z

x z

ik a

ik c

ik a ik c

w w w w

w w w w

w w w w

w

e

ew w

e

e w





, (11.16)

and w14(k) = w14exp(i(kxa0 − kzc0)/2), where w14  w14(k) is a real function of vari-
ables kx and kz. Introducing the values w12(k)    w12exp(ikzc0/2) and w13(k)   
w13exp(−ikxa0/2), we obtain 

Λ1(k) = w11 + w14 + |w+|,   Λ3(k) = w11 + w14 − |w+|,
 Λ2(k) = w11 − w14 + |w−|,   Λ4(k) = w11 − w14 − |w−|; (11.17a)

 ||φpw(k)|| =  21 22 21 22

31 32 31 32

41 41 41 41

1 1 1 1
1
2
   
   
   

, (11.17b)

and 
w12 + w13  |w+|exp(iψ+),   w12 − w13  |w−|exp(iψ−);

φ21  exp(i(kzc0/2 − ψ+)),   φ22  exp(i(kzc0/2 − ψ−)),   φ31  exp(−i(kxa0/2 + ψ+)),
φ32  exp(−i(kxa0/2 + ψ−)),   φ41  exp(i(kzc0 − kxa0)/2).

Symmetry plane ρ, direction R:

 ||w pp(k)|| = 

11 12 13

12 11 13

13 11 12

13 12 11

0
0

0

0

w w w
w w w

w w w

w w w









; (11.18)

 Λ1(k) = Λ2(k) = w11 + |w+|,   Λ3(k) = Λ4(k) = w11 − |w+|; (11.19a)

 ||φpw(k)|| =  21 21 21 21

31 32 32 31

41 41 41 41

1 1 1 1

1
2

    
   
   

; (11.19b)
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Here, the following notations are used: w13    |w13|exp(iψ13); |w13|  +  iw12   
 |w+|exp(iψ+); φ21   iexp(−iψ+); φ31    exp{−i(ψ+  + ψ13)}; φ32   exp{i(ψ+  − ψ13)}; 
φ41  iexp(−iψ13); w12 is a real function of variables kx and ky.

Symmetry plane σ. Relations additional to (11.13a) and (11.13b) do not exist 
between matrix elements ||w pp(k)|| with k, lying in this plane, but not ended in the 
corresponding points or lines of symmetry.

Directions T, T . Th e matrix ||w pp(k)|| has a ‘structure’ like (11.14). However, as 
distinct from a line of symmetry Σ, in the given directions the representation w13 =
w13exp(ikxa0/2) and w14 = w14exp(ikxa0/2) is valid; w13 and w14 are real functions of 
a variable kx. For these directions, 
 Λ1(k) = w11 + w12 + w13 + w14,   Λ3(k) = w11 − w12 − w13 + w14,
  (11.20a)
 Λ2(k) = w11 + w12 − w13 − w14,   Λ4(k) = w11 − w12 + w13 − w14;

 ||φpw(k1T
)|| = 

1 1 1 1
1 1 1 11

2 i i i i

i i i i

e e e e

e e e e

       

       

 

 

 

, (11.20b)

where ψ = kxa0/2.
Directions S, S. For these directions, the representation w13 = w13exp(ikxa0/2) is 

valid, where w13 is a real function of a variable kx. Eigenvalues {Λw(kS)} ({Λw(kS)}) 
and eigenvectors {||φpw(k1S)||} ({||φpw(k1S)||}) are expressed by the matrix elements 
w pp(k1S) (w pp(k1S)) with the use of relations of the (11.19a) and (11.19b) types, but in 
which |w+| = 2 2

12 13( ) ( )w w , ψ13 = kxa0/2, and tg(ψ+) = w12/w13.
Direction P:

 ||w pp(k1P
)|| = 

0

0

11 12

12 11

11 12

12 11

0 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

z

z

ik c

ik c

w w

w

ew w

w we

w




 ; (11.21)

 Λ1(kP) = Λ2(kP) = w11 + |w12|,   Λ3(kP) = Λ4(kP) = w11 − |w12|; (11.22a)

 ||φpw(k1P
)|| =  21 21 21 21

41 41 41 41

1 1

1 1 1
1
2 1

1

1
   

 
   

, (11.22b)

where φ21  exp(−iψ); φ41  exp(iψ)exp(ikzc0); ψ is an argument of a complex value 
w12 = |w12|exp(iψ).

Direction Δ. Th e ‘structure’ of a matrix ||w pp(k)|| coincides with (11.16). Hence, 
the spectrum {Λw(k)} and eigenfunctions {||φpw(k)||} of a matrix ||w pp(k)|| may be 
defi ned with the help of expressions of the form (11.17a) and (11.17b), respectively, 
but in which it should be taken kx = 0.
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Symmetry points Γ, M:

 ||w pp(k)|| = 

11 12 13 14

12 11 14 13

13 14 11 12

14 13 12 11

w w w w
w w w w
w w w w
w w w w

; (11.23)

 Λ1(k) = w11 + w12 + w13 + w14,   Λ3(k) = w11 − w12 − w13 + w14,
(11.24a)

 Λ2(k) = w11 + w12 − w13 − w14,   Λ4(k) = w11 − w12 + w13 − w14;

 ||φpw(k)|| = 

1 1 1 1
1 1 1 11
1 1 1 12
1 1 1 1

 
 
 

. (11.24b) 

Symmetry points A, L:

 ||w pp(k)|| = 

11 12 13

12 11 13

13 11 12

13 12 11

0
0

0
0

w w w
w w w
w w w

w w w




; (11.25)

 Λ1(k) = Λ2(k) = w11 + |w+|,   Λ3(k) = Λ4(k) = w11 − |w+|; (11.26a)

 ||φpw(k)|| = 

1 1 1 1

1
2

i i i i

i i i i

ie ie ie ie

e e e e
i i i i

   

   

     

     

 

 
 

. (11.26b)

Here, |w+| =  2 2
12 13( ) ( )w w  and tg(ψ+) = w12/w13.

Symmetry point K:

 ||w pp(k1K
)|| = 

11 12

12 11

11 12

12 11

0 0
0 0

0 0
0 0

w w
w w

w w
w w

; (11.27)

 Λ1(kK) = Λ2(kK) = w11 + w12,   Λ3(kK) = Λ4(kK) = w11 − w12; (11.28a)

 ||φpw(k1K
)|| = 

1 1 1 1
1 1 1 11
1 1 1 12
1 1 1 1

 
 
 

. (11.28b)
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Symmetry point H:

 ||w pp(k1H
)|| = 

11 12

12 11

11 12

12 11

0 0
0 0

0 0
0 0

w w
w w

w w
w w




; (11.29)

 Λ1(kH) = Λ2(kH) = w11 + w12,   Λ3(kH) = Λ4(kH) = w11 − w12; (11.30a)

 ||φpw(k1H
)|| = 

1 1 1 1
1 1 1 11
1 1 1 12
1 1 1 1



. (11.30b)

11.2. Diffuse Scattering of Radiations 
within the H.C.P. Metals
Even in a disordered solid solution (i.e., in the absence of long-range 

order), the distribution of the introduced X atoms is characterized by the occurrence of 
short-range ordering in fi lling of octahedral or tetrahedral interstices of the Me crystal 
lattice by these atoms. Th is correlation is a natural consequence of the diff erence of 
energies of interatomic interactions of interstitial components (X and ).

It is obvious that, for the calculation of characteristics of any experimentally de-
termined property of a solution of macroscopic size, it is necessary to know the val-
ues of particular combinations of random functions cX

p(R) [57-59, 94, 95] averaged 
over the corresponding statistical ensemble, which describe values of internal state 
parameters, i.e., an order and correlation in a solution. Such internal parameters are 
given fi rstly with the use of the one-particle distribution function PX

p(R)  <cX
p(R)>, 

which represents the probability of location of an interstitial atom of the X kind in 
an interstice p of a primitive unit cell with a radius-vector R of a crystal lattice of Me. 
Th e symbol <...> means a statistical-thermodynamic averaging over (for example, 
canonical) ensemble of interacting interstitial atoms.

In the kinematic theory of scattering, the intensity I1(q) of diff use scattering of 
radiation by an interstitial X-element solution on interstices of the same type (i = o 
or i = t) in an h.c.p. Me, which may be observed in a point of reciprocal space with a 
diff raction wave vector q = 2πB + k, is determined by the formula [57, 93] 

 I1(q) ≈ <|fX

i

1

v

p
 c~X

p(k)exp(−iq ·hi
p) − ifMe

2

1
(q ·Δξ

~
λ(k))exp(−iq ·ρλ)|2>, (11.31)

where δc~X
p(k) and Δξ~λ(k) are Fourier components of spatial fl uctuation δcX

p(R) of a 
random function cX

p(R) = ϰX + δcX
p(R) and (mechanically equilibrium) nonuniform 

displacements Δξλ(R) of Me ions from sites of an ‘average’ lattice of a solvent crystal, 
respectively; fX and fMe are the atomic factors of scattering (or coherent-scattering 
amplitudes of thermal neutrons) of the X and Me elements, respectively. k is a wholly 
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located inside the fi rst BZ radius-vector of a point q relative to the nearest structural 
refl ection in a point B, which corresponds to a site of a reciprocal lattice of h.c.p. Me 
crystal. It is assumed in (11.31) that the distortions of a solvent lattice in a solid solu-
tion are not so large, i.e., for any Me ion, at least, inequality [57] is fulfi lled

 |q ·Δξλ(R)| <  1
2

. (11.32)

In agreement with the quasi-harmonic approximation in a lattice-statics method 
[57-59, 68, 94] in the case when introduced atoms occupy interstices of only one type 
(i = t or i = o), in view of the solution of the equation of a mechanical equilibrium 
[59], for a solid solution with a free (unstrained) surface, we have

 [Δξ
~

j
 (k)]|

eq
 ≈  

2

1


i

1

v

p


, ,i x y z
 G ji

(k) F iXp (k)δc~X
p(k) (k  0), (11.33)

and components of the tensor G ij
 (k) (k  0) can be calculated by reversion of the 

tensor A ij
 (k) (see Sec. 7), and components of the vector F iXp (k) are determined by 

expressions (7.7)-(7.9) in the case i = o (νo = 2) and by formulae (11.2)-(11.4) for i = t 
(νt = 4).

Expression (11.31) can be written (with account being taken of (11.33)) in the 
following form: 
 I1(q) ≈ 

i

, 1

v

p p
 Φi

p
*(q)Φi

p(q)<δc~X
p

*(k)δc~X
p(k)>, (11.34)

if the eff ective amplitude of the diff usion capability Φi
p(q) of each X atom introduced 

in an interstitial sublattice with the number p of an i-type in a solid Me—X solution 
is determined by the following expression: 

 Φi
p(q) = fXexp(−iq ·hi

p) − ifMe

2

, 1 
 qjG ji

(k)F iXp (k)exp(−iq ·ρμ), (11.35)

and in the second term in (11.35), the summation over both Cartesian indexes i, j = 
= x, y, z is assumed.

Th e state parameters of the solution, which describe the correlation in its subsys-
tem of atoms on the interstices of the same type, can be introduced in diff erent ways 
(see, for example, [57]). Following [57, 58, 94], at fi rst, we will introduce parameters 
{ε XX

pp (R − R)}, which characterize a short-range order in distribution of interstitial 
atoms of the X kind in a macroscopically homogeneous solid solution: 

ε XX
pp (R − R)  P XX

pp (R − R) − PX
p(R)PX

p(R) = 

= <{cX
p(R) − PX

p(R)}{cX
p(R) − PX

p(R)}>,

where P XX
pp (R − R)  <cX

p(R)cX
p(R)> is actually the probability of simultaneous sub-

stitution of a pair of interstices of the same type (R + hi
p) and (R + hi

p) with the num-
bers p and p in primitive unit cells with radius-vectors R and R, respectively, by in-
terstitial atoms of the X kind (because of correlation, the deviations {cX

p(R) − PX
p(R)} 

of values of the random function cX
p(R) from its averaged over an ensemble values, 
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PX
p(R), for various positions (R + hi

p) are not statistically independent). On the other 
hand, the ‘structural factor’ of a homogeneous solid solution of X in Me is an experi-
mentally observable value 

 K XXpp(k)  
u.c

1
N

<δc~X
p(k)δc~X

p
*(k)> = ε~XX

pp (k) + Nu.cδP~X
p(k)δP~X

p
*(k) (11.36)

that represents a Fourier component of two-particle ‘correlator’ 
K XX

pp (R − R)  <{cX
p(R) − ϰX}{cX

p(R) − ϰX}> 

 <δcX
p(R)δcX

p(R)> = ε XX
pp (R − R) + δPX

p(R)δPX
p(R),

moreover, under the defi nition 
δPX

p(R)  PX
p(R) − ϰX = 

BZ

k

δP~X
p(k)exp(ik ·R).

For the quantity cX
p(R)  c–X

p + ΔcX
p(R) (where

c–X
p = 

u.c

1
N 

R
cX

p(R)

is the atomic part of an X impurity on a p-th sublattice of interstices of i-type, and

R

ΔcX
p(R) = 0), as well as for any function f(R) satisfying cyclic boundary condi-

tions, an expansion of the following form is applied 

f(R) = 
u.c

1
N BZ


k

f ̃(k)exp(ik ·R),

where f ̃(k) = 
R

f(R)exp(−ik ·R). Th e Fourier component of function cX
p(R) has the 

form c~X
p(k) = Nu.cc

–X
pδk,0 + Δc~X

p(k) (δk,0 is the Kronecker delta), and

K XX
pp (k) = 

R
K XX

pp (R − R)exp{−ik · (R − R)},

ε~(k) = 
R

ε XX
pp (R − R)exp{−ik · (R − R)}.

Th e quantities K XX
pp  as well as ε XX

pp  functionally depend only on a diff erence R − R as 
they do not change at the transformation of translation {R  R + Rt, R  R + Rt} 
of an ‘average’ crystal of a homogeneous solid solution as a whole. On the right in 
(11.36), the fi rst term is caused by correlation, and the second by the long-range 
atomic order in the solution, which is considered as a periodic structure, consisting 
of eff ective (‘average’) atoms, on which the ‘fl uctuations’ of concentration and order 
parameters are superimposed [57, 58, 72, 94].

Th e probability of simultaneous substitution of two interstices in an ‘average’ 
crystal of the ideal solution (i.e., for a random distribution of the noninteracting X 
atoms over interstices of one type) is equal to ϰX

2, and ϰX = NX/(νiNu.c) is an average 
concentration of NX atoms of X in νiNu.c interstitial positions of i-type.

To within the eff ects of short-range ordering, the probability PX
p(R) of the loca-

tion of an atom of the X kind in an interstice (R + hi
p) does not depend explicitly 
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on probability of the location of another X atom in any other interstice (R + hi
p), 

and the probability P XX
pp (R − R) of simultaneous substitution of interstices (R + hi

p) 
and (R + hi

p) by introduced atoms is approximately equal to the product of one-
particle probabilities PX

p(R) and PX
p(R): P XX

pp (R − R) ≈ PX
p(R)PX

p(R), i.e., ε~XX
pp (k) = 

= O(1/N 2
u.c). Hence, K XX

pp (k) ≈ Nu.cδP~X
p(k)δP~X

p
*(k) [94, 95].

For the macroscopically homogeneous interstitial solution in a disordered state 
(i.e., without long-range ordering in an arrangement of the X atoms), according to 
the defi nition of function PX

p(R), its thermodynamically equilibrium value PX
p(R)|eq  

ϰX R. Th e probability PX
p(R) of fi lling of the interstice (R + hi

p) by the X atom can 
deviate in a fl uctuation manner from PX

p(R)|eq on a small (above, but not close to a 
point of the disorder–order phase transition, Tc) value δPX

p(R): 
 PX

p(R) = ϰX + δPX
p(R) (11.37)

in the case of a disordered solution considered here. (Furthermore, it is necessary to 
take into account that p, R δPX

p(R) = 0.)
According to thermodynamic fl uctuation theory, the probability w of realiza-

tion of ‘fl uctuations of concentration’ {δPX
p(R)} that ‘transform’ the solution into a 

nonequilibrium (fl uctuation) state by reversible manner is expressed (in view of the 
Boltzmann entropy–probability relation) by the Einstein formula [57, 96]

 w ~ exp
Bk T

 
 
 

R , (11.38)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature of the solution, and 
δR is the minimal change of thermodynamic potential of the solid interstitial solu-
tion, which is connected with fl uctuations {δPX

p(R)} arising.
Th e presence of interatomic X—X interaction causes the spatial correlation of 

thermodynamic ‘fl uctuations of concentration’ even in a homogeneous solution. With 
a very large accuracy 
 δP~X

p(k)δP~X
p

*(k) ≈  *{ ( ) ( )},X X
p pP P  k k   (11.39)

where the symbol {...}  in the right-hand part means the statistical averaging over 
normalized distribution of fl uctuation probabilities (11.38) for the binary solid inter-
stitial solution [95].

In the statistical-thermodynamic description of a solid solution, we will be re-
stricted to the self-consistent fi eld approximation [72, 97]. Within this approxima-
tion for small enough fl uctuations {δPX

p(R)} on crystallographically equivalent inter-
stices, the change δR in the k-representation [58, 59, 94, 95] can be presented as the 
following bilinear form [57, 95, 98]: 

 δR ≈  u.c
2

N i

, 1

v

p p


BZ

k

W pp(k)δP~X
p

*(k)δP~X
p(k), (11.40)

where 

 W pp(k) = w pp(k) + 
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B
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δpp; (11.41)

 δP~X
p(k) = 

u.c

1
N 

R
δPX

p(R)exp(−ik ·R); (11.42)
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w pp(k)  W XX
pp (k) + W pp

 (k) − W X
pp
 (k) − W X

pp
 (k) is the k-th Fourier component 

of ‘mixing’ energies of X with i in solid solution Me—X; δpp is the Kronecker delta-
symbol.

To present the complex amplitudes δP~X
p(k) as δP~X

p(k) = δP~X
p(k) + iδP~X

p
(k), the 

distribution of magnitudes’ probabilities of amplitudes of concentration fl uctuation 
waves, according to (11.38) and (11.40), may be approximated by a normal (Gauss-
ian) distribution. Accordingly, the estimation of real average values { ( ) ( )}X X

p pP P 
 k k   

and { ( ) ( )}X X
p pP P 

 k k   is reduced [96] to an inversion of the matrix of rank νi, com-
posed by the coeffi  cients at δP~X

p
(k)δP~X

p
(k) in (11.40). Th us,
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G
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Th e elements of matrix ||F~pp(k)||, which is inverse to matrix 

 || W pp(k)||  ||w pp(k) + 
(1 )
B

X X

k T
 

δpp||,

can be presented in a bilinear form:

 F~pp(k) = 
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pw p w
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 k k
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, (11.44)

where φpw(k) is the p-th component of w-th eigenvector (normalized on unity) of 
the Hermitian matrix || W pp(k)||; Lw(k) is the eigenvalue of this matrix. From the 
defi nition (11.41), it can be seen that the set of vectors {||φpw(k)||} is also the complete 
set of eigenvectors for the Hermitian matrix ||w pp(k)|| of the Fourier components of 
‘mixing’ energies, and the eigenvalues Λw(k) of this matrix are connected with Lw(k) 
by the following relation: 
 Lw(k) = Λw(k) + 

(1 )
B

X X

k T
 

. (11.45)

Th us, accounting for (11.39) and (11.43)-(11.45), we can write 
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Th e normalisation factor G can be defi ned by means of a simple integral rela-
tion—the ‘rule of sums’ (see, for example, [57, 58, 72, 94, 101]), which, for a disor-
dered solution, has the following form: 
 

BZ

k

K XX
pp (k) = Nu.cϰX(1 − ϰX). (11.47)

Here, the summation over index p is not carried out, but the summation over all of k 
in the fi rst BZ of a reciprocal space of a solvent lattice is intended. Taking into account 
the approximate equality 

K XXpp (k) ≈ Nu.c
{ ( ) ( )}X X

p pP P 
 k k  , 

substituting instead of K XXpp (k) in (11.47) the expression (11.46) (with p = p) mul-
tiplied on Nu.c, summing over p and taking into consideration the orthonormality 

ϰX ϰX

ϰX ϰX

ϰX ϰX
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of vectors {||φpw(k)||} of ‘polarization’ of fl uctuation waves of concentration, namely,
i

1

v

p
 φ*

pw(k)φpw(k) = 1, we fi nd 

 G−1 ≈ 
i u.c

1
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k
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1
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  1 1  
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. (11.48)

It is easy to see that, in the specifi c case with νi = 1 (when under the defi nition 
φpw(k)  1, Λw(k)  w 11(k)  w (k)), the relation (11.46) takes the form of the known 
formula of M. A. Krivoglaz [57] (see also [101, 102]). At the same time, it is more 
convenient for the estimation of eff ects of short-range ordering in the binary inter-
stitial solutions with νi  2, than the formula obtained by D. A. Badalyan [98], for a 
case of ‘multicomponent’ solid solutions. Let us note also that, although at the writ-
ing of an expression for fl uctuation change δR of the thermodynamic potential of an 
interstitial solution, the self-consistent mean fi eld approximation is used in which the 
correlation in an arrangement of atoms is neglected, the method of fl uctuation waves 
[57, 98] allows us approximately to take into account the correlation in an expression 
for { ( ) ( )}X X

p pP P
 k k   to within the quadratic (and higher order of smallness) on the 

Λw(k)/(kBT) terms.
Using (11.46), it is possible to calculate the structural factor K XXpp (k) (11.36) 

and the two-particle ‘correlator’ KXX
pp (R − R) in the mutual arrangement of atoms 

introduced into the interstices of the same type and also to establish the relation-
ship between an intensity of diff use scattering of radiations by a disordered intersti-
tial solid solution and a spectrum {Λw(k)} and eigenvectors {||φpw(k)||} of a matrix 
{||w pp(k)||} (k  BZ) of Fourier components of ‘mixing’ energies [57].

Th us, the product δc~X
p

*(k)δc~X
p(k) averaged over the statistical-thermodynamic 

(in particular, canonical) ensemble, where δc~X
p(k) = δc~X

p(k + 2πB)  δc~X
p(q) is the 

Fourier component of spatial fl uctuations {δcX
p(R)} of a random function cX

p(R), can 
now be approximated by the following expression (see (11.36) and (11.46)): 

 <δc~X
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. (11.49)

Here, νo = 2 or νt = 4; Λw(k) and φpw(k) are the eigenvalue w and component p of 
the eigenvector corresponding to it (vector of ‘polarization’ of fl uctuation wave of 
concentration) of the matrix ||w pp(k)|| ≈  ||W XX

pp (k)|| of the Fourier component of 
energies of the eff ective ‘total’ X—X interaction (on the whole). Th e normalisation 
parameter G(T, ϰX) is determined by expression (11.48), but also, as usual during 
calculations, it is supposed that G ≈ 1 [57, 94] (for calculation of distribution patterns 
of the intensity of diff use scattering of radiations in a reciprocal space, the knowledge 
of its absolute values and hence the concrete value of quantity G independent on k is 
optional).

Using (11.34), (11.35), (11.49), it is possible to construct distribution patterns of 
the intensity of diff use scattering of x-rays or thermal neutrons as near to, and also far 
from ‘sites’ of a reciprocal space of h.c.p. lattice taking into account as static displace-

ϰX ϰX

ϰX ϰX
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ments of Me ions from the sites of ‘average’ h.c.p. lattice, and the short-range order in 
substitution of its octahedral or tetrahedral interstices by the X atoms. Th e compar-
ison of results of such analysis with experimental data would allow us to assess the 
adequacy of a model adopted for the semi-empirical description of the interatomic 
X—X interactions in the Me—X solutions.

As an example, let us consider diff use scattering of neutrons by disordered (i.e., 
without the long-range atomic order) solutions of O and H on octahedral interstices 
of α—Ti and h.c.p. Tc, respectively, and by the αY—H and αSc—D solutions with 
tetrahedral coordination of the introduced atoms of the H isotopes.

In Fig. 11.10, the calculated isodiff use curves in plane kz = 0 are shown for the 
case of scattering by the deformed (but unstrained from the outside) interstitial solu-
tions αTi—O and h.c.p.—Tc—H (inclined to atomic ordering and decomposition, 
respectively, in a ‘low-temperature’ region).

Fig. 11.10. Isodiff use curves in a plane kz = 0 within the frameworks of the fi rst BZ with a centre 
in the origin of a coordinate system for the case of neutron scattering by disordered deformed (but 
unstrained from the outside) interstitial solutions on octahedral interstices of h.c.p. crystal: with 
accurate scanning, a — αTi—O (ϰO = 1/12, T = 623 K), b — h.c.p.—Tc–H (ϰH = 0.05, T = 298 K); 
with coarse scanning, c — αTi—O (ϰO = 1/12, T = 623 K), d — h.c.p.—Tc–H (ϰH = 0.05, T = 298 K)
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As it is known [57], for distribu-
tion of intensity immediately near the 
‘sites’ of a reciprocal space, the scat-
tering by nonuniform distortions of a 
crystal lattice of a solvent plays a basic 
role by comparison with the infl uence 
of eff ects of the short-range order on 
diff use scattering. Th erefore, the com-
parison of rather diff erent isodiff use curves (close to k = 0) for cases of scattering, 
for example, of neutrons by disordered solutions of the H atoms on octahedral inter-
stices of h.c.p. Tc (Fig. 11.10, b) and on tetrahedral interstices of α-Y (Fig. 11.11) also 
demonstrates the possibility of identifi cation of actual positions of interstitial atoms 
in other h.c.p. metals from the pictures of diff use scattering. 

Th e solutions of the H isotopes on tetrahedral interstices of various h.c.p. REM, 
such as α-Sc, α-Y, α-Ho, α-Lu, α-Er, α-Tm, were actively studied experimentally [60–
63, 75, 83, 87, 92, 103] and also theoretically [64–66, 104, 105] in many respects due 

Fig. 11.11. Th e same as Fig. 11.10 but for so-
lution of H on tetrahedral interstices of h.c.p. 
Y (ϰH = 0.025–0.05; T = 298 K)

Fig.  11.12. Isodiff use curves in the plane ky  =  0 (a rectangle bounded by a closed broken line 
Γ–K–H–A–H–K– Γ) within the limits of the fi rst BZ with the centre in the origin of a coordinate 
system for the case of scattering of neutrons by disordered deformed (but unstressed from the 
outside) interstitial solutions on tetrahedral interstices of h.c.p. crystal: a — h.c.p.-Y–H (ϰH = 0.05, 
T = 298 K), b — h.c.p.-Sc–D (ϰD = 0.05, T = 303 K); c — h.c.p.-Y–H (ϰH = 0.025, T = 298 K); d — 
h.c.p.-Sc–D (ϰD = 0.025, T = 303 K)
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to interesting singularities observed in 
diff raction patterns, in particular, in a 
plane k = {kx; 0; kz} at diff use scattering 

of neutrons by such solid solutions. Th e form of calculated isodiff use curves in the 
plane ky = 0 shown in Fig. 11.12 for the case of scattering of neutrons by solutions 
αY—H and αSc—D and, in particular, their singularity in the Δ direction (between 
points Γ and A of the fi rst BZ) are in agreement with experimental pictures for diff use 
scattering of neutrons obtained in [60-63, 92, etc.] for systems h.c.p.—REM—H(D) 
(REM = Lu, Y, Sc).

Let us separate the infl uence of strain-induced eff ects on the distribution of in-
tensity of diff use scattering presented in Fig. 11.12. Assume that, because of some 
‘compensating’ external action, the REM ions are not shift ed from the sites of (initial, 
‘pure’) h.c.p. Me lattice even in the presence of interstitial impurity atoms. Th en, both 
homogeneous [uμ(R)]hom [59] and inhomogeneous Δξμ(R) parts of displacements 
uμ(R) of Me ions are equal to zero, and [Δξ~μ(k)]|eq

  0. Hence, strain-induced inter-
action between introduced atoms inside such undeformed (but stressed) h.c.p. Me is 
also absent. In this case, 

 I1(q) = Nu.c fX
2GϰX(1 − ϰ

X
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, (11.50)

where {Λw
el(k)} is the spectrum of a matrix of Fourier components of energies of only 

‘(electro)chemical’ interaction between the atoms of H isotopes inside the unde-
formed h.c.p. Me crystal.

It is clear from Fig. 11.13 that the characteristic singularity in distribution of in-
tensity of diff use scattering of neutrons in direction Δ has not disappeared even with 
the ‘exclusion’ of the strain-induced interaction between interstitial impurity atoms. 
Th is testifi es that the ‘basic mechanism’, which causes its appearance, apparently oc-
curs through the ‘(electro)chemical’ D(H)–D(H) interaction conditioning a ‘strong’ 
short-range ordering in the arrangement of the D (H) atoms over tetrahedral inter-
stices of h.c.p. Sc (Y). At the same time, nonuniform strain-induced eff ects, caused 
by D (H) in h.c.p. Sc (Y), form the details of isodiff use contours of the non-localized 
distribution of intensity of diff use scattering (see Fig. 11.12).

Fig.  11.13. Isodiff use curves in the plane 
ky = 0 within the limits of the fi rst BZ with the 
centre in the origin of the coordinate system 
for the case of scattering of neutrons by the 
undeformed (but stressed from the outside) 
interstitial solution h.c.p.-Sc–D (ϰD = 0.025–
0.05; T = 303 K)

ϰX ϰX
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On the other hand, comparison with experimental pictures [60–63, 92] of the 
isodiff use curves constructed in the plane ky  =  0 and calculated here for cases of 
scattering of neutrons by distorted (and relaxed; see Fig. 11.12) and undistorted (but 
stressed from the outside; see Fig. 11.13) disordered interstitial αY—H and αSc—D 
solutions allows us to put forward a hypothesis that the magnifi cation shown experi-
mentally of the intensity of diff use scattering of neutrons by h.c.p.-Me–D solutions 
(Me = Lu, Sc, Y) ‘in the vicinity of a point (0 0 4/3)’ of the reciprocal space of h.c.p. 
Me lattice [61, 63, 92] is apparently determined by interatomic D–D-correlation ef-
fects and is not connected with long-range atomic ordering in these solid solutions.

Th e strain-induced eff ects, induced by D in h.c.p. Me, form details of isodiff use 
contours of (non-localized) distribution of intensity.

11.3. Concluding Remarks
A semi-phenomenological scheme of calculation of microscopic 

(energy and force) parameters of strain-induced and ‘(electro)chemical’ interactions 
between atoms located on tetrahedral interstices of h.c.p. Me is developed in the light 
of the non-central (and short-range) character of pairwise interaction between intro-
duced atoms and its (Me) ions.

It is shown numerically that the strain-induced ‘attraction’ between the H (D) 
atoms predominates over the ‘(electro)chemical’ ‘repulsion’ between them beginning 
from the next aft er the nearest neighbouring H (D) atoms, and it essentially infl uenc-
es both the behaviour in k-space and the scale of values of energy parameters, which 
describe thermodynamical properties, in particular, for the αTi—H and αZr—D 
solutions in contrast to the αY—H and αSc—D solutions.

It is established theoretically that the αY—H and αSc—D solutions are inclined 
to a short-period (‘orientational’) long-range order, but the αTi—H and αTi—D solu-
tions prone to the ordered distribution of H (D) atoms generated by the Lifshitz’s star 
{kM} rays as dominant in a superstructure with orthorhombic symmetry.
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